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DI Christian Janko
General Manager

New perspectives
New perspectives open up new possibilities. In this 9th issue of FOCUSvariation,
the magazine about Bruker Alicona metrology, we introduce you to the new
perspectives we can open in metrology.
For the first time with this issue we present the new MetMaX operating software of our optical micro coordinate measuring system µCMM. MetMaX
will open a new perspective to the current understanding that measurement
accuracy depends on the choice of the right measurement strategy by an
experienced operator. With MetMaX, the measurement and evaluation of
component dimensions is automatic and user-independent. It is no longer about how to measure, but about what to measure. Together with our
well-known and field-proven automation solutions, MetMaX offers a further
perspective to all those who want to use high-precision optical measuring
systems close to production and independent of the operator.
With µCMM in combination with the new operating concept we are able to
offer a measuring system that goes beyond the basic requirement of measuring equipment capability. In our opinion, measuring systems suitable for
production must not only be able to measure components with the necessary
accuracy, but must also be able to record and evaluate data at any time and
independently of the knowledge or experience of the operator.
New possibilities are also created with the further development of our core
technology Focus-Variation. With Vertical Focus Probing it is now possible
for the first time to optically probe components laterally and thus to measure even vertical flanks of more than 90°. What was previously only possible
with the µCMM system is now also available with our InfiniteFocus form and
roughness measurement device. With this we have also adapted this product
line even more to the needs of the market.
Take a new perspective together with us!
Your Christian Janko
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Markets

Key markets and applications
Additive Manufacturing
Tool Industry
Micro Precision Manufacturing
Medical Technology and Pharmaceutics
Injection Molding
Automotive Industry
Aerospace
The application areas of Bruker Alicona optical 3D metrology are manifold. Users benefit

Additive Manufacturing

Tool Industry

Micro Precision Manufacturing

» Optimization of 3D printing process

» Verification of cutting edge preparation

» Automatic measurement of micro gears; includes area based 		

» Quality assurance of additive manufactured parts

» Definition of correct machining parameters such as feed rate

» Surface texture measurement for quality evaluation
of entire surface

and cutting speed
» Surface finish measurement to determine cutting quality

» Analysis of porosity throughout volume measurement (Vvc, Vmc)

» Ideal chip removal throughout areal roughness measurement in the flute

» Automatic measurements to identify form deviations to CAD

» Quantification of droplets for improved coating processes proved

dataset or reference geometry
» 3D measurements to achieve optimum finishing process,
e.g. polishing
“Our Alicona system has proved invaluable for analysis of the complex
surfaces generated by laser processes such as additive manufacturing
and high precision manufacturing, providing reliable measurements when
other instruments struggle.“
Duncan Hand, Director, EPSRC Centre for Innovative Manufacturing in
Laser-based Production Processes (CIM-Laser), School of Engineering and
Physical Sciences

through areal roughness measurements
» Detection of edge chipping throughout profile roughness measurement
» Verification of bevel geometry
» Full form measurement with Real3D technology
» Complete Reverse Engineering

measurement and verification of the entire tooth flank of all teeth
» Measurement of complex shapes with small radii and angles even
at high measurement volumes
» Determination of shape and roughness via large lateral and vertical
scanning areas within one single measurement process
» Checking and verification of dimensional accuracy and finish quality
» Measurement of composites with various materials and
reflective properties
» Failure analysis, incoming goods inspection and integrated
tools compensation
» 3D measurement of dies, quality assurance in stamping and
forming technologies

“The Alicona technology plays in important role in developing our next generation
of products.“

“We mainly use Alicona’s option of full form measurement. And we believe
that Alicona has no competition in this field. “

Anders Ivarsson, Specialist, Geometric Measuring Technology, Sandvik Coromant
R&D

Frank E. Pfefferkorn, Associate Professor, Mechanical Engineering,
University of Wisconsin-Madison

from automated, traceable and repeatable
3D measurements in a laboratory as well
as in production. The optical high-resolution
measurements enable manufactures to verify accuracy of all kinds of components and
achieve higher reproducibility of processes
and products. That way, Bruker Alicona
supports users in increasing reliability of
processes while retaining a high degree of
standardization.

See use cases on page 78 ff.
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Key markets and applications
Medical Technology and Pharmaceutics

Injection Molding

Automotive Industry

Aerospace

» High resolution measurement of dental implants’roughness,

» Optimized mold making through electrode savings of more than 10%

» 3D measurement of fuel injection nozzles, measurement of valves,

» Automated measurement of cooling holes, edge measurement

including those on thread roots
» Quality assurance of orthodontic brackets
» Complete form measurement of surgical drills, milling cutters, etc.
» High-resolution measurements of knee, hip or spinal disc implants
» Establishing a measurable correlation between surface quality
and biological behavior of implants
» Measurement of pills and capsules: Simple and visible verification
against imitations, determination of slip properties through
area-based measurement of surface characteristics
» Quality assurance of packaging products and materials
(e.g. aluminium blister packaging)
» Verification of surface finish and quality of surgical instruments and
instrument tables
» Quality assurance of blister machines and components, e.g. 		
sealing tools, heating plates and sealing rollers
» Optical measurement and inspection of needle protection for
syringes, fusion tubes and other materials produced by means of
plastic injection molding
“I can rely on Alicona regarding not only precise measurement but expert
application knowledge as well!”
Josef Meisler, Quality Engineering, Alpha Bio Tec

» Quality assurance of micro molds and molds in precision
manufacturing
» Geometry measurement of both electrode and eroded mold
» Verification of surface finish throughout areal surface texture 		
measurement
» Process optimization, e.g. optimized separation behavior,
prevention of sink marks and joint lines
» Numerical verification of geometric deviations of the colded part
from the injection mould
“With our machining centers we help our customers to eliminate manual
rework as both, the accuracy of the contour and surface quality of the cavity
achieved is superior. At this level it is tough to measure the quality, though.
With Alicona we have a partner who helps us to prove it.”
Andreas Walbert, Head of Marketing and Product Planning, Makino Europe

connecting rods and envelopes
» High-resolution measurement of valve seat roundness: deviations in
roundness are capably measured even in the 1-2 micron tolerance range.
» Automatic cam inspection: Evaluation of ridges and distance between laser lines
» Testing of technical cleanliness according to VDA 19 and ISO 16232
to avoid residual dirt
» Failure analysis and development of materials for engine and
transmission components (e.g. corrosion, analysis of breakdown,
measurement of spinning in angular gearbox, gear damage,
3D measurement of multi-plate clutches and synchronizers)
» Robot-based measurement of engine blocks
» Quality assurance on pumping systems (based on oil and water)
» Material optimization during the development of drive and axle systems

of turbine blades, verification of edge preparation at the blade
root and air foil, roughness measurement for optimization of
coating processes
» Measurement and quantification of local surface defects
» Optimization of milling and cutting processes of hard-to-machine
materials, such as titanium, composites and heat-resistant alloys.
» Edge measurement and geometric verification of turbine disc
fir-tree roots
» Incoming goods inspection and failure analysis
» Testing, materials research and process optimization
» Quality assurance of various materials and geometries, e.g. 		
thread, bearing parts, engine and transmission components,
sealing, shafts etc.

» Quality assurance of car body and steel surfaces

“Alicona has paid off within approximately one year as a result of its high
flexibility.”

» Comparison of differently honed surfaces by determination of

Gregor Heichler, Non Destructive Materials Testing, Airbus

functional volume parameters
» Quality assurance of sealing systems, contour measurement of
synchronizer rings
» Optimization of optical and haptic characteristics of car seats and
dashboards
“With Alicona we know if a component is okay and if it lies within specified tolerances
and a wide measuring range makes each of our components measurable.”
Brett Manwill, Reliability/Design Engineer, Roush Yates Engines

See use cases of Honda, Kendrion and Vitesco
Technologies (formerly Continental Division Powertrain) on page 88 ff.
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Trends

Production measurement technology requires highly accurate and fast
measurements, easy handling, high cost-efficiency with fast ROI and
production suitability including measurement automation. Modern
production measurement systems are also ready for networked,
smart manufacturing.
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Trends

Requirements that production measurement
technology has to meet
Modern measuring instruments ensure quality, reduce setup times, and
increase process reliability
The purpose of production measurement technology is to ensure component and process quality. The measuring instruments used for this purpose must fulfill a range of requirements to facilitate efficient production without rejects.
If modern production facilities also aim for integrated production strategies according to Industry 4.0, they already lay
the foundation for self-controlling production through their choice of measuring equipment.
Production measurement technology can

accuracy of components and ensure they are

manifest itself in various ways depending on

of the required quality. In addition, production

where it is used and what technologies are

measurement technology often reduces setup

involved. Typically, optical and/or tactile mea-

times for personnel, thereby increasing pro-

suring systems are used in the production

cess reliability at the same time.

line, set up in a connected measuring room, or

The following is a description of requirements

outsourced to an external measurement ser-

that should be taken into account when

vice provider. Whatever the particular setup of

choosing a measuring instrument.

production measurement technology, its task
is always the same—to verify the dimensional

Measuring instrument
capability

The measuring instrument must be capable of
completing the measurement task adequately.
To make sure this is the case, it is necessary
to verify the instrument’s measuring capability
and accuracy. This is usually determined based
on predefined Cg and Cgk values. Other important factors in the assessment of measurement

quality include high repeatability of measure-

fast response and process adjustment times, all of

ment results, traceability to national and inter-

which contribute to economic, efficient production

national calibration standards, compliance with

without rejects.

global ISO standards, and low measurement
uncertainties.

Long-term stability

Flexibility

Flexible production requires flexible measuring
instruments. It is becoming more and more com-

The long-term stability of a measuring instrument

mon to produce small lots of different components,

is crucial for ensuring high process reliability at all

resulting in a difficult task for production measure-

times. When a component is measured at different

ment technology: Different component shapes,

points in time over a longer period, results must be

types, and sizes, often made of various materials

consistent, even when environmental conditions

and composites, must be measured fast and reliably.

such as temperature, vibrations or illumination vary.

Measurement technology must be able to adapt to
production and the varying components, geome-

Usability

Since different machines are used in a production,
the operator and/or measuring technician often has
to operate several, different machines. Therefore,
the simple, intuitive operability of the measuring
system is indispensable for ongoing operation.
Single-button solutions and automated measuring
procedures ensure constant measurements without
user influence.

Cost efficiency

tries, and materials. Ideally, a measuring instrument
should cover all measuring tasks, regardless of component size and surface conditions. One important
requirement for this is easy and quick access to the
component details that need to be measured.

Future-proof
technology

Modern production strategies are increasingly based
on integrated production concepts. In Industry 4.0,
production systems, machines, and measuring de-

Investing in a measuring instrument has to pay off.

vices connect and communicate with each other to

Quick ROI, low maintenance costs, and consum-

enable adaptive production planning and self-con-

ables-free operation make a measuring system

trolling production. In this production concept, also

cost-efficient. The device should also receive regu-

referred to as SmartManufacturing, measuring

lar software updates and come with other services

instruments are integrated directly into production

to ensure flexibility and quick adaptation to new or

and are able to intervene in it. Measuring sensors

adjusted production requirements.

recognize faulty components and automatically
feed this information into the production loop. Pro-

Speed

Measurement and setup times are directly related
to each other. Short setup times demand high measurement speeds and repeatable, traceable measurement results. The faster a measurement result
is available, the faster personnel can react and reconfigure machines. Therefore, measurement speed
is a key factor in reducing downtime and ensuring
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measuring devices employed must fulfill various
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connection and integration into existing production
systems.
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From production measurement technology
to SmartManufacturing
When 3D measurement becomes the smart eye for production
Measurement instruments, production systems and machine tools are linked in a way that the first part is produced
already as a good part. Production measurement systems must meet a number of requirements in order to be part of
networked, digitized production. Alicona is ready.
On many production lines, the use of measurement technology for quality assurance
is still realized off-line. Inspection equipment
is often located at the end of a production
chain and the quality of a component is only

Concept:
3D measurement
technology as a smart eye

determined when it has already been manu-

In order to implement Smart Manufacturing
as an advanced production strategy, companies need fully automated measuring
systems that can be used by any operator
without prior knowledge of measurement
technology. In addition, complex compo-

factured. In the worst case, the component

The use of measurement technology as an

nents with tight tolerances require optical,

fails to meet the specified tolerances, mak-

integral part of manufacturing is based on

high-resolution measurement sensors that

ing it necessary to move through all phases

optimized communication and networking

are compatible with production and provide

of the production cycle again. As a conse-

of all interfaces. Production systems, ma-

traceable and repeatable measurements.

quence, measurement technology is often

chines, and measurement technology form

Alicona´s Focus-Variation offers the ideal

perceived as an expensive, time consuming

a closed loop in constant communication,

platform for using optical 3D measurement

exercise with no added value. Smart Manu-

which makes it possible to produce the first

technology in production, as it is combined

facturing moves quality assurance out from

part directly as a good part. The integrated

with areal-based high-resolution 3D mea-

this unloved shadow behind the scenes into

measurement technology is able to verify

surement sensors that can be flexibly inte-

a new role, center stage. As an integral part

dimensions, tolerances, and surface quality

grated. All involved systems are digitized and

of the production chain, it actively engages in

even at a very early stage of production. If

linked using intelligent interface technology

manufacturing operations and corrects pro-

the measuring sensor detects that a compo-

and the provided measurement solutions

duction steps when a single component does

nent is faulty, this information is fed into the

can be individually customized. This gives

not meet the correct tolerances. As a result,

production circuit, which adapts accordingly.

manufacturers real-time data on production

faulty components are no longer produced;

Measurement technology becomes the smart

processes, allowing them to intervene at an

first parts are good parts.

eye of production.

early stage.

Implementation:
Measuring, networking,
and individualization

»»The use of a standard measuring system com-

easily. Measurement processes, which up to now

bined with the “Automation Manager” interface.

have mainly been applied in a measuring room, are

Measurement series are configured by an admin-

integrated into existing production planning and

In order for Smart Manufacturing
to work effectively, measurement
sensors must be integrated into
the production line. The metrology
equipment must be both capable of
networking with existing production
systems and being expanded by the
manufacturer, if necessary.

»»Using collaborative systems, “Cobots”. The mea-

Integrating optical measurement
sensors into production
Depending on the application, Alicona sensors
can be integrated into production in a variety
of ways. These are the most common ways of
implementing “Smart Manufacturing”:

istrator in advance, and then started by the opera-

control systems (CIM - Computer Integrated Man-

tor in production by pushing a button.

ufacturing), including ERP systems. Integration into
the corresponding production programs is ensured
through interfaces such as .net Remoting, Labview

suring sensor is mounted onto a mobile robot

Interface, and a CAD CAM connection. All systems

platform and can be positioned as needed, even

involved interact in a closed loop, making it possible

for the measurement of components in the ma-

to intervene in production at any time. Production

chine. The Cobot’s safety concept is built around

measurement data enable manufacturers to plan

the physical interaction between humans and

and control production on a flexible basis, contribut-

robots, and makes conventional enclosures for

ing to efficient company management.

robots obsolete. Collaborative systems respond

The range of products offered by Alicona covers the

to human movements by means of appropriate

entire spectrum: As a provider of high-resolution

sensor technology and switch off automatically if

optical 3D measurement technology, we integrate

there is a risk of injury.

measurement sensors into the production line and

»»Integration of the measuring sensor into a ma-

provide corresponding interfaces, including a CADCAM interface, for connecting to existing production

chine tool for autonomously controlled produc-

programs. We collaborate with EDM Department

tion. The sensor communicates deviations in

Inc., making use of their expertise in micro and

workpieces directly to the machine and the ma-

precision manufacturing and the acquired measure-

chine parameters are adjusted automatically.

ment data to also offer extended implementation of

Since 2014, Alicona has been offering this type

an integrated Smart Manufacturing production strat-

of production as “Closed Loop Manufacturing”,

egy. This allows production managers to achieve

in collaboration with US partner EDM Department

autonomous optimization of production and more

Inc., a specialist in micro and precision produc-

efficient management of the company.

tion. Integration of a high-resolution optical 3D
Measurement processes, which up to now have mainly

sensor in a sinker EDM allows the machine accu-

been applied in a measuring room, are integrated into

racy to be increased by a factor of four through

existing production planning and control systems

autonomous control and optimization.

(CIM - Computer Integrated Manufacturing), including
ERP systems. Directly related production data enable
adaptive production planning, contributing to efficient
company management.

Measuring systems matched to
user requirements
Alicona’s high-resolution optical 3D measuring

Digitization and networking between
production systems, machines, and
measurement technology

systems can be extended by the user to meet specific requirements. This allows the manufacturer
to adapt the measuring device to the individual
production process and extend existing functionality. Customer plug-ins facilitate easy extended

18
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Integration iton production programs is ensured through

The first step in applying Smart Manufacturing is

programming (“scripting”) or the implementation

interfaces such as .net Remoting, Labview Interface and a

integrating high-resolution optical measurement

of specific, proprietary software programs and

CAD CAM connection.

sensors. It is then necessary to ensure commu-

libraries. This allows manufacturers to integrate

nication and networking between all the data and

individual parameters and evaluation algorithms

High-resolution optical measurement sensors can be

systems within the production chain. As a result,

into Alicona standard products. That way, they

flexibly integrated into the production line according to

the measuring technology moves from a decoupled

can continue to develop Alicona systems to per-

the specific application. Components can even be mea-

measuring room into the center of production, where

manently extend and optimize quality assurance

sured directly in the machine tool.

complex measurements are executed quickly and

and expertise specific to their company.
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Trends

How do you automate?
Our automation options for
networked manufacturing and
digitization
Automation is more than the automatic measurement of roughness and
shape parameters of a component. Automation means simple interaction
between administrator and machine operator, intuitive order management,
high measuring accuracy also in production as well as simple communication and networking with existing production machines up to the connection to an ERP and QM system. Here we present our tried and tested
solutions.

With the trend to increasingly implement quality assurance and thus
measurement technology as an integral part of production, the requirements for measurement systems have also changed. Measuring systems must be fully automatable so that they can be operated
at any time by any user. In addition, complex components with tight
tolerances require measuring systems that deliver robust, traceable

Automatic measurement of
dimension, position, shape and
roughness

and repeatable measurement results. Last but not least, a standard

Automation interfaces enable the automatic and user-independent

industrial interface technology is required to enable networking and

measurement of micro-precision parts or smallest component fea-

communication between all systems involved. This provides manufac-

tures on large surfaces. Measurement of shape (distances, roundness,

turers with real-time data on production trends and prevents rejects at

flatness, shape deviation, positional relationships...) and roughness

an early stage - a first part is a good part right away.

parameters as well as of cutting edge parameters (radius, contour,

Bruker Alicona is one of the first optical metrology supplier to inten-

angle...) is based on the interaction between an administrator for the

sively deal with these demands that come along with the implemen-

teach-in of measurement programs and an operator who starts the

tation of a Smart Manufacturing production concept. Today, we offer

measurement using single-button solutions. The teach-in is designed

tried and tested solutions based on the technology of Focus-Variation.

for maximum user-friendliness and can be implemented in only a few

Depending on the application, production managers have different

steps without programming knowledge. The component to be mea-

automation interfaces at their disposal. Modular expansion possibili-

sured is identified by means of a drop-down menu or barcode. The

ties exist by means of plug-in solutions, so that new developments for

corresponding measuring program is started automatically, and the

user-specific requirements can be implemented quickly and easily. All

machine operator receives a measurement protocol including ok/not

high-resolution Bruker Alicona 3D measuring systems for form and

ok data.

roughness measurement can be automated and integrated into the
production process.
The following is an overview of the automation options available. The
range extends from “simple” automated measurement and evaluation
to the implementation of an integrated production concept “Smart
Manufacturing”.
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Machine to machine communication
Digital measurement planning

Modern production facilities which are
based on connected, networking machines and measuring technology usu-

A CADCAM connection enables the definition of measuring points,

ally target adaptive production planning

measuring directions etc. already in the CAD file of the reference part.

and self-optimized production. This re-

Tilting angles, travel ranges in XYZ as well as rotation angles are auto-

quires measurement technology to be

matically calculated and synchronized. A simulation provides a preview

integrated directly into manufacturing

of the measurement process to be carried out and thus supports re-

and to be part of a networked produc-

liable measurement planning. The time-consuming definition of mea-

tion chain. Measuring sensors detect

surement positions on the real component becomes obsolete. This is

faulty components, this information is

an attractive solution, especially if users have to define and teach in

automatically fed into the production

100 or more measuring positions on components with complex geom-

cycle and production adapts or corrects

etries.

itself automatically. Industry standards
such as TCP/IP, Modbus TCP or Remoting allow the flexible integration of measuring systems into existing production

Extended database management
The measuring programs stored for a single component or a whole
batch are automatically recognized by a barcode scanner. Each measurement is thus assigned to the respective order. In addition, information
such as end user/customer, operator,
machine tool, etc. can be added via

systems without programming effort.
Measuring equipment and machine tools
interact fully automatically and carry out
pre-defined measuring and testing programs. This also includes workflows
such as the automatic clamping and unclamping of components from a machine tool and the equipping of the measuring system with a robot
(“Pick & Place”). Even measuring without clamping, e.g. directly in the machine tool, is possible. This works when a measurement sensor is
combined with a collaborative robot arm. Here, the sensor is automatically manipulated to the workpiece in a machine tool.

freely editable and configurable fields.
This enables, among other things, user-specific reports to check, for example, whether production is of constant
quality. Also, it ensures that deviations
can be detected and corrected at an
early stage.

Intelligent algorithms for automatic segmentation and classification
A number of expansion options for automatic segmentation and classification of surface features complete the automation options. Intelligent,
self-learning algorithms are the basis of a smart method to characterize, segment, analyze and classify surfaces. Subsequently, relevant parameters for surface evaluation are automatically derived and evaluated. Bruker Alicona currently offers solutions for the analysis of grain size
distribution on grinding tools and for the evaluation of sandblasted and laser machined surfaces.

Connection to the company’s own QM and/or ERP system
Optionally, Bruker Alicona measuring system provide the connection to the end users´ ERP and QM system. This means that measuring systems
can access the nominal values, tolerances and measuring strategies stored in the ERP via DMC or RFT. At the same time, measurement results
are fed into the QM system, enabling production managers to access all production data from their global locations and react immediately to
negative and positive trends. The networking of measurement data, ERP and QM systems can, in the medium term, also enable the autonomous, user-independent creation of measurement programs.
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Optical 3D measuring

systems for dimension, position, shape and roughness
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New coordinate
measuring machine
sets a benchmark

µCMM
µCMM combines the advantages
of tactile coordinate measuring
technology and non-contact
surface measuring technology:
» Measurement of dimension, 		
position, shape and
roughness in one system
» high accuracy over the
entire measurement volume

The new µCMM

Measure components with extremely tight tolerances in high accuracy
µCMM is the most accurate purely optical micro-coordinate measuring machine in its class. Based on
Focus-Variation, it offers all the advantages of this optical technique. These include high-resolution
measurement of components with steep flanks and high reflections, insensitivity to vibrations and a
high number of measuring points. Users can measure dimensions, position, shape and roughness of
their components fully automatically.

What µCMM offers
» high geometrical accuracy
of multiple optical 3D
measurements to each other.
The length measurement error in the total
measuring volume of 310 x 310 x 310 mm
is below E= (0.8+L/600) µm and according
very small geometries, free-form surfaces
and so on over large distances in high

Ø 10 ± 0.05

A

density and accuracy. This enables the
measurement of small surface details on

0.05 A

small and large components and precisely
determining their position in relation to
0.005 A

each other.

» dense non-contact and
material-independent
measurement with one sensor.

» suitable for matte to highly 		
polished components

is largely material-independent and in-

» wear-free, robust,
suitable for production

Position measurements often have very tight
tolerances in the single-digit μm range. Combined with small features, these are very difficult
to measure. μCMM facilitates the work of the
measuring technician by optical scanning combined with high-precision axes.

Lengths and diameters can be
measured with the μCMM and
thus represent an alternative to a
tactile CMM.

to ISO 10360/VDI 2617. Users measure

» non-contact, optical
measurement with
Focus-Variation

» easy handling

Position

Dimension

The spectrum of measurable surfaces
cludes all materials and composites
commonly used in the industry, from
matte to polished or mirrored components. Components made of plastic,
PCD, CFRP, ceramic, chrome, silicon etc.
are measured with one sensor only.

» intuitive usability, designed for
multiple users.

Ø 10 ± 0.05

Optical production measurement

0.01

Ra 0.4

Shape
Deviations from the nominal
geometry are best verified
areal based. The 5-axis version of μCMM allows flexible
measurement of shape deviations on complex components.

0.02 A
0.005

Roughness
The μCMM not only allows form
measurement, but also profile
based roughness measurement
according to ISO 4287 and area
based according to ISO 25178.

µCMM is a one-sensor solution that is

» wear-free and efficient use.

easy to learn. Single-button solutions,

All components, including the moving axes,

surements without sample preparation or

automated measurement sequences and

operate contact-free. Air-bearing linear drive

complex clamping increase user-friendliness

long-term stability ensure consistent mea-

axes enable wear-free operation and high-pre-

and ensure efficient use.

surement results. Details such as a spe-

cision, fast measurement. This makes µCMM

cifically developed, ergonomic controller

ideal for permanent use in production. Mea-

support easy operation.
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Precise, simple, expandable
What makes µCMM so precise, easy to use and flexible?
Technical drawing of a drill

The optical µCMM offers high accuracy for the fast measurement of components with tight tolerances. It reproducibly measures matte to highly polished surfaces and is designed to be easily
used by multiple operators. Simple automation options and optional accessories extend application areas. Interfaces for networking with existing production systems ensure the implementation
of future-oriented, integrated production strategies.
3D measurement using µCMM

PRECISE

Shape deviations of hemispherical shells, as shown here with a CV
joint, are measured in high vertical and lateral resolution. Ball shells,

High accuracy and fast measurement over large measurement volumes
µCMM enables highly accurate measure-

individual measurements can be precisely

which are used in many industries, often have complex material

µCMM offers high accuracy of several optical 3D measurements to

properties due to the combination of matte and highly polished sur-

each other. A 3D measurement is only done at the relevant measuring

face roughness and GD&T features with

faces. The SmartFlash technology integrated in the µCMM enables

positions and thus in a very short time. Due to the high accuracy of the

fast, simple and high-precision measurement.

axis systems, these individual measurements can be precisely set in

ments of the smallest geometric features,

set in relation to each other within the entire

tolerances in the single-digit µm range with

even on large components. The individual

measurement volume. A 3D measurement

only one measurement system.

surface characteristics are verified with

is only done at the relevant measuring po-

large measuring point density. Due to the

sitions and thus in a very short time. Users

high accuracy of the axis systems, these

now have the ability to measure both sur-

relation to each other within the entire measurement volume.

Measure matte and highly polished surfaces easily with SmartFlash
The measurement of complex component geometries is easy for an operator to carry out. µCMM adapts to the surface with one single sensor and
measures all common industrial surfaces, all with dramatically different reflection properties.

SmartFlash 2.0
The measurement of matte to highly polished components is done with SmartFlash technology developed by Alicona in
2004. The core of SmartFlash is the use
of modulated illumination during the vertical scanning process. Each measurement
point is optimally illuminated, resulting
in a robust and high 3D depth resolution.
The further development of SmartFlash
2.0 is based on intensity modulation as
a function of time and simultaneously as
a function of the lateral position. While a
single measurement point is illuminated
» Each point represents a distance measurement of a specific length.
» 5 lengths, 3 times, 7 directions, according to ISO 10360-8
» Test uncertainty according to ISO 23165: U(k=2) = 0.05 μm + 0.3 μm/m (laser interferometer)

with varying intensity at different points
in time, two measurement points are illuminated with varying illumination at the
same time. As a result, users not only
gain a robust and high depth resolution,
but also a significantly more robust and

Part of the µCMM calibration is the determination of the length measurement errors according to ISO 10360:8. In this example µCMM

higher lateral resolution. Rough, smooth,

achieves a length measurement error of 0.3+L/600 over the entire travel distance. The difference of 0.5 µm to the accuracy specification of

and reflective surfaces are optimally illu-

0.8+L/600µm shows that the accuracy specification of the micro coordinate measuring system is chosen conservatively.

minated and measured in 3D.
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Simple

From “How do I measure?” to “What do I measure?”
This is the core thinking behind MetMaX, the µCMM operating software. Thanks to this evolution,
users do not need any specific metrology knowledge to perform robust measurements with the
µCMM coordinate measuring machine. MetMaX contains all the necessary knowledge on how to
acquire and evaluate 3D data.

Dimensioned technical drawing of a component that
must be verified.

When the CAD data set for a component

measurement starts, a virtual simulation

The MetMaX reporting system gives an ok/

is uploaded, operators can use a simple

ensures a collision-free measurement se-

not ok report which complies with the lat-

mouse click to select which GD&T or PMI

quence. The measurement is started by the

est industry standards and can be config-

(Product Manufacturing Information) pa-

operator with a click of the mouse and is

ured according to user specifications.

rameters to measure. MetMaX automat-

fully automated. Once the 3D measurement

ically configures the ideal measurement

is finished, data is automatically analyzed.

strategy for an optimized 3D measurement

If, for example, form deviations are to be

of the part. MetMax software autonomously

verified, the µCMM equipped with MetMaX

calculates probing directions, tilt, rotation

software chooses which geometric form

angles and travel directions in XYZ. Before

(cylinder, plane, sphere, etc.) must be fitted.
The CAD data set of the part to be measured is uploaded
into MetMaX...

MetMaX algorithms possess optical metrology
expert knowledge
MetMaX takes the µCMM to a new level of metrological performance. Algorithms behind MetMaX are the result of our 15+
years of experience, knowledge and technological expertise in
the field of optical measurement. Today, this knowledge offers
the possibility to use a high-precision optical measuring system
to improve production. Users no longer need to overthink their
measurement strategy. MetMaX algorithms take care of this process for them. The µCMM optical coordinate measuring system
is not “only” a metrology device to measure complex geometries
with high precision based on a robust areal measurement principle; it also is a planning and reporting measurement system. In
combination with MetMaX operating software, we implemented
our holistic definition of a production-ready coordinate measur-

In our opinion, measuring systems
must not only be able to measure
components with the necessary accuracy, but also record and evaluate
data at any time and independently
of the knowledge or experience of
the operator.

ing system. It goes beyond the basic requirements of measuring

This combination enables monitoring processes at any stage during

process capabilities to define production suitability where the

production or at different locations while - at the same time - giving

operator is included.

the necessary flexibility to react swiftly and efficiently when compo-

... the user selects the appropriate GD&T or PMI feature...

... and both measurement and evaluation of the 3D data are performed automatically. MetMaX indicates when specifications are out of tolerance.

nents are not within the required specifications.

The reports can be easily configured according to user-specific criteria.
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Expandable
µCMM in use

Maximum adaptation
to business processes

3-axis system turns into
5-axis system

The “Automation Manager” automation interface

A high-precision rotation unit with calibrated

is an additional option for adapting measure-

and motorized tilting and rotation axes allow

ment and testing processes in production to us-

the µCMM to expand from three to five axes.

µCMM can be extended to a complete “Pick & Place” solu-

er-specific applications and individual company

With the Advanced Real3D Rotation Unit, users

tion with a collaborative robotic arm. In this configuration,

processes. Customers receive a GUI interface

can measure their components from a variety

automatic placement, measuring and sorting of parts can

Stepper, one of the German technology leaders in high performance stamp-

tailored to their measurement task. The Auto-

of perspectives. This means that surface fea-

be realized in one measuring process. An administrator de-

ing technology uses the µCMM measuring system for automated measure-

mation Manager is based on the interaction of

tures such as flank angle, lead angle, thread

fines corresponding measuring programs (teach in) and the

ment of 3-up stamping inserts. The insert is a component part of stamping

an administrator who configures measurement

pitch or undercutting on components can also

robot takes over the assembly of the measuring system with

tools, which are used for i.e. the production of automotive contact parts.

be measured easily and optically.

the components to be tested. After the 3D measurement

Stepper produces up to 2550 contacts per minute, so within a few years 3

any measurement program at the push of a but-

and evaluation, the parts can be automatically sorted into

billion parts have been produced. Marcel Heisler, head of laser ablation and

ton. The programs are selected via drop-down

O.K. / not O.K parts.

high-speed cutting knows the most crucial features of these tools:

programs and one or more operators who start

menu or barcode scanner, and the 3D measurement and evaluation run automatically.

Networking and machine to
machine communication
Modern production facilities are increasingly
moving towards SmartManufacturing, where
measurement technology is already an integral part of production that is linked to existing
production systems. µCMM has all the prerequisites to be integrated into a production line.
The robust technology of the Focus-Variation as
well as the stable construction make the optical
CMM suitable for production. Interfaces such as

Pick & Place: Automatic placement,
measurement and sorting

Measurement of 3-up stamping inserts
“This reduces measurement times
by more than 2/3!”

“For inserts, the most important factors are
dimensional accuracy, surface quality and the
position of the tool in relation to the outer contour.
With the CMM I cover all this with just one
optical sensor.”
For tool supplier Stepper the µCMM coordinate measuring system is the
ideal solution. On the one hand, the system delivers high accuracy with
tolerances in the single-digit µm range. On the other hand, the tool manu
facturer benefits from the efficient user guidance as µCMM is designed for
the use by several operators. Stepper has already recorded a reduction in
measuring times. The decisive factor is that not the entire component has
to be scanned in order to verify the relevant component geometries. “We
only measure those parts of the outer contour that we really need,” confirms Heisler. “This reduces measuring times by more than 2/3.”

.net remoting and various connectivity options
(i.e. QDAS) or a CAD CAM connection ensure
networking and communication with existing
production systems, machines and quality management systems.
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Pick & Place:
Automated placing and measurement
High-resolution optical 3D measurement technology in combination with a collaborative robot arm
enables automated placing, measuring and OK/NOT OK sorting in production.
An automation solution that makes it possible to set up a complete automation process within ten minutes, which can also be
used in smaller production environments
and pays for itself within ten months –
these are the most decisive features of the

Teach-in of
measurement series
in only three steps

latest automation option „Pick & Place“.

Pick & Place is based on the interaction between

Users can extend Alicona measuring sys-

an administrator who pre-defines automation

tems with a collaborative robot arm to au-

processes, a collaborative robot for the manip-

tomatically pick, place, measure and sort

ulation and placing of components as well as

components. The possible connection to

high-resolution optical 3D measurement tech-

existing production systems including ERP

nology. The teach-in of measurement series is

facilitates adaptive production planning.

carried out in only three steps and does not require any programming knowledge. Regardless
of the number of components, only four parts
per pallet have to be pre-defined. The robot
handles component manipulation including the
positioning on the measuring system and fur-

ther sorting in OK/NO OK pallets. The operator
starts the entire process in production at the
push of a button, picking, placing and measurement is carried out fully automatic.

Closed-Loop: First
part, good part
Closed-Loop refers to a closed circuit which

In use with
machine tool
Pick & Place is also used in conjunction with
the machine tool. The machined component
is removed from the machine by the robot,
clamped on the measuring system and measured automatically. Depending on the manufacturing strategy, there are different options
of continuing the production process afterwards. Either the measurement result is fed
back into the machine tool following a closed-

enables producing the first part already as a
good part. Production systems, machines and
measurement technology form a closed loop.
This requires that 3D measurements are not
performed offline in a production near measuring room, but as an integral part of production.
This enables the verification of dimensions, tolerances and surface quality of a component at
an early stage. Measurement results are then
fed back into production and manufacturing corrects itself. Thereby, faulty components are no
longer produced, a first part is already a good
part.

loop strategy, where machine parameters are
corrected automatically and manufacturing
continues in a self-controlling manner. Alternatively, an automatic sorting into OK/NOT OK
pallets follows after the 3D measurement for
further processing.

Alicona measuring systems can be equipped with a collaborative robot arm
enabling automated placing and measurement of components including
inserts…
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Cobots
The combination of high-resolution, optical 3D measurement sensors
and collaborative robots
Cobots consist of a collaborative 6-axis
robot and an optical 3D measuring sensor, providing repeatable and traceable
measurements in high resolution also in
production. All Bruker Alicona Cobots are
equipped with our IF-Sensor R25, while
its mechanical base can be customized
depending on the measuring task and the
component to be measured. Cobots are
used in all areas of precision manufacturing. Currently, they are most commonly
used in the aerospace, tooling and automotive sector. What all designs have
in common regardless of the application:

Cobots are “allrounders” in quality assur- » No programming or metrology knowledge
ance, designed for efficient and highly
necessary for handling, programming
user- friendly measurement automation.
and measuring of taught-in measurement
series
» Easy teach-in of up to 500 measuring
positions including CAD CAM connection » Modular application and positioning
options, e.g. directly next to the machine
» Automatic measurement of surface,
tool to measure the tool as well as the
GD&T features, defects and more
workpiece directly inside the machine
(measuring without unclamping)
» High-resolution, optical and repeatable
measurement of smallest geometries
» Optimum integration into existing
on large components
production lines by means of hand-held,
intuitive teach-in process, automatic
evaluation and safety concept without
protective housing
DiscCobot

TurbineCobot
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Applications & benefits
in the aerospace industry

CompactCobot

Applications & benefits
in the tooling industry

»

Optical measurement of turbine blades, cases, discs and
fan blades

»

Measurement of smallest geometries and surface features on
large tools (e.g. saw blade, hob, broach)

»

Verification of break edge to ensure safety regulations

»

Measurement directly inside the machine tool without un-clamping

»

Defect/Roughness measurement for MRO (Maintenance,
Repair and Overhaul)

»

Easy implementation of serial measurements with full utilization
of the measuring system

»

Time savings of up to 70% compared to replica measurements

»

Measurement of cutting edges (edge radii, edge breaks and
defects), including roughness measurement

Cobots I Bruker alicona
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ClosedLoopManufacturing
High precision EDM machine with integrated optical 3D measurement sensor by Alicona

Five in One.

Closed-Loop Manufacturing.

The closed-loop technology is a revolution:

With optical metrology workpieces are

An all-in-one manufacturing method that

continuously measured in-situ during

puts every necessary process step inside

production. Deviations from target values

one machine tool. It delivers outstanding

instantly affect the machining parameters.

performance based on the integration of

This closed loop isn’t just designed to

expert knowledge, machining and metrology.

automate quality assurance, it also brings
machining accuracy to a totally new level.

Machine Sales.

Precision Parts Manufacturing.

Consulting Services.

Alicona Manufacturing is your one stop

Alicona Manufacturing is built on years

Alicona Manufacturing is ready to support

shopping resource for Closed-Loop Man-

of expertise in precision and micro parts

your aims towards Closed-Loop Manufac-

ufacturing. We offer a ready to go, self

manufacturing. Our in-depth knowledge

turing in your facility. We offer any level of

guided sinker EDM machine. Our experi-

is showcased at our state-of-the-art auto-

consulting for precision and micro manu-

ence is embedded in the accompanying

mated manufacturing facility wherein wire

facturing automation. From part design and

smart manufacturing software. You benefit

and sinker edm, milling and laser machining

manufacturing technology selection to final

from our competence in installation, train-

technologies are ready to produce your parts,

production quality control, we are happy

ing as well as manufacturing consulting

no matter what the quantity. You benefit from

to share our expertise. You benefit from a

service together with the machine itself.

an unbeaten price performance ratio made

tremendously shortened realization time of

possible by Closed-Loop Manufacturing.

your transition towards automated manufacturing.
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Applicable

in all areas of
precision manufacturing
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Measurement modules and applications
by showing two examples:

Tooling industry
Aviation
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Tool measurement.
Robust.
Repeatable.
By Alicona.
That´ s metrology!
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Worldwide leading tool manufacturers
use Alicona for quality assurance of
cutting edges and geometries within
their production. The broad range of
Alicona technologies is comprised of
fully automatic measurement solutions for production and comprehensive analysis modules, including
visualization for a laboratory. All measurements, regardless of the application site, are characterized by high
resolution, traceability and repeatability. By means of elliptical measurement, Alicona users get precise and
actual results of their tool kit edge’s
shape. In addition, options such as
measurement of roughness, edge
break and ridges offer a wide range
of opportunities for numerical evaluation of edge quality.

Tool measurement I Bruker alicona
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Measurement of radius and form

Form deviation with difference measurement

With the use of radius-fit, radius, clearance angle (α), wedge angle (β), rake/chipping angle (ɣ), edge symmetry (K) as well as negative and positive bevel lengths
are measured. Measurements include projected bevel length, true bevel length and bevel angles.

3D measurements are automatically compared to an imported 3D data set or reference geometry. Measurable parameters include minimum, maximum and mean
deviation from the reference surface. Also, form deviations are clearly visible by advanced color visualization.

Measurement of ”true“ contour through elliptic fit

Flash Measurement

Inserts with both waterfall and trumpet shapes are measured. A fit of elliptic shapes into the edge region describes the shape by two radial parameters. The edge can
also be compared to user-defined basket arch files of arbitrary shape.

Users measure width and height of an insert´s burr (or flash) which can occur during molding. The numerical verification of the burr enables the early identification
of potential wear of molding tools during the manufacturing of inserts.
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Tool roughness measurement

Angle measurement

In addition to chipping along the edge, users are also able to measure tool roughness with both profile and areal based parameters.

Users measure clearance angle, wedge angle and rake angle of inserts, drills, end mills and other round tools. Measurements are performed in respect to the
tool axis.

Chamfer measurement

Chipping Measurement

Measurable parameters of an edge break include chamfer width, various angles, width of edge break, normal distances and other ISO 1375 conform parameters.

Users benefit from fully automatic chipping measurement. Parameters include total depth, length and volume to verify edge quality of inserts and round tools.
Edge defects are visualized in 3D. Also, high resolution measurement of ISO 4287 conforming parameters (Ra, Rq, Rz, Rp, Rv….) is provided.
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MultiEdgeMeasurement
How to measure multiple edges in only one measurement cycle
MultiEdgeMeasurement offers
fully automatic measurement
of user defined parameters
at various tool positions all in a
single measurement run.

Upon completion, all results are clearly summa-

Metrology expertise is not needed to verify the

This automation decreases the inspection

quality of inserts, cutters, drills or other round

time for both individual tools as well as entre

tools. The administrator just sets necessary

batches. In addition, personnel resources are

parameters and measurement positions in the

set free as the measured tools don’t require

software and then the

repositioning or modification in the software

sequence can be started and carried out at any

settings.

Typical application areas are:

rized in a single chart with a traffic light system
reporting immediately if the work pieces com-

» Verify edge geometries through the 		

ply with the tool specifications. For additional

measurement of various edge

details on the individual parameters, users can
just click on the result of interest.

positions.
» Automatic inspection of drill, cutting 		
miller or insert
» Rapid quality assurance of an
entire batch

Measurement of multiple edge positions
The user defines the measurement parameters for various tool positions. All parameters then are measured automatically and users receive results for each
selected position.

time without further user influence.

Measurement of selected parameters on multiple tools
Users can measure a number of parameters across multiple tools. This enables, for example, quality assurance of an entire batch.

Automatic inspection of drills, cutting miller and inserts

Results summary for easy verification

Automatic measurement sequence including multiple parameters at different positions on a tool by using a rotation unit.

All measuring data is clearly summarized in one chart. A traffic light system reports immediately if a work piece is within tolerances with additional details
available as well.
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Turbine engines are highly specialized aircraft components that must meet enormous
safety criteria. These are precision components with complex geometries and tolerances in the sometimes single-digit μm
range. Functional component features such
as micro-bores for cooling holes or defined
broken edges on highly stressed components contribute to increased efficiency and
to the safe operation of these high-performance systems. The more functional
properties turbine engines have, the more
complex their geometry becomes. This
means not only more complex production,
but also new demands on measurement
technology for quality control.

Non contact measurement
of critical turbine engine
components

Applications in aviation
50
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Break edge measurement

Automatic defect measurement

Common manufacturing processes such as turning, milling or drilling can lead to burr formation and undesirable sharp edges. In order to avoid

Area-based 3D measurements make it possible to quantitatively detect defects also on larger surfaces as well as component edges and to visualize

possible material breakage or crack formation, components are processed accordingly (“break edge”). In contrast to conventional measure-

them in 3D. Typically, width, length, depth and volumes of fractures, scratches etc. are measured. Consequently, it can be decided on a numerical

ments such as replica techniques, edges/radii can be measured quickly, effortlessly, reliably and in high precision using Focus-Variation. Even

basis whether components can be repaired or have to be disposed of.

small form deviations are detected and automatically evaluated according to e.g. ASME.

Automatic measurement of cooling holes
For quality control of cooling holes, it must be ensured that the angle, size and shape of up to 500 cooling holes, some of which have different

Dimensional measurement of a
leading and trailing edge

shapes, correspond exactly to their CAD data set. Users measure the geometry and position of the cooling hole. Also, the transition from the outer
surface of the turbine blade to the bore hole is measured (roundness, diameter, angle).

Users verify the correct edge geometry at the
leading and trailing edge of the turbine blade.
The opening angle is typically rather sharp
and difficult to measure with conventional
methods. Due to its high measuring accuracy, Focus-Variation is a suitable technology
for components with steep flanks, even with
this special geometry. In addition, the form
deviation of the entire turbine blade can be
measured.
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Verification of Data-Matrix Code in 3D
Data Matrix Codes are applied by means of laser technology. Users verify the size, shape and depth of the points through 3D measurements.
The point depth measurement ensures that the marking depth meets
the defined specifications (usually between 20µm and 100µm).

Evaluation of shot peening processes
Shot peening is one of the most effective methods for improving fatigue resistance. The combination of 2D image analysis applications and 3D
measurement technology allows the automatic evaluation of the degree of coverage of blasted surfaces. This also includes verification of the
required processing time and shot peening intensity.

Automatic evaluation of the degree of coverage of blasted surfaces

Automatic defect detection and measurement

Evaluation of laser treatment

The “Detection-Cell” is a combination of image processing, high-resolution optical 3D measurement technology, digital measurement planning,

Part of the quality assurance in surface processing by laser is the verification of the correct laser intensity. This is done by direct analysis of the

robotics and artificial intelligence. This unique combination offers the automatic detection and 3D measurement of component defects.

3D surface structure of the lasered component. Algorithms that have learned the correct structure in advance based on positive and negative
examples solve this task in a process-safe manner. OK and Not OK parts are detected automatically.

This is how automatic defect
detection works
To detect defects, the component is first scanned in 2D with a
special sensor. By means of a process planning on the CAD, which
is created offline in advance, the 6-axis industrial robot manipulates the component in such a way that it can be completely
detected by the sensor. Depending on the size of the component,
up to several thousand images are captured at a speed of more
than 3 images/second and evaluated simultaneously. Algorithms,
which have been trained user-defined with a specially developed
software program, detect and remember existing defects. In a
second step, the detected defects are automatically approached
by the robot and measured by an optical, high-resolution 3D sensor that is also part of the detection cell. Evaluation parameters
include number, length, depth and volume of defects.
Evaluation of a lasered surface structure. Left: 60% and thus not sufficiently lasered; Right: 100% and thus sufficiently lasered.
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More than 15 years of
Focus-Variation
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High measurement point density.
Full form measurement with Real3D.
Lateral probing of components.

Technology I Bruker alicona
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Bruker Alicona.
That´s Focus-Variation!
Form & roughness
in one system.
Alicona measurement systems are based on the technology of
Focus-Variation and combine the functionalities of a surface
roughness measurement device and a form measurement system.

Each Alicona measurement instrument is a
»» surface measurement device
»» surface roughness measurement system
»» 3D measurement system for geometrical tolerancing
»» micro coordinate measurement system

This drill shows a high resolution 3D measurement, not a picture or photo.
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traditional illumination

One Sensor.
One Technology.
Multiple Measurements.
Form and roughness in one system
The complexity of a component determines how 3D metrology can be
applied. Either a single measurement is performed or multiple individual

Alicona SmartFlash illumination

measurements that are then merged into a full 3D data set. To ensure
users receive repeatable and traceable high-resolution measurement
results, several requirements need to be met.
»» The technology being used must be able to capture steep flanks,

resulting 3D measurement

offer intelligent illumination, and provide registered color information of surfaces in addition to depth information.

Steep flanks

True color information

Varying surface reflections

Light coming from different directions is used

Alicona´s Focus-Variation provides color in-

SmartFlash allows high resolution measure-

number of measurement points can be processed and a highly

to positively influence a measurement. The

formation of surfaces in addition to depth

ments of materials with varying surface

accurate axis system is used. This ensures that tolerances and

measurement of the maximum flank angle

information. Users receive a color image with

characteristics or reflectivity. Modulated light

roughness at the µm and sub-µm level are measured in high reso-

is not restricted by the numerical aperture of

full depth of field which is registered to the

provides optimal illumination throughout the

lution.

an objective. Depending on the surface users

3D points.

whole measurement area. Users measure
glossy, ground, rough, reflective and diffuse

measure surfaces with slope angles up to 87°.

components.

»» When merging multiple measurements, it is critical that a large

»» Regardless of a component’s geometrical complexity the influence
of vibrations on the measurement result must be reduced to a
minimum.

roughness profile, Alicona measurement at vibrations

Alicona achieves all of the above with Focus-Variation. With just one sensor,
this measurement technique measures both form and roughness.

Ra = 0,048 µm
roughness profile, conventional technology at vibrations

Ra = 0,466 µm

Robust against vibrations

Detailed measurements

For each measurement point Alicona systems process information

Up to 500 million measurement points ensure a meticulously detailed

not only from image points directly in the focal plane but also from

measurement. Measurements with tolerances in the µm and sub-µm

areas out of focus. As focus information is utilized over a larger scan

range along with large working distance are achievable. The high mea-

depth, the influence of vibrations on the measurement is reduced to

surement point density of Focus-Variation enables operators to gain a

a minimum. Users receive high resolution, traceable, and repeatable

consistently high lateral and vertical resolution even across high mea-

measurements even in environments with considerable vibrations.

surement volumes. Traceable measurement of small and often hard to
access radii, angles, and roughness are also possible.
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Real3D

Contour Measurement

Individual measurements are merged into a full 3D data set

Analysis of even complex profiles

Single measurements from various positions are automatically merged
into a 3D data set. The Real3D technology allows the visualization of
the component from different angles plus a measurement of contour,
difference and form.

Users measure angles, distances, circles, incircles, circumcircles, thread pitch
etc. from every position. In addition, the contour measurement module
includes roundness measurement. Even complex profiles of e.g. along a
helix are measured.

3D Form Measurement

Difference Measurement

Measurement of flat and curved components

Verification of form deviation

Picture © SKB and Posiva Oy
Not allowed to copy without permission
of SKB and Posiva Oy.

Full form measurement
Using Real3D, users measure surfaces from numerous perspectives. Single measurements are
then automatically merged into a full 3D dataset. High-precision and calibrated rotation and tilt
axes ensure automated, repeatable and traceable

Fusion Measurement

measurement of form and roughness on the whole
measurement object. Users are able to visualize
and measure surface features such as diverse
flank angles, thread pitch and undercuts.

Operators measure regular geometries
and curved surfaces. Automatic fitting
of spheres, cones and cylinders allow
the visualization and form measurement of tools and other components.
Also, deviation from target geometry
becomes clear.

Difference measurement is used to
numerically compare two different geometries. A typical application is the
measurement of wear before and
after use of a cutting tool. Also,
users measure form deviations
to a CAD-dataset or reference
geometry. The module is also
used in the field of Reverse Engineering.

HOW REAL3D WORKS
The component is measured at various rotation and tilt angles. Based on the registered true color information of each measurement point, the single measurements are transformed into a joint coordinate measurement system. The single overlapping measurements are then precisely merged into a complete
3D data set.
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Focus-Variation

The technical principle of Focus-Variation
Focus-Variation [1] combines the
small depth of focus of an optical
system with vertical scanning to
provide topographical and color
information from the variation of
focus. The main component of the
system is a precision optics containing various lens systems that
can be equipped with different objectives, allowing measurements
with different resolution.

With a beam splitting mirror, light emerging from

data into 3D information and a true color image

as measuring surfaces with strongly varying re-

measurements as far as the identification and

and characterization in e.g. tool & mold making,

a white light source is inserted into the optical

with full depth of field. This is achieved by an-

flection properties even within the same field of

localization of measurement fields or distinctive

precision manufacturing, aerospace, automotive

path of the system and focused onto the specimen

alyzing the variation of focus along the vertical

view can be avoided. Specimen can vary from

surface features are concerned. The visual cor-

industry, all kinds of materials science, corrosion

via the objective. Depending on the topography

axis.

shiny to diffuse reflecting, from homogeneous

relation between the optical color image of the

and tribology, electronics, medical device devel-

to compound material and from smooth to rough

specimens´ surface and its depth information are

opment. Due to its´ technical specifications the

surface properties. Focus-Variation overcomes

often linked to each other and are therefore an

Focus-Variation technique is used for both form

the aspect of limited measurement capabilities in

essential aspect of meaningful 3D measurement.

and roughness measurements.

of the specimen, the light is reflected into several
directions as soon as it hits the specimen via
the objective. If the topography shows diffuse
reflective properties, the light is reflected equally
strong into each direction. In case of specular
reflections, the light is scattered mainly into one
direction. All rays emerging from the specimen
and hitting the objective lens are bundled in the
optics and gathered by a light sensitive sensor
behind the beam splitting mirror. Due to the small
depth of field of the optics only small regions of
the object are sharply imaged.
To perform a complete detection of the surface

In contrast to other optical techniques that are limited to coaxial illumination, the max. measurable slope
angle is not only dependent on the
numerical aperture of the objective.
Focus-Variation can be used with a
large range of different illumination
sources (such as a ring light) which
allows the measurement of slope
angles exceeding 87°.

with full depth of field, the precision optic is
moved vertically along the optical axis while con-

Basically, Focus-Variation is applicable to surfaces

tinuously capturing data from the surface. This

with a large range of different optical reflectance

means that each region of the object is sharply

values. As the optical technique is very flexible

focused. Algorithms convert the acquired sensor

in terms of using light, typical limitations such
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terms of reflectance by a combination of illumination, controlling the sensor parameters and inte-

Since the described technique relies on ana-

grated polarization. Modulated illumination means

lyzing the variation of focus it is only applicable

[1] ISO 25178-6: Geometrical product specifica-

that the illumination intensity is not constant, but

to surfaces where the focus varies sufficiently

tions (GPS) -- Surface texture: Areal --

varying. The complex variation of the intensity can

during the vertical scanning process. Surfaces

Part 6: Classification of methods for measuring

be generated by a signal generator. Through the

not fulfilling this requirement such as transparent

surface texture, Draft.

constantly changing intensity far more information

specimen or components with only a small local

is gathered from the specimens´ surface.

roughness are hardly measurable.

In addition to the scanned height
data, Focus-Variation also delivers
a color image with full depth of field
which is registered to the 3D points.

Typically, Focus-Variation delivers repeatable
measurement results for surfaces with a local
Ra of 0.009 μm at a lc of 2 μm. Focus-Variation
is used to perform high resolution 3D surface
measurement for quality assurance in production
as well as research and development activities

This provides an optical color image which eases

in the lab. Key applications are surface analysis

Focus-Variation I Bruker alicona
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Vertical Focus Probing
Vertical Focus Probing is based on the use of partial light. This means that in addition to coaxial light,

Optical measuring technique
enables lateral probing
of components

light from different directions is used. As a result, individual light rays diffusely reflected from vertical
surfaces are captured again by the objective, enabling the traceable and repeatable measurement of
flanks with more than 90° in a high-resolution.
How high the proportion of reflected light rays is depends on the geometry and the roughness of the surface to be measured as well as on
the light source used. The objective also plays a role as depending on

The following graphic illustrates the measurement of a surface with a

its diameter an objective can also capture reflected light from surfaces

slope of more than 90°. It shows that even with this geometry reflec-

that show flanks steeper than 90°. This is where the numerical aperture

ted light is still captured by the objective.

Up to now, geometries such as bore holes of injection valves in the automotive industry were difficult
to measure optically. The lateral probing of components with vertical surfaces was limited to tactile
measuring systems, CT solutions or complex customized solutions. This changes with Vertical Focus
Probing, an extension of Focus-Variation technology. Based on areal measurements, the optical probing of components over the entire surface is possible.
Different optical measuring methods allow the

for steep flanks. However, this technology has

principle with a new technique, Vertical Focus

measurement of components with different

also reached its limits for components that

Probing. Even surfaces with slopes of more

flanks. The spectrum of measurable flanks or

show flanks steeper than 85°. Nonetheless,

than 90° can now be optically touched and

slopes has so far covered 0° - 85°, whereby

Bruker Alicona has been constantly devel-

measured in 3D.

in industrial practice, Focus-Variation has es-

oping Focus-Variation for 15 years and has

tablished itself as the most suitable method

complemented their optical measurement

Figure 2 In Vertical Focus Probing, individual reflected light beams are captured again by the
objective, making surfaces with more 90° optically measurable

Figure 3 Reflected light can also be detected by the objective when measuring slopes steeper
than 90°

(A N ) comes into play, which is defined by the objective diameter and
the working distance. It influences how much the measurable slope of
a surface can still exceed the 90° mark.

Figure 1 Different technologies allow the measurement of components with different flanks.
Here: Surfaces with 0°, 60° and 90°
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AN = n.sin(∝)

∝ defines the angle between the scanning direction and the maximum

light beam that can be captured:

		

∝=arctan (

objective radius

)
working distance
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Difference between
Focus-Variation and
Vertical Focus Probing

Here, further examples are
introduced.

Hole measurement,
diameter 0.2 mm
Measurement METAS 1 [mm]

Vertical Focus Probing, like Focus-Variation, is based on the vertical scan of the surface to

0.20065 ± 0.00013

be measured. The focus information curve is evaluated for each position. The difference to

Measurement Vertical Focus Probing [mm]

Focus-Variation is that in Vertical Focus Probing not only one, but several Z-values are calcu-

0.200568

lated for each measuring point (XY). These Z-values represent the vertical surface.

Deviation [mm]
0.000082

Accuracy, benefits and fields of use
Vertical Focus Probing can be used for a wide range of applications in dimensional metrology,
respectively in all areas of the manufacturing industry and production. Among others, the

Measurement of a pin,
diameter 0,6 mm

tooling industry, precision manufacturing, the automotive industry as well as the aerospace
sector benefit from new measurement possibilities whenever it comes to components with
vertical surfaces. Features such as holes, bores, reference surfaces, contours, lengths etc. can

Measurement DAkks 2 [mm]

thus be optically measured with high accuracy, in high resolution and short measuring times.

6.00033 ± 0.00050

PMI verifications (Product and Manufacturing Information) including dimensional and position tolerances (GD&T characteristics) are realized by
measuring several positions from only one measuring direction, as it is
with tactile systems. It is not necessary to un- or reclamp components
in order to measure parameters such as diameter, lateral distances etc.
Due to the area-based measuring principle and the resulting high measurement point density, a large number of measuring points can be
used for the evaluation of e.g. form deviations, which enables the robust
measurement of especially small geometries.

Measurement Vertical Focus Probing [mm]
6.00092
Deviation [mm]
0.00059
1

Swiss Federal Institute of Metrology

2

German Accreditation Body GmbH

Coordinate measuring machines are verified
according to ISO 10360. Part of this process
is, among other things, the measurement of
the bidirectional length measuring error of

Typical applications of Vertical Focus Probing are, as of example, the measurement of micro
bore holes such as injection nozzles or cooling holes. The diameter to depth ratio of holes
ranges from 1:3 to 1:10, the measurable diameter is 0.1 mm to 2 mm. Users measure parameters such as outer and inner diameter and opening angle.

e.g. ball bars. Typically, tactile methods are
very well suited for this purpose, since they
can probe the ball laterally. For optical methods this was not possible until now. With Vertical Focus Probing, this is changing: balls
can be probed at the equator, which makes it
possible to determine the distance.
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Focus-Variation in Comparison

Measurement process capability and accuracy

Accurate measurement solutions with high resolution are a necessity whenever surface qualities and
micro geometric features need to be examined. In comparison to alternative optical technologies,
Focus-Variation closes the gap between typical 3D coordinate measuring technology and classical
surface metrology devices.

To assess a measurement‘s system suitability for a particular application, it is necessary to quantify its
measurement process capability and accuracy. Here, the most important concepts and terms in relation to
its determination are explained.

Profile projectors

Confocal measurement

White light interferometer (WLI)

and other image processing systems are the

is characterized by its high lateral resolution.

A coaxial illumination beam is split onto a ref-

Measurement process capability

Repeatability

Trueness

predecessors of present optical measurement

Right at the focal point inside the detector

erence surface and onto the measurement

is defined by Cg and Cgk values. It is deter-

Is calculated regardless of the systematic error

Closeness between the measurement results

systems and are still relevant for understand-

an additional aperture is used to block light

surface. The reflected light coming from the

mined by analyzing the standard deviation

of a measurement. It is typically described by

and the true value. Results can have good true-

ing optical measurement technology. Profile

from above and below the focal plane. There-

reference and the surface interfere on the sen-

(Sigma σ)/precision plus bias/trueness of a

standard deviation (σ) computed from a set of

ness, whilst having poor precision. Trueness is

projectors enlarge the components‘ surface

by, only light within the focal plane passes

sor. The distance to the measurement surface is

measurement system. While standard devia-

repeated measurements.

quantified as bias.

characteristics and project the image onto a

through the detector. By detecting the stron-

precisely calculated based on this Moiré effects.

screen. Through pattern matching the image

gest signal depth is measured. Confocal sys-

One advantage is the high vertical resolution

is compared to an appropriate reference.

tems are particularly suitable for measure-

and the independence from lateral field of

Advantages are measurements that can be

ments of very smooth surfaces that can be

view. Therefore, this technique is widely used

executed within seconds, although the auto-

found on silicon structures or semiconductor

for flatness measurements of larger areas and

matic measurement of geometric features is

geometries. The advantage of high resolution

additionally shows its strength in roughness

limited to two-dimensional applications only.

in z is accompanied with increased sensitivity

measurements on smooth surfaces as for

One main disadvantage is its sensitivity to

towards vibrations.

example highly polished parts, optical lenses
and semiconductor materials.

cision and trueness are qualitative. Usually, a
system is considered to have a measurement
process capability > Cg, Cgk 1.33. However,
this may vary for different industries, compa-

Accuracy,
also called uncertainty, can be derived from

tion, differing measurement results can be

the systematic and random errors of a mea-

obtained.

surement system. Both values must be as low

Structured light
is based on a projector that illuminates the
measurement object with several bright and
dark stripes and captures it with at least one
camera. The topography of the sample distorts
the stripe pattern of the projector. The distorted pattern is recorded with a camera and, finally, the topography is calculated via image
processing. One advantage of structured light
is the high measurement speed when measuring large surfaces. Therefore, the technology
is primarily used for the measurement of very
large parts (e.g.: bodywork). The technology
is of limited suitability for high-resolution subµm depth measurements as, for example, with
roughness measurements. In addition, the low
depth of field and high sensitivity to varying
surface characteristics substantially limit the
application range.

Focus-Variation

as bias value (quantitatively) or as trueness

registered true color information of the sur-

(qualitatively). Random errors, by contrast,

face. Roughnesses of micro and nano-struc-

are indicated as standard deviation (quantita-

tures are measured both profile and area

tively) or precision (qualitatively).

based. Complex geometries are measured

Bruker alicona I Focus-Variation

small U

Bias
Estimate of a systematic measurement error
and the difference between the observed average of measurements and the reference value.

large U

Improving Precision
Decreasing Random Errors
Improving Repeatability

Accuracy
Accuracy is a combination of trueness and
precision.

Uncertainty

via the Real3D technology from different per-

To calculate uncertainty, precision, represented as repeatability, and trueness, represented

dataset. By measuring form, dimension, posi-

Precision

tion and roughness in one system, Focus-Vari-

Closeness of results regardless of where the

ation closes the gap between typical 3D co-

clustered results fall on the target. Precision

ordinate measuring technology and classical

is a description of random errors quantified as

surface metrology.

repeatability.

as bias, need to be known.

In contrast to profile projectors not an outline
is measured, but the components‘ 3D surface.
While confocal systems and interferometers
measure intensity peaks or intensity modulation only in a very narrow band around the

RONt/ µm
f=20UPR

RONt/ µm
f=50UPR

Radius/°

Cg

2.960

2.152

2.911

Cgk

2.098

1.723

1.514

focal point of the system, Focus-Variation
measures sharpness over a considerably larger region. Therefore, the technology is much
more tolerant against vibrations.

While confocal systems and interferometers measure intensity peaks or intensity modulation only in a very narrow band around the focal point of the system, Focus-Variation measures the
variation of focus over a 100 times larger region. Therefore, the technology is much more tolerant against vibrations.
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as necessary. Systematic errors are indicated

gathers not only depth information but also

spectives which are then merged into a full 3D

Improving Accuracy
Decreasing Uncertainty

nies, or components.
Improving Trueness
Decreasing Systematic Errors
Reducing Bias

object alignment. Depending on its orienta-

tion and bias are quantitative indicators, pre-

The following example of a roundness measurement (RONt) of valve seats with tolerances of 1–2 μm and opening angles <45° demonstrates the measurement process capability of
Alicona´s Focus-Variation.
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Optical form measurement following GPS standards

Optical roughness measurement

One critical factor in determining measurement process capability is the measurement set-up of the
optical micro-coordinate measurement device. The measurement set-up describes important aspects
such as using the correct objective, illumination, as well as vertical and lateral resolution. These must
correlate to the measurement task and the tolerances defined in the technical drawing.

Roughness is crucial for a component’s function. Alicona offers optical, high resolution, areal based
roughness measurement. This enables the sustainable assessment of a manufacturing process, which
is based on a number of user defined evaluation options. The following fundamentals contribute to the
best possible use of these options in order to achieve overall optimization.

Standards for Geometrical Product Specifi-

Automation of measurement task

Surface profile

Regardless of scale, all surfaces share several

Measurement process

Form removal

cations (GPS) are increasingly being adopted

Once the measurement set-up has been de-

also known as profile of a surface, is limited

mutually independent basic characteristics:

The main prerequisite for ensuring repeatable

In roughness measurements, if the 3D data

by the industry. One of these GPS standards,

termined and confirmed according to MSA,

by two surfaces building a 3-dimensional toler-

mounds or other geometrical shapes, waves,

roughness measurements of the highest possible

record shows a significant form, the real form

which is particularly relevant, is defined in DIN

Alicona measurement instruments offer auto-

ance zone around any theoretically exact geo-

and roughness. The magnitude of these three

accuracy is determining the ideal measurement set-

must first be removed. To achieve this, several

EN ISO 1101, describing the verification of

matic measurement and evaluation of surface

metrical form. Tolerance zone: the geometrical

characteristics defines how suitable a work-

tings. The Alicona Roughness Poster offers a guide-

forms are available: plane, parabola, cylinder,

form and positional tolerances. GPS standards

roughness and dimensional characteristics.

form is limited by, two surfaces enveloping

piece is for a particular function. The form

line for choosing the correct measurement settings

cone, and sphere. If the form does not corre-

recommend that the correct measurement

This includes roughness parameters as well

spheres of diameter t (Tolerance), the centres

deviation of a machined component is the re-

and also provides further information on standard-

spond to any of the above or is unknown, a

set-up is defined and verified in terms of its

as GD&T values such as straightness, round-

intersecting the theoretically exact geometrical

sult of the deviations between the spindle and

ized roughness measurement. The following flow-

polynomial is removed instead.

measurement process capability before carry-

ness, surface profiles, and flatness (described

form.

workpiece axes. Waviness develops as a result

chart illustrates the process for optical roughness

ing out a 3D measurement.

according to DIN ISO 1101 below). [1]

of machine vibrations, whereas roughness is

measurements:

To accurately determine a potential measurement set-up, past experience based on the

Straightness

same measurement task and the technical

Any extracted longitudinal section line of the

specification of the measurement system

surface shall be contained between two par-

supplier are most beneficial. Alicona recom-

allel lines. Tolerance zone: Two parallel lines

mends to define a potential measurement set-

with a distance t apart (tolerance) in a plane

up based on given tolerances in regard to the

that includes the axis of the surface.

specified measurement task. Finally, the mea-

a consequence of cutting conditions and tool
Measurement

geometry.

Profile roughness measurements are used for
Form removal
Adjustment of reference plane

References how flat a surface is regardless
Choice of measurement

Profile roughness

ment set-up, optimal resolution, illumination,
sample positioning and evaluation modes are

Roundness

The following figure illustrates the ideal proce-

also known as circularity, is limited by two

dure to define a measurement set-up:

concentric circles with a difference in radii in
the considered cross-section. Tolerance zone:

Measurement task

the considered cross-section, is limited by two
circles on a conical or cylindrical surface at a
distance t (tolerance) apart along the surface.

Roughness in
technical drawings
[1] EN ISO 1101:2017, Geometrical product

Designers draw workpiece contours as sharp,

specifications (GPS) -- Geometrical tolerancing

straight lines Translating these drawings into a

-- Tolerances of form, orientation, location and

finished workpiece that corresponds to the de-

run-out

sign as closely as possible is the task during

Obtaining potential
measurement setup

Bruker alicona I Terms & definitions

»» Measuring complex parameters
Volume parameters can distinguish differences between surfaces better
than others. Volume parameters are called functional parameters.

manufacturing. However, since the realization
alized drawing, designers must describe the
functions of surfaces in the drawing in a way
that they can be fulfilled by the final workpiece..

If you want to learn more, feel free to request your personal copy of the Alicona form measurement poster and the new White Paper on GD&T at metrology.alicona@bruker.com
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Calculation of parameters

faces with complex shapes
»» Measuring the flatness of surfaces

of a workpiece will always deviate from its ide-

Verification of potential
measurement setup

Measurement setup for
3D measurement

Areal surface
texture

Choice of Lc

crucial.

»» Surfaces with non-directional texture
»» Measuring the roughness of textured sur-

distance t (tolerance) apart.

surement system analysis). For the measure-

be comparable to tactile values. Areal surface
texture measurements, by contrast, are used for:

of any other datums or features and is explicfeature. Tolerance zone: Two parallel planes a

optimized following an MSA procedure (mea-

surfaces with directional texture (e.g. turned surfaces) and roughness measurements that must

Flatness
itly given as a flat surface, which is an areal

surement set-up can be verified and, if needed,

Profile roughness or
areal surface texture

a = Surface parameter
c = Manufacturing method
d = Surface lay and orientation

The Alicona Roughness Poster contains further information on roughness measurement.
Send an e-mail to metrology.alicona@bruker.com to receive your personal copy.
Terms & definitions I Bruker alicona
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The role of Alicona in
international standardization

[1] Neuschaefer-Rube, Ulrich: Normale, Normen
und Richtlinien. (Standards, norms and guidelines.) In: Leitfaden zur optischen 3D Messtechnik, Vision Leitfaden 14, (Guideline on optical 3D
measurement, Vision Guideline 14), Fraunhofer

Standards and guidelines are significant suc-

Institute (ASI) on the development of standards

cess factors for the competitiveness of a

in Austria (Ö-Normen). In the area of applied

company. A study conducted by the German

research, there is a joint project with a Swiss

[2] Geometrical product specifications (GPS) --

Fraunhofer Gesellschaft in 2011 quantified the

university in order to develop standards for

Surface texture: Areal -- Part 6: Classification of

economic benefit of standards in Germany at

the traceability of optical micro-coordinate

methods for measuring surface texture

15 billion Euro annually [1].

measurement devices. The superordinate

Verlag (Publisher: Fraunhofer)

goal of this cooperation is the expansion of

[3] Geometrical product specifications (GPS)

In order to make them as practically applicable

standards within ISO 10360 (acceptance and

-- Acceptance and reverification tests for co-

as possible, standards are usually developed in

re-verification tests for coordinate measuring

ordinate measuring machines (CMM) -- Part 8:

collaboration with industry experts and universi-

machines). [3]

CMMs with optical distance sensors

ties. The working groups of the most important
standardization institution, the “International Organization for Standardization” (ISO), are made
up of international manufacturers and users,
who are sent by the respective national standardization organizations.
Alicona has been making a valuable contribution to the standardization of quality assurance in various international committees
and standardization institutes for more than
10 years now. This includes, for example,
the participation in the technical committee
TC 213 of ISO, which is responsible for “geometric product specification”. As a member

With Alicona, the following standards
have been established:

duction technology, there are numerous areas
where cutting edges are applied, a comparable measurement of the edges and edge paNew guidelines in relation to edge-cutting
measuring should now make quality assurusers. For this purpose, the VDI/VDE-GMA
technical committee 3.64 “Characterizing and
measuring cutting edges“ was set up in October 2016 and is headed by DI Franz Helmli, Alicona and DI Simon Ross, Technical University

Geometrical product specifications (GPS) – Surface texture: Areal – Part 6: Classification of methods
for measuring surface texture

ISO 25178-606

Geometrical product specification (GPS) -- Surface texture: Areal -- Part 606: Nominal characteristics
of non-contact (focus variation) instruments

developing new guidelines.

VDI/VDE 2617,
12.2 (draft)

Accuracy of coordinate measuring machines – Characteristics and their testing – Acceptance and
reverification tests for optical CMM measuring microgeometries

the measurement and evaluation of edges

Berlin, Germany. In addition to the Association
of German Engineers (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, VDI), other international experts from
science and industry also work together on
Particularly in focus are new standards for
and radii. The goal is to standardize both the
description of cutting tools, as well as the
approach to the measuring of edges. An initial

Alicona and VDI: Innovators
in standardization

is, among other things, responsible for the
development and introduction of series of

focus in this case is a uniform definition of
edge parameters and of processes to determine these parameters.
Further working points are the definition
of framework conditions, models and ap-

standards for the non-contact, areal rough-

proaches, supporting the user during their

ness measurement. This contains standards

interpretation of the measurements and in-

for the definition of corresponding parameters

creasing the reproducibility of the results.

and standards in relation to the calibration of

Alicona measurements comply with following
standards and guidelines:
General
DIN EN
ISO 25178-6

2010

Geometrical product specifications (GPS) – Surface texture:
Areal – Part 6: Classification of methods for measuring surface texture

DIN EN
ISO 25178-606

2016

Geometrische Produktspezifikation (GPS) – Oberflächenbeschaffenheit:
Nominal characteristics of non-contact (focus variation) instruments

2007

International Vocabulary of Metrology – Basic and General Concepts
and Associated Terms, 3rd edition

2014

Geometrical product specifications (GPS) – Acceptance and reverification
tests for coordinate measuring systems (CMS) –
Part 8: CMMs with optical distance sensors

VIM ISO IEC

rameters does not yet exist, however.

ISO 25178-6

(“areal and profile surface texture”), Alicona

DIN EN
ISO 10360-8

Profile roughness measurement
DIN EN
ISO 4287

2010

Geometrical product specifications (GPS) – Surface texture:
Profile method – Terms, definitions and surface texture parameters

DIN EN
ISO 4288

1998

Geometrical product specifications (GPS) – Surface texture:
Profile method – Rules and procedures for the assessment of surface texture

DIN EN
ISO 16610-1

2015

Geometrical product specifications (GPS) – Filtration – Part 1:
Overview and basic concepts

DIN EN
ISO 16610-20

2015

Geometrical product specifications (GPS) – Filtration – Part 20:
Linear profile filters: Basic concepts

DIN EN
ISO 16610-21

2013

Geometrical product specifications (GPS) – Filtration – Part 21:
Linear profile filters: Gaussian filters

Surface texture measurement
DIN EN
ISO 25178-2

2012

Geometrical product specifications (GPS) – Surface texture: Areal – Part 2:
Terms, definitions and surface texture parameters

DIN EN
ISO 16610-1

2015

Geometrical product specifications (GPS) – Filtration – Part 1:
Overview and basic concepts

DIN EN
ISO 16610-61

2016

Geometrical product specifications (GPS) – Filtration – Part 61:
Linear areal filters: Gaussian filters

DIN EN
ISO 16610-71

2014

Geometrical product specifications (GPS) – Filtration – Part 71:
Robust areal filters: Gaussian regression filters

DIN EN
ISO 13565-2

1998

Geometric product specifications (GPS) – Surface texture: Profile method;
Surfaces having stratified functional properties – Part 2:
Height characterization using the linear material ratio curve

ASME B46.1

2009

Surface Texture (Surface Roughness, Waviness, and Lay)[1]

Furthermore, a better comparability of mea-

optical, areal measurement devices that mea-

surements and measurement devices should

sure these parameters (ISO 25178-60x) [2].

be created.

In addition to these contributions and involvements, Alicona is a member of the VDI working

also works together with the Austrian Standards

service lives and processing quality. In pro-

Geometrical product specification and verification (GPS) - Guide for operation and definition of the
competence of operators of optical surface topography measurement devices

uct specifications and verification”) and 16

ISO standards. On a national level, Alicona

a decisive factor in the improvement of tool

ÖNORM 1388

machines, “dimensional and geometric prod-

vices, whose guidelines also often become

The defined edge geometry of cutting tools is

ance of tools easier for manufacturers and

of working group 10 (coordinate measuring

group for micro-coordinate measurement de-

Development of the
new guidelines for
the measurement of
cutting edges

Franz Helmli, Head of Research
and Development, Alicona

This representation merely offers an excerpt

[1] The American Society of Mechanical

of standards and guidelines, which form and

Engineers, https://www.asme.org

roughness measuring devices from Alicona

(as consulted online March, 15th 2017)

correspond with.
You can find a full list and more information
about the standardization work of Alicona at:
metrology@alicona.com
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Practical Experience
What customers say about Bruker Alicona
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Our customers describe the way they use Alicona for
quality assurance purposes. The applications found daily
in various fields create additional benefits that you too can
experience from using Focus-Variation.
With our 3D optical measurement system we present our user-oriented and
sustainable solutions. The application examples mentioned here illustrate
the need to meet the requirements of our customers not only from a
technological viewpoint, but also satisfy the demands concerning handling,
flexibility and servicing. Each of our 3D measurement systems is based
on the principle of direct marketability that originates from constant dialogue with Alicona users.

References and user case stories I Bruker alicona
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“What the Cobot already
offered 3 years ago at the
market launch was unique.
All the other manufacturers
we evaluated would have
had to start at the
development stage.“

Inspection planner Michael Duffek, jointly responsible for the quality assurance
of turbine engine components. Under his leadership, 3 Cobot systems are currently in use at MTU‘s Munich headquarters.

How to quickly, easily and automatically
measure radii and defects
The automatic measurement and evaluation of radii, chamfers and break edge on turbine engine components
is one of many criteria in modern quality assurance at MTU Aero Engines. Currently three Cobot systems from
Bruker Alicona are in use for break edge measurement. On top, the optical measuring solutions replace labor
intensive replica techniques and tactile methods in defect measurement.

Image source: MTU Aero Engines

“If there’s a burr, this could become a danger

high resolution and repeatability. A further re-

point in the engine.” Inspection planner Mi-

quirement is the integration into a production

chael Duffek is jointly responsible for quality

process including integration into the existing

assurance of turbine engine components at

IT environment. “And the whole thing has to

Cobots are a combination of a collaborative

MTU Aero Engines. For the world-renowned

be fast and straightforward,” Michael Duffek

6-axis robot and a high-resolution optical

manufacturer of aero engines, the automated

adds to the list of criteria MTU uses as a basis

3D measurement sensor to be used for the

measurement and evaluation of edges, radii

for continuously evaluating its measurement

automatic inspection of microgeometries on

and chamfers of engine components is an

equipment suppliers. As a result, there are now

large components. In the aerospace industry,

important part of modern, state-of-the-art

15 Bruker Alicona measurement systems in

the measurement of deburred edges, also

measurement technology. Highly specialized

use at MTU locations worldwide, 11 of which

known as “break edge measurement”, on tur-

components such as turbine blades, tur-

are located at the test centers of the German

bine disks and turbine housings are the most

bine discs or blisks (Blade Integrated Disk)

headquarters in Munich. This is also where the

common applications. Bruker Alicona Cobots

are measured, and they involve a number of

automated measurement of turbine engine

have been available on the market since

metrological challenges. These include, for

components takes place, which are imple-

2017, and even then “nothing comparable

example, the complex geometry with steep

mented with measuring equipment from the

has existed, at least we are not aware of any

flanks as well as varying reflection properties

Bruker Alicona Cobot line.

system. What the Cobot already offered three

Combine an optical 3D sensor
with a collaborative robot

of the components. Different surface reflec-

years ago at the market launch was unique.

tions occur due to varying manufacturing

All the other manufacturers we evaluated

processes, as surfaces to be measured are

would have had to start at the development

either coated, and thus matt, or ground, and

stage,” Duffek recalls. He is now a “Cobot

thus highly reflective. For a suitable mea-

expert”, because under his leadership three

suring system, this means that it must not

systems for the automated measurement of

only offer the required automation options

edges, radii and defects are currently in use

including standard-compliant evaluation,

in Munich.

but must also be able to measure complex,
difficult-to-access geometries with tight tolerances and matt to reflective surfaces in
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Even the smallest form deviations are measured traceably. The
evaluation is performed automatically and according to common
industry standards, e.g. ASME.

Cobots consist of a collaborative 6-axis robot and a high-resolution optical 3D measuring sensor and are a popular measuring device
for production-integrated quality assurance.

Measure break edges with
tolerances in the single-digit
µm range

are easy to handle. “Teach-in of measuring

Classical manufacturing processes such as
turning, milling and grinding can lead to burr
formation and unwanted sharp edges. These
represent structural weak points where material breakage or cracks can occur. This can ultimately lead to a potential danger to the safe

measuring routines can also be defined in the
CAD file of the component using a CADCAM
connection.

Measure length, width, depth
and volume of defects
Another field of application for the Cobots is

mands are placed on edge processing and its

defect measurement. The maximum depth of

testing and certification.

a defect determines whether a component is

Cobots, which like all Bruker Alicona measur-

reused, repaired or disposed of as a reject

ing systems are based on Focus-Variation,

part. Conventional, manual methods for de-

are suitable for this purpose in many ways.

fect measurement using replica techniques,

The optical technology enables the measure-

profile projectors and tactile methods such

ment of highly reflective to matt surfaces

as contour measurement systems are labor

with steep flanks and even captures geom-

intensive and cannot be automated. “State-

etries with tolerances in the single-digit µm

of-the-art technology is very important to

range in high resolution. This means that

us when it comes to measuring technology,”

even the smallest form deviations can be

says Duffek. He continues: “Using optical

measured traceably. The evaluation is per-

measurement technology we are faster, more

formed automatically and according to com-

accurate and, above all, process-capable.

mon industry standards, e.g. ASME.

With Bruker Alicona we can also measure

In addition, Cobots are suitable as both high

automatically in a CNC process,” he contin-

resolution and process-stable measurements

ues. MTU Aero Engines highly emphasizes on

go along with easy operation of the system,

repeatable, traceable, automatic and fast de-

several operators. Handling, measurement and evaluation

which is designed for the use of several oper-

fect measurement. Therefore, Bruker Alicona

by means of programmed test routines are easy to handle,

ators. The handling, measurement and evalu-

measuring equipment is used for this pur-

ation by means of programmed test routines

pose as well. Defect measurement at MTU in-

as MTU confirms.
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how MTU sums up the situation. Optionally,

operation of an engine, which is why high de-

The operation of the Cobots is designed for the use of

80

programs with the joystick is intuitive,” is

cludes the evaluation of parameters such as
length, width and depth of dents, scratches,
cracks etc.

Automatic measurement of
more than 100 taught-in
measuring positions
More and more Cobot users in the aerospace
sector use the possibility to define measurement routines directly on the CAD data set
of a component by means of a CADCAM
connection. Several hundred measuring positions on a wide variety of components, for
example turbine housings, are automatically
measured and evaluated. This would also
take many times longer with conventional
methods such as the use of replica techniques. According to MTU, this means in figures: “This brings a reduction in inspection
costs of 25% - 50%!”

References and user case stories I Bruker alicona
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Figures 3 and 4: Etching speed vs. bath use before and after setting up the Compact Cobot by Bruker Alicona

Efficiency and
implementation speed

Thales AVS improves the
manufacturing of its “gyrolaser“
World-renowned for its industrial electronic

The “gyrolaser“. components are manufac-

solutions, Thales has an entity in the Avion-

tured by high-precision machining in a glass

ics division that specializes in Navigation,

ceramic material block. This high-quality

located on several industrial sites, including

glass ceramic (identical to that used to make

La Brelandière in Châtellerault (France - Vi-

the mirrors of large telescopes) is not very

enne 86). This site produces inertial systems

sensitive to thermal variations and makes it

for the aeronautics industry, a true Thales

possible to reach roughness levels of < 1 nm

trademark. These systems, based on glass

rms after super polishing.

ceramic sensors called “gyrolasers“, allow the

In order to reach these roughness levels,

position of the aircraft to be known without

many refinement steps are necessary after

the help of GPS satellites.

machining the “gyrolaser“. One of the key

Note by the editors of FOCUSvariation:
We cordially thank Thales AVS for providing us with this text.

In order to correctly control the chemical

the only company capable of offering a solu-

Based on precise technical specifications,

etching process and the amount of material

tion that is both efficient and quick to imple-

the choice was quickly made for a 6-axis

removed, it is necessary to precisely know

ment. By measuring shape, size, position and

collaborative robot equipped with an R25

the roughness of the workpieces after ma-

roughness with a single system, Focus-Vari-

(Compact Cobot) measuring head. “The main

chining and before chemical etching.

ation bridges the gap between 3D coordinate

difficulty consisted in structuring the control

After evaluating the various technologies

Measurement Systems (CMMs) and conven-

programs, bypassing access problems and

available, Thales selected Bruker Alicona as

tional profilers.

meeting cycle times”, says François Cuvillier,
Gyrolaser Product Line Industrialization Manager at Thales AVS. Thanks to the joint work

steps of the process consists in eliminating

of the Thales AVS and Bruker Alicona teams,

the SSD* resulting from the machining pro-

the equipment was quickly validated and put

cess by chemical etching on the parts [*SSD:

into production.

Sub-Surface Damage, are micro cracks
present on the surface and invisible to the

Towards a fully automated
production

contact profiler. These micro cracks are generated by the friction of the diamond tools on
the glass ceramic].

Thales is participating with many other
manufacturers in the Aerospace Factory of
the Future project, a French collaborative
research platform aimed at imagining and

SSD

implementing all the technologies that will
make aerospace factories more competitive over the next fifteen years. Current developments thus seek to make autonomous
production cells, by connecting all the production elements together, from machine
tools, through washing and robotics, to metrology equipment, in order to create an intelligent and self-adaptive production unit.

Figure 5 and 6: Project Team (from Left to Right: F.Cuvillier (Gyrolaser Product Line Industrialization Manager at Thales AVS), A.Brunin (CESI
Apprentice Engineer at Thales AVS), T.Rodrigues Dos Santos (Industrial Project Manager at Thales AVS), L.Dumont (Machining Technical
Manager at Thales AVS), F.Février (Regional Sales Manager at Bruker Alicona) D.List-Kaul (Project manager customized solutions at Bruker
Figure 1: Glass-ceramic sensor called “gyrolaser“
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Figure 2: Operating principle of chemical etching in 3 steps.

Alicona) absent in the picture.
Compact Cobot Bruker-Alicona located in the metrology room at Thales AVS Châtellerault la Brelandière and equipped by the company
Rhonax (Thyez 74 France /www.rhonax.fr).
References and user case stories I Bruker alicona
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“With Alicona local surface defects
on aerospace components
are now automatically quantified.”

3D visualization of a turbine 3D visualization of an injector
disc fir-tree root. Deviations combustion chamber. The optical
from nominal geometries are measurement system by Alicona
By altering rotation speed and feed rate, Metallicadour investigates

Pierre Courbun,

automatically measured so is used to verify geometry, po-

milling parameters for an optimum surface finish of aeronautic

Development Engineer at Metallicadour

that out-of-tolerance features sitioning and functional dimen-

components.

“With Alicona we verify roughness on components with very smooth

are quickly assessed.

sioning.

surfaces or parts that are way too small to be measured tactile.”

Customized solutions for innovative
technologies in aerospace
Automated measurements along with repeatable and traceable 3D measurement data convinced the technology transfer center Metallicadour to choose Alicona. For developing innovative tool and automated
machining solutions in aerospace applications, they verify geometric dimensions and surface finish on
tools and components using optical 3D metrology.
New applications in the aerospace industry and

ment of mills, inserts and drills. Pierre Cour-

the rapid pace of technological change lead to

bun: “Our components often show steep flanks,

an increasing demand in tooling. With Alicona’s
optical measurement technology, the expert
team at Metallicadour found the right solution

Testing of new machining tools
and technologies for aircraft
construction

deep lengths and light refection. With Alicona’s
optical measurement system, we measure
small surface connection radii and the geometry of very complex surfaces. We are also

for measuring complex geometries and hardto-machine materials, such as titanium, com-

Verification of form and roughness has a

able to verify roughness on components with

posites and heat-resistant alloys.

major influence on the service life of a tool and

very smooth surfaces or parts that are way too

can help to significantly reduce wear and chat-

small to be measured tactile. Laser solutions

Metallicadour is a resource and technology

ter for an improved surface finish of compo-

are often not precise enough for our measure-

transfer center devoted specifically to the

nents. “Cutting tools for machining aerospace

ment tasks.”

metal industry and fields of machining, assem-

components have to meet the highest preci-

bly and process automation. It was founded in

sion requirements for high-speed machining.

2015 with the academic support of ENIT, the

Therefore, geometry and edge conditions need

National School of Engineering in Tarbes in

to be addressed”, Pierre Courbun, Develop-

France. The center is located in the heart of the

ment Engineer at Metallicadour explains, “With

Adour Industrial Basin in France and aimed par-

Alicona we found what we were looking for: A

Based on the technology of Focus-Variation,

ticularly at SMEs in aeronautics. The center is

measurement solution that provides us with

the measurement system allows for profile

supported in its work by the major local aircraft

precise, repeatable measurements as well as

(Ra, Rq, Rz) and area-based measurements

manufacturers, among them Safran, Daher and

simplicity and flexibility in use.”

(Sa, Sq, Sdr). With up to 500 million meas-

New insights into cutting processes and wear behavior of tools

manufacturers to test and automate machining

As the measured parts and requirements vary,

measurement data. Accuracy of roughness

processes and demonstrate the interest in new

Courbun and his colleagues were pleased to

measurements can be verified with a rough-

cutting technologies, such as very high pres-

find a solution for all kinds of measurement

ness standard that is traceable back to the PTB

sure lubrication and cryogenic turning.

tasks, including form and roughness measure-

(National Metrology Institute of Germany).
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quality control of landing gears, turbine discs and

the impact of stones and debris. “Before, compo-

against CAD data or reference geometries for

large components. Defects on rotor blades as well

nents could only be evaluated by the unaided eye

verification of accuracy. This helped Courbun

as engine and other aircraft components are safe-

of an expert. With Alicona local surface defects

and his partners in their research on under-

ty-critical when they cause stress points which in

are automatically measured, so that shape and

standing the cutting phenomenon and related

turn create a crack. When the local stress concen-

size of defects can be quantified in MRO and pro-

indicators: “With our measurements we com-

tration becomes too high or the crack reaches a

cess development”, Pierre Courbun points out. If

pare different tools and materials to investi-

critical size, the remaining material cannot support

the defect is outside a defined tolerance it must

gate wear behaviour. We study the correlation

the applied loads. This may result in a fracture or

be removed by dressing until it is acceptable or,

between cutting forces, wear behaviour and

sudden rupture. The defects can be caused by ma-

if not possible, the workpiece has to be scrapped

performance of the tool, respectively the

chining errors, corrosion or external influence, i.e.

and replaced.

roughness generated by the tool over its full
life cycle. Moreover, we also investigate the
links to the matter of surface material as well
as the change of mechanical surface tension”.
Alicona is also used in the development of new
machining solutions. Courbun continues: “We
are working on an automated manufacturing
solution, where the workpiece is processed by

3D visualization of a rotor blade surface in true and pseudo color,

a milling robot. Following each process step,

With Alicona local surface defects are automatically measured, so

the component is automatically measured for

that shape and size of defects can be quantified easily.

verification of dimensions and possible deviations from the target geometry. This is implemented by another robot that is equipped
with Alicona’s optical sensor. Based on the
high-resolution measuring data, the machine
automatically modifies the process parameters for further manufacturing.”
With Alicona, Metallicadour develop an au-

urement points it provides robustness of the

Dassault. Metallicadour enables component

The 3D measurements can be compared

tomated manufacturing solution, where the

Robot-based solutions for automated defect detection of aircraft
components

workpiece is processed by a milling robot.
After each process step, the component is
tested for possible deviations from the target
geometry by an Alicona measurement robot.

In joint research and development projects, Metallicadour and Alicona also implemented automated
defect measurement on rotor blades as well as
new collaborative robot solutions (cobots) for
References and user case stories| Bruker alicona
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“The CompactCobot has
helped us to deliver a step
change in performance!“

The new PCBN material
is designed to provide significant
productivity gains and reduced
tooling costs.

Dr. Wayne Leahy, Head of Applications for Cutting and Grinding: “We purchased the Alicona Cobot to gather a large number of data

The Alicona CompactCobot measures both the tool – here an

points on wear behavior. This in turn has helped us to deliver the step change in performance we were looking for.”

indexable insert - and the workpiece directly in the lathe. The
process is fully automated by means of a central control system:

Increased productivity with reduced tool costs by means of
a collaborative measuring system

On the one hand, the optical collaborative

changes machine parameters and testing

measuring system is so robust that also in

continues. In this way, the first part is already

production high-resolution measurements

produced as a good part“, Leahy explains

are achieved in a high measuring speed and

steps ahead.

The knowledge of wear types and wear behavior has enabled Element Six, an expert in
high-performance materials, to deliver a step change in performance with a new PCBN cutting
material. One decisive factor during the testing stage was the implementation of automated
test series. This and the ability to measure tool and workpiece directly in the lathe has made a
significant contribution to “achieving the performance increase we have set ourselves as our
goal,“ Element Six says.

unmanned measurements in production are

Machining speeds of 300 m/min, predictable wear behavior and up to 50% longer
tool life in hardened steel machining are
the advantages that Element Six assures its

Automatic measurement and
determination of wear in high
measuring point density

customers from the automotive, aerospace

in high repeatability. Automated and therefore
realized with the software interface AutomationManager. On the other hand, the Cobot
has interfaces such as TCP/IP, Modbus/TCP

Simple operation: teach-in of
measurement series without
programming skills

or Anybus and can thus be connected to ex-

There is another aspect that is decisive for

isting production systems. This integration

the implementation of integrated production

enables communication between the indi-

strategies with automated measurement tech-

vidual machines and thus contributes to the

nology. Measuring systems must be easy to op-

implementation of self-controlling, self-cor-

erate without programming knowledge. Alicona

Integration into lathe

recting production.

meets this condition. The teach-in of measure-

With the CompactCobot, Element Six has

ment series by an administrator is carried out

A key sector of Element Six‘s core business

started to implement this modern manufac-

in only three steps. Special programming skills

is the development and implementation of

turing concept. Both the tool, an insert, and

are not necessary. The measurement is started

A central control system starts the testing process. At a defined
point the lathe stops, the door opens…

integrated production strategies in machin-

surface finish of the workpiece are measured

at the push of a button, the measurement re-

… and a further signal sets the Cobot in motion. The robot arm with

and mechanical engineering industries with

In the development of the new PCBN gen-

ing technology. The aim is the communica-

in the lathe. Leahy describes the state of af-

sult is independent of the operator. As it is with

3D measuring sensor is automatically manipulated into the lathe…

is

eration, the focus was on the measurement

tion and networking of production systems,

fairs as followed: “A central control system

other Alicona measurement systems already in

designed to provide complete control over

of flank, crater and notch wear. The ability

machines and measurement technology. So,

starts the testing process. At a defined point

use, the new CompactCobot meets the high de-

the PCBN manufacturing process, resulting

to automate test series has helped to make

the supplier of high performance materials is

the lathe stops, the door opens and a further

mands of users at Element Six. “It took about a

in significant productivity gains and reduced

the development process as efficient as

very precise in choosing his partners. They

signal sets the Cobot in motion. The robot

day to train an operator on the Cobot. Handling

tooling costs. One of the variables that

possible and ready for production. “Our

play an essential role in implementing fully

arm with 3D measuring sensor is automati-

and user guidance is extremely simple and intu-

contributed to the development of the new

productivity in the testing of cutting tools

automated production with machine-to-ma-

cally manipulated into the lathe and first mea-

itive,“ says Wayne Leahy.

material was the use of high-precision, au-

is limited by our information gathering pro-

chine communication in the medium term.

sures predefined cutting edge parameters

tomated Alicona measurement technology.

cess, primarily regular measurement of cut-

This also and especially applies to partners in

of the insert. The sensor then moves on to

… and first measures predefined cutting edge parameters of

The specialist in high-performance materials

ting tool wear”, says Dr. Wayne Leahy, Head

measurement technology. Production suitabil-

the workpiece and measures its roughness,

the insert.

in the UK uses Alicona measuring systems

of Applications for Cutting and Grinding. He

ity, automation and the ability to connect to

which enables us to verify the surface quality.

for the analysis of various types of tool wear

continues: “We purchased the Alicona Cobot

existing production and quality management

Then the robot arm returns into its original

and wear behavior during different machin-

system so that we could start to automate

systems are basic prerequisites that produc-

position. All measurements are carried out

ing conditions. One decisive factor in the test

the cutting process. Gathering a large num-

tion measurement systems for quality assur-

without unclamping components.“ The next

phase for the new cutting material was the

ber of data points on wear behavior under

ance must meet. For this reason, Element Six,

step in planning is the automatic correction

implementation of automated test series,

different machining conditions was instru-

which has already been using measuring in-

of machine parameters based on the mea-

which Element Six implemented with the col-

mental in helping us to optimize the new

struments from the InfiniteFocus series, once

surement results. The Cobot transmits mea-

laborative measuring system CompactCobot.

technology. This in turn helped us to deliver

again decided to invest in an Alicona measur-

sured values or an OK/not OK signal to the

Tool and workpiece surface finish are mea-

the step change in performance we were

ing system. The CompactCobot enables this

lathe. “If tool or workpiece do not meet the

The sensor then moves on to the workpiece and measures its

sured fully automatically directly in the lathe.

looking for.”

integration and networking in several ways.

specified tolerances, the lathe automatically

roughness to verify surface quality. Then the robot arm returns

the latest generation of PCBN. PureCut

TM

into its original position. All measurements are carried out without
unclamping components.
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The roughness of the lasered
die-cast surface is so unique
that it could not be adequately
quantified using conventional
profile-based methods.

Results report from InfiniteFocusSL. One of the decisive factors in
choosing the right measuring equipment was the ability to detect
even minimal differences in roughness.

How the combination of AI and 3D measurement
technology ensures reliable powertrain technologies
For the implementation of a new laser cleaning process, Vitesco Technologies, formerly Continental
Division Powertrain was looking for a measuring device to monitor the performance and quality
of laser processing in series production. The automotive supplier found it in a Bruker Alicona 3D
measuring system. In addition to the 3D topography measurement, this offers a new classification
software. Based on AI, the software automatically detects OK and not OK surfaces.
The core of every vehicle is its powertrain

face is processed, e.g. by means of pulsed

this specific case, Hämmerl was responsible

system. This is what Vitesco Technologies

laser radiation and thus prepared for the

for the implementation of a new laser clean-

stands for, specialized in the production of

following processes. “Technical Cleanliness

ing process that is intended to prepare die-

modern powertrain technologies for clean

and Cleaning Technologies” is the area of

cast surfaces for subsequent bonding to the

and sustainable mobility. Optimized tech-

expertise of Hermann Hämmerl, Senior Pro-

electronics housing of a NOx exhaust gas

nologies that contribute to the reduction

cess Engineer in the Central Manufacturing

sensor. The surface produced by laser has

of nitrogen emissions (NOx) can be imple-

Technologies department of the Business

an influence on the durability of the bonding,

mented, among other things, through intelli-

Unit Sensing & Actuation (Regensburg). He

and measurement technology should help to

gent solutions in exhaust gas aftertreatment.

coordinates process development for new

ensure the long-term function of the sensor

This also includes the development of NOx

technologies through to their introduction

in vehicle operation.

exhaust gas sensors, which sometimes pass

in the German automotive supplier’s world-

In the search for the right measuring method

through critical process steps in production.

wide network of plants. This also includes

a hurdle had to be overcome. As this was a

A critical process step is the application of

“searching for methods that allow the pro-

newly introduced process no suitable mea-

modern cleaning technologies in which a sur-

cess results to be verified,” he explains. In

surement or analysis methods were known
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that could have been used in production. In
the end, they found what they were looking
for in a Bruker Alicona 3D measuring device
which in addition to 3D depth measurement
offers a surface classification software that
automatically distinguishes between OK and
not OK surfaces.

Automatic recognition whether OK or
not OK component

NOx exhaust gas sensor. The die-cast surface
processed by laser has a decisive influence on
the resistance of the bonding to the electronics

Even minimal process fluctuations in laser

housing.

processing lead to the smallest changes in
the micro surface quality of the processed
die-cast surface. These can already have
a critical influence on the durability of the
bonding. In the evaluation of various measuring devices, great importance was therefore
attached to the ability to detect even very
small differences in roughness. In this way, it
can be verified whether specified tolerances
are maintained even if process changes are

Image source: ©Vitesco Technologies
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Hermann Hämmerl, Senior Process Engineer, Technical Cleanliness and Cleaning
Technologies, coordinates process development for new technologies through to their
introduction in the worldwide network of plants.

InfiniteFocusSL measuring system, used for roughness
measurement of laser-blasted die casting surfaces. An

made. Conventional profile-based methods

are analyzed during the inspection process.

knowledge of the measuring system. Auto-

could not sufficiently quantify the specific

Using a so-called classifier, both positive and

mation is a future-oriented keyword at Vite-

roughness of the die cast surface, so Vitesco

negative examples (“golden samples”) are

sco Technologies. Currently, they are working

Technologies switched to optical metrology

trained to the measuring system or classifi-

with a semi-automatic measurement, but

for this application and today uses Bruker Al-

cation software, which enables the automatic

further steps towards full automation are al-

icona’s technology in series production. The

detection of OK and non-OK die cast parts in

ready under discussion. Vitesco has already

InfiniteFocusSL measuring system detects

near-series monitoring.

evaluated other Bruker Alicona measuring

even the smallest differences in roughness of

equipment and has come to the conclusion

the laser treated die casting surface. There-

that the Cobots can be used here without re-

fore, deviations in the laser cleaning process

additional classification software enables the automatic

can be detected quickly and it is possible to

separation into o.k. and non-o.k. parts. The evaluation is

react promptly, e.g. by adjusting system pa-

based on a combination of 2D texture and 3D topography

rameters.

data, which are analyzed during the inspection process.

Automatic recognition whether
OK or not OK component

The measuring system offers a further ben-

A “production-suitable” measuring system

efit which contributes significantly to the

has many facets. On the one hand, there is

efficiency of the entire process chain. It is

the need to provide a corresponding robust-

an automation option based on AI, which

ness, measuring speed and repeatability for

automatically distinguishes an OK surface

use in production. On the other hand, there

from a not OK. surface. The corresponding

is the need for a measuring sequence that

evaluation is based on a combination of 2D

enables every operator in production to carry

texture data and 3D topography data, which

out a measurement without having specific

strictions.

Die-cast component before laser cleaning (left) and after
(right). The laser cleaning process prepares the surface for
subsequent bonding to the electronics housing of a NOx exhaust gas sensor.
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“Alicona offers the most
effective method, and has
impressive measurement
accuracy even with
very close tolerances.“

“Our objective was to reduce production costs,
and that is what we have achieved
with Alicona!“

Optimized valve geometry
reduces rejection rates
Precise measurement accuracy and significant reduction in rejection rates were the main reasons for Kendrion GmbH to
choose Alicona. Using the optical measurement technology Focus-Variation, Kendrion is able to check the roundness
of valve seats in a repeatable and traceable manner, for optimal sealing. This even applies to small valve opening angles
and tolerances in the single-digit μm range.

RONt/ µm
f=20UPR

RONt/ µm
f=50UPR

Radius/°

Cg

2.960

2.152

2.911

Cgk

2.098

1.723

1.514

With Alicona deviations in roundness (RONt) are measured for tolerances
in the range of 1-2 μm. Measurements are traceable and repeatable and
can also be performed with small opening angle of the valve seat cone.
Stefan Steimle,
Head of Quality Management, Kendrion (Germany)

Measuring instrument capability is also in accordance with requirements

ness in the tolerance range of 1-2 μm. This repre-

cone shape of the valve, are also measured.

Using Alicona, Kendrion is able to measure the

sents a special challenge due to the small opening

The decisive factor here is that the entire meas-

roundness of valve seats in a repeatable and

angle of the valve seat cone (<45 °). Traditional

urement sequence can be stored in a program and

optical measuring systems, which typically meas-

then repeated completely free from operator inter-

ure along the cone axis, reach their limits of the de-

vention at any time.

tectable flank steepness with this application. With
Alicona, these measuring tasks can be realized,
based on Focus-Variation technology that allows
for measuring small radii and flanks of up to 87°.

(Cg and Cgk values >=1,33).

traceable manner for optimal sealing.

Optical measurement solutions for
the entire automotive process chain

Quality assurance manager Stefan Steimle ex-

In addition to the key functional parts of its pres-

Reducing production costs and
lowering rejection rates

finish of the valve seat is crucial in ensuring

plains: “Alicona allows us to measure geometry at

sure control valves, Kendrion also optically meas-

3D measurement of the valve seat

the correct function of the valves. In order

component positions, which were difficult to reach

ures small plastic and elastomeric parts. One of

in true color

that the pressure matches the requirements

using tactile means. As an example, this includes

the problems with previous tactile measurements

factures and sells high quality electromagnetic

“Our clear objective when purchasing the

of the control unit precisely, the contour accu-

measurement of the cone axis concentricity rela-

was the deformation of the component. “Being able

and mechatronics solutions for industrial and

InfiniteFocus measuring system was to re-

racy of the valve seat must be measured and

tive to the outer cylinder axis.”

to assess the area of functional surfaces, such as

automotive applications. The company’s two

duce production costs, and we have definitely

analyzed for the slightest deviations. This re-

business divisions, Passenger Cars and In-

achieved that.” explains Stefan Steimle, Head

quires measurement solutions that are both

Optimum concentricity prevents one-sided wear

with critical new insights. We are also impressed

dustrial Drive Systems, are both located at the

of Quality Management. “As issues of valve

flexible and highly accurate. They also have to

on sealing surfaces, which requires deviations of

by the possibility of overall 3D assessment and

German site in Villingen-Schwenningen. The

sealing could be positively correlated to the

be suitable for measuring difficult to access

the axes to be reliably assessed within a range of

3D surface contour measurement”, Kendrion con-

product portfolio covers high technology com-

geometrical properties, and then optimized

geometries and smallest dimensions of valve

<0.0100mm. The InfiniteFocus G5 measuring sys-

cludes.

ponents and systems in the automotive sector,

for the affected components, we have been

elements as well as facilitate the analysis of

tem allows the component to be measured from

which include diesel and petrol engine injection

able to significantly reduce the rejection rate

critical surface structures.

different directions. This complete measurement

systems as well as engine management and

in our production.”

“Of course we reviewed various manufactur-

of the contour can be realized using the highly pre-

In the automotive sector, high demands are
placed on dimensional tolerance and contour
accuracy. The Kendrion Group develops, manu-

bearing and sealing components, has provided us

3D measurement of the valve seat
in pseudo color

ers when looking for a measurement system.

cise Advanced Real3D Rotation Unit. The individual

In addition to producing very fine atomization

Other methods initially appeared attractive,

measurements are merged into a complete high

Micro-precision components for high pressure

of fuel, injection systems have a decisive

but did not meet the requirements at closer

precision 3D data set.

control valves are amongst the most challeng-

control function in the injection of fuel into

inspection”, explains Steimle. “Measurements

ing for quality assurance items at Kendrion,

the combustion chamber of a diesel engine.

must be performed rapidly, but must not

In addition, the roughness on the valve seat sur-

and are subject to the highest demands on

The high pressure control valves manufac-

compromise accuracy. This is where Alicona

face is measured both profile based and area

dimensional tolerance and surface quality.

tured by Kendrion regulate the necessary sys-

offers the most effective method, and has

based (ISO 25178). In order to be able to determine

In order to fulfill these requirements, Kendrion

tem pressure, in ranges currently extending

impressive measurement accuracy even with

whether optimum conditions prevail for flow of the

uses Alicona optical 3D surface measurement

up to 2700 bar.

very tight tolerances.”

medium through the valve area, the inner cylinder

The high resolution measurement systems

diameter and the edge radius as well as the ab-

Sphere with a defined diameter (1.5 mm) is projected onto the data set,

also measure deviations in valve seat round-

sence of burrs between the inner cylinder and the

including displayed contact surface.

assistance systems.

technology for error analysis and control of
manufacturing processes.
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Using optical metrology to drive forward
groundbreaking production technologies
The Shanghai Manufacturing Platform for Smart Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (SPSM) is committed to
developing and advancing new manufacturing technologies. High-precision measurement technology plays a key role in research areas of digitization and smart manufacturing. In Bruker Alicona, a
partner has been found who can meet the high demands of the measurement technology of the future.
As an interdisciplinary research institution SPSM works with re-

sufficient measurement quality,” says Quin. Also compared to tac-

nowned European partners such as the German Fraunhofer IPA

tile measuring systems, she clearly favors the non-contact technol-

(Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing Engineering and Automation) or the UK Future Metrology Hub on the development of new
production technologies. The platform regards metrology as one
of the necessary key competences to achieve this and operates its
own measuring center, the Sino British Center on Smart Metrology
and Quality Assurance. This center is characterized by highest possible user-orientation and state-of-the-art technological equipment
for project partners and customers from industry. “We want to use
high-precision metrology to develop and drive forward new manufacturing technologies,” says Metrology Manager Yu Quin about
the center’s mission. She decides which measurement systems
and technologies are applied. “In our measurement center we work
with the most established technologies and the most renowned
suppliers,” she says. An important part of the product range is the
measuring service for customers from e.g. tool & mold making, the

„In our measuring center we work with
the most established technologies
and most renowned suppliers. “

automotive industry and aviation. They reach out to Yu Quin’s team
when complex components with smallest surface details and tight
tolerances need to be verified. The partnership with Bruker Alicona
has been in place since the end of 2019, and the cooperation promises further possibilities and benefits for industry.

Verify dimensional accuracy and roughness
with one system
from all sectors of the manufacturing industry. So, the need for
flexible measuring systems that can be used for a wide range of
component shapes, sizes and materials is correspondingly high.
“Before Bruker Alicona, we worked with a confocal system, but that
did not offer this component independence. The working distance
was too low, and many components could not be measured with
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“Before Bruker Alicona, we worked with a confocal system, but that did not provide the necessary
component independence,” says Metrologly Manager Yu Qin. She decides which measuring systems
and technologies are used in the Metrology Center.
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The Shanghai Manufacturing Platform for Smart Manufacturing works with European partners to develop new manufacturing technologies. Bruker Alicona is a key partner in metrology.
The customers of the Shanghai Smart Manufacturing Center
come from all sectors of the manufacturing industry. The mea-

Aviation: Break edge and
cooling hole geometry

the geometry and position of the cooling

as the most significant measurement tech-

holes in relation to a reference system, this

nology trends for the future. “The decisive

application requires a high demand for au-

advantages in the competition for efficient

One of the most frequent requests from the

tomation. We know measuring tasks where

manufacturing technologies of complex

aviation industry is break edge measurement

up to 500 different cooling holes at different

parts is automation and networking,” she

Automotive industry: Leak
testing of valves

of turbine engine components. The machined

positions should be verified”. The center sees

says, “This is how real-time process data for

or rounded edges must lie within narrowly

Bruker Alicona as a suitable supplier in this

adaptive production planning and manufac-

defined tolerances, and the geometries to

area as well, and an expansion of the existing

turing optimization can be obtained.” Bruker

Also for valves, both dimensional accuracy

be measured are often only a few tenths of

measuring systems with appropriate solu-

Alicona is a valuable partner for this project,

a millimeter. Focus- Variation is suitable here

tions is discussed. The optical micro coordi-

as they provide tried and tested automation

from several points of view. It enables the

nate measuring machine µCMM suitable for

solutions including networking with existing

measurement of very shiny areas with steep

this measurement task will soon be available

production and IT systems. So, future proj-

flanks and captures the geometry in high res-

at the Metrology Center of SPSM.

ects are in the pipeline. One can say that

suring systems used must be flexible enough to be used for all
conceivable component shapes, sizes and materials. Here: 3D
measurement of a micro gear

ogy of Focus-Variation. “Some components

characteristics determine the tool life of the

have such a thin and sensitive coating that

diamond tool, while roughness parameters

we would damage them with a stylus.” Apart

on the chip and clearance surface have a

from a wide range of applications, she sees

significant influence on the surface quality

another advantage in Bruker Alicona measur-

of the machined workpiece. Here, Bruker Al-

ing equipment. “We now measure both the

icona offers the ideal solution: The high res-

roughness and the dimensional accuracy of a

olution in combination with the area-based

component with the same measuring system.

Focus-Variation principle enables the trace-

This also increases our efficiency.”

able measurement of the smallest surface

Tool industry: Measuring
geometry and roughness of
PCD tools

details. This also applies to the complex
geometric properties of a PCD tool, which
has steep flanks and different reflection
properties.

features have an impact on the functionality
of a component. The verification of the shape
parameters includes radius, rake, chip and
clearance angles as well as chipping. These
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and surface quality effect the required tightness. Here, roundness and roughness on the
contact surfaces must be precisely verified,
because even minimal roundness deviations
in the single-digit µm range can have a negative effect on the tightness. “With Bruker
Alicona, we can easily measure geometric
features that are difficult to access with
other methods,” says Yu Quin. “Even the steep
flanks and small geometries of the valve
seats are measurable, unlike with other measuring devices. Form and position tolerances

these are promising opportunities for cus-

olution, allowing even the smallest form deviations to be measured precisely. “In addition
to break edge measurement, we are receiving
more and more enquiries for measuring the
cooling hole geometry,” says Yu Quin. In her

Automation is fundamental for
production monitoring with
real-time data

tomers and project partners of the Shanghai
Manufacturing Platform for Smart Manufacturing.

opinion, the geometric verification of cooling
holes is a leading discipline in metrology. “In

Yu Quin sees automation, networked man-

addition to a technology that can measure

ufacturing and measurement data analysis

can also be easily verified.”
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“With InfiniteFocus we
measure faster and get much
more meaningful information.
We have become
much more efficient!“

Honda uses optical 3D metrology to quantify waviness on flanks of hypoid gears. This is done to find the
origin of unwanted noise in the interior of a car.
Naoto Syukushima from the Powertrain Prototyping Department says: “With InfiniteFocus we measure
faster and get much more meaningful information. We have become much more efficient!“

Quantification of waviness on gear tooth flanks
leads to new patent
The waviness of a tooth flank can cause unpleasant noises in the interior of a motor vehicle. Using
high-resolution and area-based measurement technology, Honda has succeeded in isolating and
quantifying the waviness from the roughness on a flank. By applying Focus-Variation and frequency
analysis methods, the Research & Development team was able to identify and successfully reduce
the cause of disturbing noises.

Areal based 3D measurement of a gear flank. Surface features are mapped over the entire

By using dense and areal 3D data, waviness is quantified. Also, as Honda has done, frequency

surface.

analysis methods can be applied.

about the original need for a new measuring

With InfiniteFocus we measure faster and

suring system, the 3D color information for

system: ”The cooperation with Bruker Alicona

get much more meaningful information. We

quick and easy identification of wear, and the

started with the fact that we were looking for

have become much more efficient!“ According

high measuring performance for flanks with

a measuring device that could also measure

to Honda, other aspects that have also con-

different surface finishes. The latter is due to

steep flanks.” He continues: ”The system we

tributed to this increase in efficiency are the

wear or different stages of wear and the as-

used before no longer met our requirements.

high level of user-friendliness of the 3D mea-

sociated different reflection properties of the
flank. Syukushima mentions yet another ben-

Modern driving comfort and a high noise level in

system is the ideal solution for the automotive

possibilities here. Naoto Syukushima from the

efit: ”Our components often measure 250mm

the interior of a car are a contradiction. For the

group for several reasons: On the one hand, it

Powertrain Prototyping Department explains:

x 250mm. Other measuring systems that we

automotive industry, this means to avoid NVH

also measures steep flanks in high resolution,

”Ra values are not sufficient to verify the real

have tested could not be used for this mea-

phenomena (“noise, vibration, harshness”).

and on the other hand, it allows the filtering

surface state of flanks, as they only capture

suring volume.“

Disturbing noises may have their cause in a

of roughness and waviness based on dense,

single profile lines. With area-based Sa-val-

For Honda, there is one more decisive factor

gearbox´s powertrain. Often, they can be traced

high-resolution and areal 3D data.

ues, on the other hand, we can map surface

InfiniteFocus offers to successfully achieve

features over the entire surface and then com-

the application of waviness analysis. ”We

Filter roughness and waviness

pletely isolate them from the waviness using

can export the 3D and then apply our own

various filtering methods.” The results of this

analysis procedures. In our case, these

on the flanks, enabling the global automotive

One of the biggest challenges in measur-

analysis have enabled Honda to adapt the

are frequency analysis methods,“ explains

manufacturer to optimize their manufacturing

ing waviness on gear flanks is to filter the

manufacturing process of hypoid gears and,

Syukushima. Honda has thus set a new stan-

process of hypoid gears and, subsequently, to

waviness and roughness of the surface. For

consequently, to help prevent negative noise

dard in the quantification of waviness on gear

eliminate unwanted gear noise.

Honda, conventional 2D imaging techniques

development in the production of hypoid gears.

flanks. The patent on their process proves the

Hypoid gears are particularly challenging in

did not lead to the requested results. The wav-

terms of low noise levels because they are

iness is often superimposed by tool marks

high-frequency and therefore tend to transmit

caused by e.g. milling cutters, which makes

vibrations and sound radiation, which in turn

it challenging to isolate them completely from

High-resolution and repeatable measure-

leads to unpleasant noise development in the

the roughness. 2D surface profiling methods

ments even with difficult to access ge-

vehicle interior. To find the origin of the gear

or tactile measuring systems, which only cap-

ometries such as steep flanks is another

noise, Honda uses the high-resolution mea-

ture single profile lines, are only partly suitable

benchmark that distinguishes InfiniteFocus

suring instrument InfiniteFocus from Bruker

for this purpose. The optical, area-based 3D

from other metrology providers, according to

Alicona. The form and roughness measuring

measuring system InfiniteFocus offers more

Honda. This is what Naoto Syukushima says

back to the waviness on gear tooth flanks. This
is why Honda uses an optical 3D measurement
system to identify and measure the waviness
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major impact and leadership in this sector.

Measure steep flanks faster

InfiniteFocus measurement device in use to measure gear flanks. The system allows the measurement of steep flanks and to filter
roughness and waviness.
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“With Alicona, I have a powerful measurement
tool for research investigations in materials science. It allows me to extrapolate which surface

“It has become standard
practice to quantify surface
conditions with Alicona.”

feature of my material causes which behavior.
The measurement device is applicable to all
materials in my research area including metals,
semiconductors, ceramics, polymer, composites,
and metal alloys. It is also highly intuitive to use
and does not require high training effort.”
Dr. Azman Jalar,
Deputy Director of Institute of Microengineering
and Nanoelectronics,
National University
of Malaysia.

Materials in shape

Materials science deals with the correlation between a material’s surface and its mechanical properties.
Properties such as fatigue, wear, and corrosive resistance are highly dependent on the microstructure
of components. The National University of Malaysia uses Alicona’s InfiniteFocus measurement system
to measure the size, shape and texture of various materials. These measurements help determine which
surface features effect which material characteristics.
At the Institute of Microengineering and
Nanoelectronics (IMEN) at the National University of Malaysia, scientists are particularly
interested in correlating surface structure
to performance. Their research focuses on
using size, shape, and texture of surface
features on a variety of solid materials such
as metals, semiconductors, ceramics, polymer, composites, and metal alloys to extrapolate properties such as stress, fatigue, wear
resistance, and corrosivity in order to design
new more resilient materials. Previously,

the research was limited to use of confocal
microscopes or profilometers, but Alicona’s
InfiniteFocus measurement device enables
more complete material surface characterization. IMEN Deputy Director and Senior
Research Fellow Azman Jalar is excited by
the increased surface analysis capabilities in
the materials research laboratory: “Before I
worked with Alicona, I struggled with my analysis tools. Neither my confocal microscope nor
the 2D profilometer could adequately measure
polished metal surfaces or silicon wafers. With

3D measurement of a curved metal plate. Form removal enables accurate
roughness measurement on components.
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our InfiniteFocus system, I have a reliable surface quantification tool that perfectly suits my
research area. In our lab, it has become standard practice to quantify surface characteristics with Alicona’s Focus-Variation.”

Understanding corrosion fatigue
While the research at IMEN is broad, one of
the key capabilities of the InfiniteFocus system
is roughness measurements. The Alicona
system provides profile based roughness
measurement (Ra, Rq, Rz) and surface texture (Sa, Sq, Sz) measurements. This is accomplished by areal measurement, bearing
area curve, and fractal dimension analysis.
These measurements allow a more complete
understanding of the functionality of the
surface and quantitative corrosion or defect
analysis. While other technologies only perform a 2D classification of corroded regions,
InfiniteFocus relies on 3D information for
corrosion detection and analysis. Corrosion

measurements are quick and easy as the
system is especially designed for corrosion
analysis over large scan areas up to 200 x
200 mm. The system’s high resolution and
traceable and highly repeatable measurement give IMEN the confidence to correlate
surface structure with a material´s properties. In addition, the Alicona data is a true
color visualization of the measured surface
to allow easy identification and confirmation
of corrosion or defects on a material’s surface. The design of the InfiniteFocus system
allows it to be applicable for a wide range
of sample sizes, materials, and surface condition. “We investigate a variety of sample
shapes and sizes including components with
cylindrical or arbitrary form. For example,
to measure our curved metal plates, I can
easily acquire a high-resolution 3D dataset

and then remove the form to accurately analyze surface structure detail independently,”
says Azman Jalar about the flexible use of
his InfiniteFocus system. Advanced corrosion
investigations can be performed on materials of various surface
finishes and compositions such as stainless
steel, nickel-based alloys, titanium, or aluminum alloys.

3D surface measurement of a honed surface (above,
Svk: 0.38 µm) and a ground surface (below, Svk: 0.2
µm) in pseudo-color. The areal volume parameter
Svk describes height differences. Here, it indicates
the higher surface quality of the grinded tool.

Automated corrosion detection with InfiniteFocus. Parameters of all defects are tabulated.

In materials science, Alicona systems can be used in many ways
including the following:
» Establish a correlation between surface parameters and functional behavior of
solid materials
» 3D surface measurement of metals, semiconductors, ceramics, polymer,
composites, and metal alloys
» Scientific research in corrosion, tribology, fracturing, etc.
» 3D measurement of profile roughness, surface texture measurement, and volume
measurement including fractal dimension and bearing area curve
3D measurement of a corroded aluminum plate, also showing
channels. Users can perform automatic defect detection.
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“We have seen a 75% reduction in the time
necessary to take readings on the factory
floor. Most of this time savings is attributed
to the ease of use of the EdgeMaster.”

workpiece. IMCO offers milling cutters with

oped in the R&D is applied to the tools going to

up to thirteen flutes that achieve above-aver-

our customers.” He is particularly enthusiastic

age surface finish even with materials that are

about the ease use of use. “The system worked

difficult to machine. Development and testing

so well and was so easy to learn that we started

takes place in the internal research and devel-

training staff on the shop floor. The operators

opment center, where IMCO can grind, hone,

love the new EdgeMaster, it is so easy to learn

inspect and machine with prototype cutting

and use”, Osburn says. He is convinced, that “on

tools. The EdgeMaster is also used to mea-

the shop floor, simple handling is just as import-

sure the surface finishes of the flute at vari-

“Particularly on the shop floor, simple handling is just

ant as measuring accuracy. Alicona understood

ous grinding parameters to optimize surface

as important as measuring accuracy. Alicona under-

that 100%.” A series of clamping tools for easy

integrity. Osburn further explains: “All tools in
prototype development are measured and doc-

Where simple handling is as important
as measurement accuracy
The reliable verification of the micro geometry of their milling cutters is one of the top priorities in
the research and development work of the US carbide tool manufacturer IMCO. The high measuring
accuracy, repeatability and easy handling of the EdgeMaster tool measuring system impressed the
management as much that shortly after investing in its R&D center an additional system for production
was purchased.

stood that 100%.”
Matthew S. Osburn, Vice President & Technical Director

ate this simple user guidance. High-resolution

these tools, meticulously logging our machin-

measurements also at vibrations, extraneous

ing results. This process enables us to quickly

light or temperature fluctuations complete pro-

correct the tool geometry if required. The

duction suitability of the system. According to

EdgeMaster guides us to developing the high-

Osburn, IMCO also gains an advantage for re-

est performance cutting tools on the market.”

search & development through measurements

Another important aspect in prototyping is the

in production. “It is an additional benefit for our

use of a flexible measurement system that en-

research that we can store all measurements

ables highly accurate measurements on differ-

for future reference”, he explains. In his view,

ent tool shapes, types and sizes. IMCO has to

the EdgeMaster ensures that IMCO customers

measure a wide variety of sizes and helix an-

consistently get end millers with optimal micro

gles. According to Osburn, it is “easy to cover

geometry. Osburn about the ROI that has been

this wide variety of tools with the EdgeMaster.”

achieved so far: “The Alicona technology is
unique. We have seen a 75% reduction in the

He sees the right measurement technology
as one of the decisive factors in ensuring a
steady flow of new products and to improve
upon the tools that are already offered. “Fo-

One of two EdgeMasters in use at IMCO. One edge measuring
system is applied in the R&D center where grinding, honing and
inspection of prototypes is done. “We then machine with these
tools, meticulously logging our machining results”, says IMCO.

of the optical measuring system that a second

machining result of modern day cutting tools.

tems for us were accuracy and repeatability of

EdgeMaster is now being used in production.

These are substrate material, coating, macro

the measurements.” In the end, the decision to

and micro geometry.” Matthew S. Osburn, Vice

invest in an Alicona measuring system for pro-

President & Technical Director of US manufac-

totype development was an easy one. “I have

turer IMCO Carbide Tool Inc. knows what he

the utmost confidence in the measurement

is talking about. Specialized in the develop-

values the EdgeMaster delivers”, Osburn says.

IMCO´s tool design offers “greater productivity

ment of milling cutters with multiple flutes, he

However, accuracy is only one advantage that

results for very small to very large operations”,

also knows about the importance of the right

the IMCO Vice President sees in the Alicona

as the supplier says. “Higher productivity is

Measurement accuracy, repeatability and ro-

measuring technology: “The cutting edge is

system. “We primarily measured edge hone ra-

due to increased chip flow and elimination of

bustness of the Focus-Variation technology

the wear part of a milling cutter.” IMCO views

dius sizes with our old system. With the Edge-

chip packing.” IMCO customers further report

in combination with the easy handling of the

micro geometry as being so critical that they

Master, and its ease of use, we now routinely

on higher metal removal rates and fewer tool

EdgeMaster system has led to the decision

desired a system tailored for only those types

measure many more attributes than before,

changes. All these attributes can be traced

to purchase an additional device in manufac-

of measurements. Recently, the supplier of

and we do it quicker and with more confidence

back to the supplier´s commitment to the four

turing. “Our R&D center develops exact speci-

IMCO offers milling cutters

carbide cutting tools has replaced its existing

in the measurement results.”

pillars of a modern cutting tool, one of them

fications for the edge treatment on our high

with multiple flutes that achieve

“outdated device with an upgraded and highly

As a conclusion, Alicona has not only met

being micro geometry and verified by high

performance cutting tools. Once newly devel-

accurate measuring system”. Osburn con-

but exceeded all expectations in terms of

resolution measurements with Alicona´s Edge-

oped tools are released for production, using

tinues: “We are well known for our high level

accuracy, repeatability and reliability of mea-

Master system. Features such as shape and

the same measurement technology as applied

is one of the decisive parameters

of research and development activities, and

surements. Only shortly after the investment

contour accuracy, rake angle, undercuts, chip-

in research makes perfect sense”, Osburn ex-

of the edge´s micro geometry.

reliable verification of edge preparation is of

in its R&D center, the management was so im-

ping and roughness are decisive for the quality

plains. “In production, the EdgeMaster is used

major importance. The most important criteria

pressed by the easy operation and robustness

of the cutting edge and thus for the machined

to verify that the precise edge treatment devel-
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time necessary to take readings on the factory
floor. Most of this time savings is attributed to
the ease of use of the measurement system.”

cus-Variation is critical to our ongoing suc-

for the evaluation of suitable measuring sys-
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ton solutions to perform measurements cre-

umented with Alicona. We then machine with

“Four features determine the service life and

Shortened prototype development time of carbide tools

fixturing, user friendly controls and single-but-

cess”, he says. With a second EdgeMaster

In addition to chipping, IMCO verifies

in use, the intensive research is now carried

cutting edge parameters such as radius,
contour accuracy and rake angel of

through to the production environment.

end mills. Roughness measurements,
as shown here, are performed to verify

Shop floor swears by easy
handling

surface finish on the flute.

high surface finish even with
materials that are difficult to machine. The verification of chipping
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“InfiniteFocusSL
is a fast,
simple and
accurate
measurement tool.“

About Frank Uibel
How are pins manufactured?

Frank Uibel has been an expert in press-

sales and technical agendas around press-

fit technology for many years. The current

fit technology and galvanic surfaces. Since

Contact parts with press-fit zones are man-

owner of Uibel Consulting started his career

2017, Uibel Consulting has been a member

ufactured using stamping technology. Mea-

as a toolmaker, passed through stations in

of the global IPC trade association, which

surement technology is already used in

quality management, marketing, sales in-

represents the PCB and electronics assembly

toolmaking during production to check the

cluding sales management. As a managing

industries, their customers and suppliers.

active and passive elements. Accordingly,

partner he was additionally responsible for

tool manufacturers require high-precision

product management for press-fit zones.

Frank Uibel is available at :

measuring methods for quality assurance

With his current consulting company “Uibel

frank.uibel@gmx.at

of their milled, eroded or lasered punches

Consulting” he supports companies in all

phone +49 151 6430 6541

with tolerances in the single-digit µm range.
Stamping companies in turn use measur-

Complete (360°) and non-contact 3D measurement of a

ing technology for in-process control, while

press-fit zone with “Real3D” technology, measured with

OEMs use metrology for incoming goods

New trend in press-fit technology:
Measuring the geometry of pins
optically in 3D
Frank Uibel, a long-time expert in the field of press-fit technology and active member of the IPC,
recommends Bruker Alicona technology as a „fast, simple and accurate measuring tool“ for the
geometric verification of press-fit zones. We wanted to know why and asked him these questions.

inspection. Accordingly, quality tests are

er-independent, efficiency can be created in
the field of measurement technology, which
generates a considerable amount of added
value in the production process.

Who needs plug contacts?
Plug contacts are used in every manufacturing industry where component groups with
integrated electronics are installed. One of
the strongest customers is the mobility sector, where the annual production of connector

These include the measurement of edge radii,

technology is characterized by fast measure-

Consulting, at least 1000 press-fit zones are

enveloping circles at certain positions or tran-

ment times, easy handling and high accuracy.

installed in every car. This results in a world-

Press-fit technology is a special connection

sitions such as that from the press-fit zone

This allows the dimensional accuracy of the

wide demand of more than 50 billion press-

technique used to create solderless electrical

to the press-fit tip. Measurements must be

pins to be verified within a short time, con-

fit zones in the automotive industry alone.

connections. Contact parts or entire compo-

available with the necessary accuracy, while

tactless in 360° and with a one-button solu-

Developments in other sectors such as sen-

nents with press-fit zones are pressed into

at the same time a high measuring speed and

tion. Single measurements can be combined

sor-based assistance systems in the medical

metallized holes in a printed circuit board.

documentation of the results are required.

to a full 3D measurement of the pin. Devia-

and care sector are a clear indicator that this

This creates a stable, gas-tight and highly

tions from the CAD data set can also be eas-

number will continue to increase across all

conductive connection between the press-fit

Why Bruker Alicona?

ily determined via difference measurement.

sectors.

number of different press-fit zones available

The InfiniteFocusSL measuring system is a

Automotive Requirements and other High-Re-

that have one thing in common: The geom-

fast, simple and accurate measuring device.

liability Applications” will be published, in

etry is one of the decisive factors for a good

Compared to complex and user-dependent

which the optical dimensional measurement

connection. From a metrology point of view,

methods such as microsection measurement

of the press-fit zone is included.

the geometry poses a number of challenges.

or computed tomography (CT), Bruker Alicona
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ment”.

facturing chain. By saving time and being us-

What is measured?
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can be easily determined by the “difference measure-

carried out at various stages of the manu-

contacts is in the billions. According to Uibel

zone and the hole wall. There are currently a

InfiniteFocusSL. Form deviations from the CAD data set

Different press-fit zones have one thing in common: the geometry is one
of the decisive factors for a good electrical connection.

Soon the new “IPS 9797-Press fit Standard for

References and user case stories I Bruker alicona

”Alicona helps to
secure our quality
leadership.”

of the chip pockets. ”Only when we
started using areal roughness measurement was it that we mastered the process
for milled pockets,“ says Simon Hütter.

Reliable quality
assurance of printed circuit boards

Optiprint is a supplier of highly innovative printed circuit boards for use in medical engineering, the
automotive and sensor industries, and space engineering. When the company was probing the market
for a non-contact, areal surface measurement system, Alicona‘s 3D measurement systems attracted its
attention. Optiprint now relies on InfiniteFocusSL in the quality assurance of printed circuit boards.
The solution by Alicona allows Optiprint to measure form and roughness of complex, miniaturized
component surfaces with just one system.
Today‘s printed circuit boards are carriers
for simple to highly complex electronic.
For 30 years now, Optiprint in Berneck
(Eastern Switzerland) has been producing
highly innovative circuit boards solutions.
New high-performance materials and more
efficient ways of assembly, such as the
Chip-on-Board technology, are becoming
increasingly relevant. In light of these challenges, Optiprint was in need of a system
for areal topography and flatness measurement of so-called chip pockets. ”Alicona‘s
3D measurement system have allowed us
to optimize our processes significantly and
take major steps in securing the quality
leadership of our products,“ quality manager Simon Hütter explains. The 3D measurement solutions provided by Alicona
have made it possible for customers of
Optiprint to ensure flawless chip bonding
(attaching of the chips) and wire bonding
(attaching wires to connect chip and circuit
board carrier).

Microvias: optical 3D measurement of diameter and depth
Optiprint’s quality assurance puts great emphasis on providing printed circuit boards

that are well-suited to further processing
by customers. In order to ensure proper
electrical connection of multi-layered circuit boards, it is vital that the so-called
microvias have been drilled according to
pre-defined depth and diameter parameters. Alicona‘s measurement systems allow
Optiprint to verify diameter and height step
of the microvias to confirm that the correct
layers have been connected.

therefore essential to verify that this area
of the microvia is clean before further processing. Optiprint accomplishes this with
Alicona‘s high-resolution true-color 3D visualization systems.

Another type of measurement of laser-dilled
microvias is checking for traces of powder.
Traces of powder form at the outer edge of
laser drill holes when molten material lumps
together. With optimized laser parameters
for the different materials these bulges are
minimized. To identify bulges, the planarity
at the transition of the surface to the microvia is carried out with roughness measurements by Alicona systems.

As the next step of the production process,
chip pockets are milled into the circuit board
to make room for the chips the end customer will later attach to the circuit board.
Attaching the chips to the milled pockets
is also called Chip-on-Board technology.
In order for the silicium chips to remain in
place securely, the milled pockets must have
the correct shape and be flat. Thanks to Alicona’s roughness measurement system,
Optiprint has managed to gain a better understanding of the interaction between surface properties and assembly process. This
in turn has resulted in a much more efficient
manufacturing process. In order to ensure
proper surface quality and, consequently,
flawless attaching, Optiprint measures the
height steps as well as shape and flatness

Apart from the above-mentioned measurements of depth, diameter, and planarity,
microvia bottoms also need to be examined
during quality assurance. The most critical
fault to check for here is residual insulating
material, as this can impede the electrical
conductivity of the entire circuit board. It is

3D profile form measurement
of bondpads

The following parameters of multi-layer
circuit boards can be measured and documented precisely with 3D measurement systems by Alicona:
» Depth and diameter of microvias

Another step in the manufacturing process is the electrical bonding (interconnecting) of the Chips on Board. The
electrical interconnecting of chips with
the circuit board with using the so-called
bond wires is also called wire bonding.
Bondpads must be free of faults such as
roughness and dirt, as these weaken the
bond interconnection. Alicona‘s 3D profile
measurement system enables Optiprint to
verify the form and co-planarity of contact
pads on the printed circuit board and ensure perfect conditions for wire bonding.

» Areal roughness at the transition
of surface to drill hole
» Areal roughness and flatness at
the bottom of microvias
» Areal topography and roughness
of milled pockets (chip pockets)
» 3D profile form of bondpads
» Analysis and rating of quality
characteristics

Chip pockets: Area based
measurement of shape and
flatness

Simon Hütter
Quality Manager
Optiprint AG, Berneck (CH)

”Our customers use printed circuit
boards by Optiprint to manufacture
products of the highest quality. Alicona‘s
customized 3D measurement solutions
play a key role in enabling us to provide
our customers with the exceptional quality they need. Their systems contribute
significantly to our company‘s success.
We can only recommend Alicona to everyone.“
Simon Hütter, Quality Manager

Area based roughness measurement of the microvia to identify traces of powder

3D visualization of the chip pocket before surface finish. The visualization has helped to
optimize the Chip-on-Board technology. Optiprint has managed to gain a better understanding of the interaction between surface properties and assembly process.

3D measurement of shape an co-planarity of contact pads to ensure perfect conditions
for wire bonding
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KLEINER uses the high-resolution 3D measurement system
InfiniteFocus in combination with a motorized rotation unit.
“The rotary axis allows us to ideally position and measure
any number of surfaces and surface features in just one
measuring process,” Hamann says.

“With Alicona´s Focus-Variation, we now have
possibilities in quality assurance that no other
supplier could offer!”

Christian Hamann, Business Unit Manager Tool Technology is the mastermind and initiator of
the KLEINER 4.0 project. This is how the stamping technology company entitles the production cell
and thus establishes the context to Industry 4.0.

Faster and more efficient production with
the same team
KLEINER Stanztechnik combines machine tools, measuring technology and robotics in a new
production cell. It aims at autonomous, fully automatic production of tool components including
measuring protocol. Alicona is not only a selected measurement technology partner because of its
automation capabilities.
Christian Hamann, Business Unit Man-

tured tool including measuring report with-

The optical measurement of the electrode

ager Tool Technology at KLEINER Stanz-

out any further intervention.”

is already automated. Measurement results

technik, remains modest: “I can’t just say
whether our new production cell makes us
stand-alone worldwide. But our customers
confirm that they have not yet seen a com-

Optical measuring technology
as initiator for automatic production

parable production cell with integrated mea-

are currently monitored and processed by
a worker, who, based on the measurement
data, manually initiates necessary changes
in the production process. KLEINER lays
the foundation for smart manufacturing á

surement technology at this high degree of

The KLEINER production cell is based on

Industry 4.0: “With Alicona we are already

automation.” The German stamping technol-

a combination of different state-of-the-art

able to automatically start and execute the

ogy company has been proud to combine

technologies and machines. Two HSC mill-

measuring process in our production pro-

expertise in the field of precision stamped

ing machines, a die-sinking EDM machine,

cess. We are currently working on enabling

parts and high-performance stamping tools

a cleaning system as well as tactile and

networking with other machines so that

with new technologies since its founda-

optical measuring technology are currently

machine parameters are automatically and

tion, thus meeting increasing customer

in use. A 6-axis industrial robot controls the

continuously adjusted based on the mea-

demands from various industries. With its

production and takes care of the assembly.

surement results,” explains Haman, initiator

new production cell, combining technolo-

KLEINER describes the process as follows:

and mastermind of the KLEINER 4.0 project.

gies from tool and mold making, metrology

“We load a pallet system with the raw part,

This is how the stamping technology com-

and industrial robotics, KLEINER once again

which is transferred to the cell or robot via

pany entitles the production cell and thus

proves its innovative strength. For Christian

a transfer station. First, a tactile measur-

establishes the context to Industry 4.0.

Hamann, the commissioning is a milestone:

ing station determines the position of the

“At the moment, man and individual com-

workpiece. These references or coordinates

ponents of the cell are still interacting with

are fed to the HSC milling machine, which

each other. The production cell in its final

mills the electrode. The electrode is then

state will enable completely self-sufficient

optically measured with Alicona in 3D and

KLEINER cannot imagine quality assur-

production with a fully automatic process.

transferred to the die-sinking EDM machine,

ance without the use of optical measuring

We hand over a raw part to the cell, and at

that finally produces the individual tool

technology. Alicona is mainly used to mea-

the end we receive a completely manufac-

part.”

sure molds within a tolerance range of up
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Measure larger components
faster and more precisely

to 0.01mm. Dimensional accuracy plays a

the decision was easy in the end. Christian

as a manufacturer of unique tools with high

decisive role in the further production and

Hamann: “Latest at the point where it was a

quality standards.

compliance with all quality specifications

matter of measuring the steep flanks of our

of the tools. The stamping technology com-

molds, many other measuring technology

pany benefits in particular from the mo-

suppliers shrugged their shoulders. Only Al-

torized rotation unit, which was purchased

icona has met all our criteria.” An additional

together with the high-resolution InfiniteFo-

bonus for KLEINER is the measurement in

cus measuring system. Hamann on the ad-

registered 3D true color information, which

vantages of the so-called Advanced Real3D

“provides users with a first clear and fast

Rotation Unit: “The rotary axis allows us to

result,” says the head of Tool Technology.

ideally position and measure any number of

“Our eyes detect color much faster than

surfaces and surface features in just one

simple numerical results. Color information

measuring process. This makes the mea-

has become a common procedure that we

surement not only very precise compared to

would not want to do without.”

our measuring equipment used up to now,

KLEINER expects the use of the produc-

but also very economical due to the short

tion cell to increase productivity while

measuring time.”

maintaining the same resources. “We can

Fast measurement times, high accuracy and

achieve significantly higher productivity

intuitive handling, together with the require-

and increased efficiency with the same

ment of being able to automate measure-

team, as we gain speed and flexibility. We

ments in production, were decisive criteria

are already producing several different tool

for the evaluation of a suitable measure-

components in a shorter time at this stage

ment system. Part of the requirement spec-

of the cell,” Haman summarizes. This is a

ification was also the implementation of

promise to its customers from the automo-

open interfaces for integration into the sys-

tive, plastics, electronics and medical tech-

tem landscape of the production cell. Sev-

nology industries with which KLEINER will

eral providers were carefully examined and

continue to strengthen its leading position

3D measurement of a die in true and false color visualization.

The KLEINER production cell combines two HSC milling machines,
a die-sinking EDM machine as well as tactile and optical measuring
technology. Alicona is used to optically measure the electrode, which
is then further transferred to the EDM machine. Christian Hamann:
“The production cell in its final state will enable self-sufficient production.”
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„Components of new batches only
have to be taught-in once on a
reference part, each additional
component is automatically
checked.“

Alexander Geiger (left) and Marcel Heisler, Head of Laser Ablation and High-Speed Cutting. The Alicona system is integrated in the
production process, measurements are performed automatically.

“Only when the tool is running, can money be made!“
With its high-performance stamping tools, Stepper, one of the technology leaders in the stamping
sector and known worldwide for introducing modular tool construction, produces up to several billion contact parts per year. For quality assurance, the tooling expert has been relying on Alicona for
many years. Stepper is now further expanding its automation in production with Alicona measuring
systems in use 24/7.
When a tool is used to make seven plug con-

the demanding geometries of micro com-

we had massive difficulties measuring the

nections simultaneously at 2300 strokes per

ponents with consistently high precision.

steep flanks, smooth surfaces and differ-

minute, 16,100 contact parts are produced

Heisler sums it up in a nutshell: “Only when

ent reflection properties of our tools. The

every minute. For Marcel Heisler, Head of

the tool is running, can money be made.” To

knowledge we’ve gained from Alicona from

Laser Ablation and High-Speed Cutting at

ensure the quality of its pressing and bend-

the beginning has brought us incredible

Stepper, one thing above all applies to this

ing dies, Stepper for years has been relying

progress,” says Heisler. The repeatable and

throughput: “We need to measure, measure,

on quality assurance by Alicona.

traceable measurements of even complex

measure!” The demands of its customers,
who are mainly from the automotive industry, are high. “The automotive industry has
always demanded maximum precision and
productivity,“ says Heisler. This has to be in
line with the tool life because only tools that
are outstanding in terms of material, surface quality and accuracy can manufacture

free-form surfaces are one reason why Step-

3D measurement technology
for final inspection and development of high-performance
punching tools

per has invested in a third Alicona system.
Another reason for this is the wide range of
applications offered by only one measuring
system. Stepper verifies both dimensional
tolerances and surface quality by measuring
the roughness of different component types,

“We use Alicona for the continuous qual-

shapes and sizes. His conclusion: “We do

ity assurance of the manufactured parts

not know of any other system that offers

as well as for the further development of

such a wide range of applications. We can

our tools with regards to material, surface

measure just about anything!”

quality and accuracy. This is only possible with absolutely reliable measurement
results,” says the German toolmaker Fritz
Stepper GmbH. Since 2010, the manufac-

Automation from design to
measurement technology

turer of high-performance punching tools

Precision and innovation are demands that

has been relying on Alicona’s Focus-Varia-

Stepper and Alicona have in common. Both

tion measuring systems. “Before Alicona,

companies are regarded as pioneers and

Stepper stamping tool to manufacture contact parts for the automotive industry. 16,100 contact parts per minute can be produced.

drivers of their industry, what they are now

ment technology as early as in the design

“As a high-tech company, we are looking for

proving once again. Stepper organizes its

phase by defining measurement series in

partners who share our passion for preci-

production according to the latest technol-

the CAD data set of a component. A simula-

sion. We found this in Alicona!”

ogies and production concepts. Digitization,

tion provides a preview of the measurement

networking and optimized communication

process to be carried out and thus supports

of all production systems are becoming

reliable measurement planning. The virtual

increasingly important. Part of the modern

operation of the Alicona measuring system

production strategy is also to see mea-

covers the entire handling, from the posi-

surement technology as an integral part of

tioning of a component to the determination

production and to position it accordingly.

of the measuring range in 3D. For Stepper,

Measurement technology is not only used

the advantage is obvious: “We expect mas-

at the end of a production chain, but as part

sive time saving. With the CAD-CAM con-

of the production process. A prerequisite for

nection, I no longer need the measuring

this are fully automated measuring systems

system to teach-in my measurement series,

that can be operated without any previous

this can be transferred to another worksta-

3D measurement of a die, performed with Alicona’s high-resolution

knowledge of metrology. Alicona offers this

tion. This means that we will be able to use

optical measuring system InfiniteFocus.

automation with the software interface Au-

the measuring device 24 hours a day, 7 days

tomationManager. It enables the user-spe-

a week without interruption in production

cific configuration of measurement series

and fully utilize it.”

by an administrator on a reference com-

With the implementation of measurement

ponent, which is started by an operator in

technology in production and design, Step-

production at the push of a button. Control

per is following its strategy of integrating

and evaluation are fully automatic, taught-in

the best technologies into its products with

parameters are measured without user in-

suitable partners. Marcel Heisler confirms:

fluence. Stepper is currently introducing
the AutomationManager in its production.
“Components of new batches only have
to be taught-in once on a reference part,
each additional component is automatically checked,” explains Heisler. “This will
increase our efficiency many times over.”
In terms of increasing efficiency through
automation, Stepper has further plans with
Alicona. The optional connection of the automation software to an existing CAD-CAM
program allows the integration of measure-

Stepper is using the optional CAD-CAM interface to integrate Alicona metrology in the design phase. Measurement series are defined in
the CAD data set of a component and a simulation provides a preview of the measuring process.
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”Thanks to
InfiniteFocus,
we have been able
to shorten
development
cycles by
more than
a third.”

tactile methods.“ He continues, describing the
improvements with optical metrology: ”With
InfiniteFocus, we are able to manufacture
complex geometries far more accurately and
require less corrective grinding. For example,

Shortened development times in
prototype construction
At Boehlerit, an Austrian manufacturer of carbide cutting materials, quality assurance starts at the very
beginning of the production process. Alicona measurement systems are used to optimize stamps in
the company‘s own pressing tool department. Additionally, the InfiniteFocus measurement system
makes the entire manufacturing process of inserts more economical by reducing development times
by 30 %. This makes it possible to launch new products faster.
”When it comes to manufacturing complex

stamp and die, and to measure the complex

ments. Boehlerit verifies post-processing and

insert geometries, it‘s all about the correct

geometries of inserts in a fully automated re-

corrective steps carried out on the pressed raw

tool,“ emphasizes Alfred Maier, Head of Qual-

peatable process.

part to achieve required dimensional accuracy

Management at Boehlerit. ”Manufacturing
inserts is a cost- and time-intensive process.

Shortened development times
despite increasing complexity

and surface quality. Naturally, the best and
most economical scenario for Boehlerit‘s quality assurance is if little to no post-processing
or corrections are necessary, as refining steps

This means that quality assurance can‘t apply
to the finished tool only,“ he continues, describ-

”To receive precisely manufactured tools,

such as grinding are expensive. In this respect,

ing the measurement strategy of the Austrian

stamps must be accurate themselves,“ Al-

the InfiniteFocus system combined with a mo-

manufacturer of carbide tools. Alfred Maier‘s

fred Maier explains. For this reason, Boehlerit

torized rotation unit has already paid off for

concept of quality assurance starts at the

places a great deal of emphasis on manufac-

the company. Thanks to the system, Boehlerit

very beginning of the manufacturing process,

turing ideal stamps for over 6000 different

has been able to reduce post-processing sig-

in mold making. At the Kapfenberg plant in

types of inserts at their own pressing tool

nificantly and corrective steps have also been

Styria, Boehlerit relies on Alicona‘s optical

department. Ideal stamps are produced by en-

rendered much more efficient. This has short-

measurement systems in their pressing tool

suring the clearance between stamp and die is

ened the overall product development time to

department. The Boehlerit experts in the areas

as small as possible, as this reduces wear. To

be ready for serial production. Alfred Maier

of metallurgy, coating technology, and press-

accomplish this, Boehlerit uses the InfiniteFo-

explains: ”We used to inspect our pressed raw

ing technology use Alicona‘s high-resolution

cus system to measure the aligned stamp and

parts with tactile measurement devices. These

3D measurement system InfiniteFocus in com-

die, determining the best clearance value.

quickly reached their limits, especially when it

bination with a motorized rotation unit. This al-

The optical high-resolution measurement

came to measuring complex geometries. The

lows them to optimize the clearance between

system is then employed fur further measure-

inserts we manufacture today don‘t have any
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result, we become aware of faults much

with undercuts simply can‘t be mapped with

we have been able to significantly reduce

ity Assurance and Quality and Environmental

also visualized using a color coding. As a

straight edges anymore. Today´s geometries
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”With Alicona, we have reached the next level in the
manufacture of tools with complex geometries. Thanks
to the fast and highly accurate measurement techno-

faster, avoid time-consuming corrections,
and accelerate the process as a whole,“

logy, we are able to manufacture also special tools

Peihser points out. The high repeatabil-

precisely and economically. We are proud to be using

ity of InfiniteFocus‘s measurements has

one of the world‘s leading measurement systems -if

become another important factor for

not the leading measurement system -with Alicona.”

Boehlerit to boost efficiency. Gerhard

burrs.“ Gerhard Melcher, head of segment

Gerhard Melcher, head of segment turning and milling &

Melcher, Head of Marketing: ”We are also

turning and milling and head of Marketing at

head of marketing

a supplier and development partner to

Boehlerit, expresses these advancements in

other tool makers. Our customers demand

terms of numbers: ”We used to have product

extensive documentation and repeatabil-

development times of up to 1.5 years. Thanks

ity of measurements. Regardless if you

to InfiniteFocus, we have been able to shorten

measure today or tomorrow, the measure-

development cycles by more than a third.

ment results have to be the same.“

Today, despite growing complexity of edge
geometries, our machining tools are ready for
launch in less than 10 months.“

Boehlerit uses Alicona systems
to carry out the following
measurements:

All relevant edge geometries
in one measurement cycle

» Measurement of the clearance
between stamp and die

As edge geometries grow in complexity,
quality assurance and measurement systems are subject to ever increasing re-

» 3D measurement of the geometry
of pressed raw parts

quirements. This translates to enormous
pressure on those responsible for quality

Carbide specialist Boehlerit uses Alicona in pressing tool con-

assurance. ”We are expected to work fast

struction in order to verify the clearance between the stamp and

and to not keep production waiting. At the
same time, measurements need to be pre-

die. For this purpose, die (here: purple) and punch (here: green)
are aligned.

cise, valid, and repeatable,“ Alfred Maier explains. With Alicona, Boehlerit has found the

» Automatic measurement of form
deviations

ideal partner to meet these requirements.
The quality assurance department profits
greatly from the fully automatic motorized

» Full form measurement of the
geometry of inserts with Real3D
technology

rotational unit. Markus Peihser, measurement technician at Boehlerit, describes the
advantages: ”The rotation unit allows me
to automatically measure all relevant geometries and edge parameters in just one

» Numerical verification of corrective
processes and post-processing such
as grinding

The 3D data sets of die and stamp are automatically superimposed. The resulting clearance is actually visualized by color coding
and can also be accessed numerically at all points.

measurement cycle. There is no need for
me to reposition the part in the grip.” Another
feature that quality assurance profits from
are the system‘s capabilities for importing

Alfred Meier, Head of Quality Assurance and Quality and Environ-

external datasets. These make it possible

mental Management (right) and Markus Peihser (left) in the

to automatically measure dimensioning.
Additionally, deviations are also displayed

machining laboratory of Boehlerit. Peihser about InfiniteFocus: “I can
measure all geometries and edge parameters relevant to me in a
single measuring run, without having to reclamp the part.“

graphically. ”Undersizes and oversizes are
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Contour Measurement: Alicona is also used for form measurement of gears/tooth flanks. Users benefit from
comparing measurement results to CAD data and positional tolerances.

Areal based roughness measurement of a tooth flank. In contrast to profile based roughness measurement, the surface texture parameters Sa, Sq, and Sz allow
precise assessment of the surface quality.

Minimizing refining steps for gears

To help prevent cost-intensive postprocessing, Lund University developed a simulation model
to calculate the ideal machine parameters for a form milling cutter. This was to ensure the tool
would produce tooth flanks with optimum surface quality. The research team used Alicona systems at Sandvik Coromant to validate the mathematical models and verify their suitability for
practical use. “Thanks to the high working distance, we were able to measure the roughness of
tooth flanks that were previously inaccessible to us,” Mattias Svahn confirms.

The resulting measurement values are simply not

In addition to form and roughness measurement,

Mattias Svahn, Division of Machine

useful for validating the calculation model,“ lead

Lund University also makes use of the visualization

Elements: ”We were blown away by

researcher and measurement expert Mattias Svahn

of 3D data sets. The large lateral and vertical scan-

explains. By contrast, Alicona‘s measurement sys-

ning areas make it possible to map the topography

tems make it possible to map the roughness of the

of the entire gear cutting.

entire surface, even of the tooth flanks—fast, repeatably,
and at high resolutions. The surface texture parameters Sa, Sq , and Sz allow precise assessment of the
surface quality.
Form deviations can be made visible using difference measurement. This is accomplished by comparing measurement results to a CAD dataset and/

Roughness and positional
tolerance

Due to global competition, cost pressure is

simulation. The research team developed a

constantly on the rise. This makes it neces-

mathematical model in order to investigate

sary to increase the efficiency of processes in

how machine parameters and possible error

the manufacture of gears. One of the major

sources, isolated or combined, find their im-

The quality of a tooth flank is determined by

cost factors is post-processing, including re-

pact on the cut surface roughness. This was

both its roughness and its profile accuracy.

fining steps such as grinding and honing to

accomplished in cooperation with Sandvik

The roughness of the tooth flank plays an im-

ensure the correct roughness of tooth flanks.

Coromant, a renowned Swedish tool manu-

portant role in several ways. For example, it

This process could be minimized if it were

facturer that recently launched a new series

directly affects noise generation. The rougher

possible to produce virtually perfect gears

of form milling cutters. Alicona systems

the surface, the noisier the gear. Uniform

with optimum surface quality that need little

were used to verify whether the roughness

transmission of motion, on the other hand,

to no post-processing. To make this a reality

values calculated in the model could actually

mainly depends on the form and positional

and to ensure gears are produced with the de-

be produced in reality, and thereby identify

tolerances of the tooth flank.

sired roughness, it is critical to calculate the

error sources in the milling process. Areal

It is therefore vital to measure both rough-

correct machine parameters for the tool used,

roughness measurement enabled Lund Uni-

ness and form to ensure proper quality

e.g. for a form milling cutter. The roughness

versity to validate the model at the required

assurance of gears. When measuring rough-

has an effect on gears‘ service life, fatigue

level of quality. ”We carried out the areal

ness, it is important to consider the domi-

and uniform transmission of motion and is

roughness measurement on-site at Sandvik

nant surface structure of gears and choose

chiefly determined by the feed rate, possible

Coromant and got to know Alicona in the

the appropriate measurement technology for

errors connected to the tool and the machin-

process. The high precision and speed of the

this purpose. Mattias Svahn used an Alicona

ing process. It is therefore of great economi-

measurements immediately convinced us to

system, as he knew that mere profile-based

cal interest to predict which roughness values

purchase our own InfiniteFocus system,“ pro-

roughness measurement would not deliver

result from different machine parameters, and

fessor Carin Andersson explains.

useful results. ”Profile-based measurement

or form and positional tolerances.

”Thanks to Alicona, we have been able to minimize
the time and cost-intensive refining steps of gears.
We were blown away by the capabilities of the InfiniteFocus system we got to know at Sandvik Coromant.
There is no measurement system we know that is capable of measuring critical form and positional tolerances and roughness of tooth flanks in this way with
just one system.“
Mattias Svahn, Lund University

Elements

duction and Materials: “The high
precision and speed of the meaDeviations between calculated surface and measured surface. Alicona

surements immediately convinced

systems were used to verify whether the roughness values calculated in

us to purchase our own InfiniteFo-

the model could be produced in reality.

cus system.”

Calculated roughness versus measured roughness: The research team developed a mathematical model in order to investigate how machine parameters and
possible error sources find their impact on the cut surface roughness.

At one glance:
» Alicona was used to validate a mathematical model to investigate how machine parameters and
possible error sources find their impact on the cut surface roughness.
» In particular, areal roughness measurement helped to validate the model at the required
level of quality.

allows me to map the surface only partially.

the cut surface. For this reason, Lund Univer-

A lot of important information is lost by only

» Sa, Sq, Sz parameters were measured at tooth flanks that have not been accessible before.

sity (Sweden) initiated a research project to

a few line measurements along the tooth

» The measurement of form deviations to reference geometry was performed by using

investigate this exact question by way of a

height and the tooth width.

difference measurement. This is accomplished by comparing measurement results to a CAD
dataset and/or form and positional tolerances.
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Lars Vedmar, Division of Machine

Carin Andersson, Division of Pro-

how possible error sources in milling affect
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the capabilities of InfiniteFocus!”

“With Alicona we found an all-in-one
measurement system for the analysis
of the most diverse materials and components.”
Picture © SKB and Posiva Oy
Not allowed to copy without permission
of SKB and Posiva Oy.

An all-in-one measurement solution for
materials of any kind

Niko Ojala, researcher at the Laboratory of Materials Science
at TUT; using MultiMeasurement: With InfiniteFocus G5 Ojala
defines the measuring routine with which several specimens
are automatically measured one after another.

Niko Ojala, and Jarmo Laakso, Tampere University of Technology,
Laboratory of Materials Science:
“Before Alicona we only had an interferometry system, but it was not possible to measure
large areas efficiently, in fact it would have needed days to do that.”

disposal canisters”, Jarmo points out. FSW

“Full form measurement of a FSW-probe of SKB and Posiva Oy.

high measurement speed”, Niko and Jarmo

In their research on materials, Tampere University of Technology in Finland explores innovative approaches for a variety of technical applications. With Alicona they have found an all-round tool for the
analysis of the most diverse materials and the geometrical verification of a multitude of components
with different shapes and sizes.

(Friction Stir Welding) is a welding method

With an AdvancedReal3D Rotation Unit in addition to InfiniteFocus

explain. As measurements of large areas

The material selection is a key factor in the

wear intensities and mechanisms. In strong

measurements by rotating the specimen and

challenge is to prevent the probe material

production of high-quality technical compo-

collaboration with the industry, a broad variety

have real 3D datasets as a result”, Niko Ojala

from melting, while it is traversed along the

nents. Technical innovations and new man-

of technical applications is covered. Measured

and Jarmo Laakso, researchers at the labora-

welding line. Thus, the accurate geometry

Crushing pin-on-disk high-stress abrasion wear test: The Alicona

ufacturing processes are directly tied to the

materials include metals, polymers, textiles,

tory, explain. ”With InfiniteFocus we have found

of it is a key factor for an efficient welding

measurement system provides numerical quantification and a

research and development of materials. Wear

wood, paper, ceramics, coatings and rocks. In

a measurement system that suits our needs.

process. With an AdvancedReal3D Rotation

detailed 3D surface characterization of the specimens both in full

resistance, corrosion resistance and service

addition, the optical 3D measurement system is

Due to the high demand and interest towards

Unit in addition to InfiniteFocus they achieve

life of components are determined by correct

used for full form measurement of various tools

the system, the utilization ratio has been up to

full form measurements of tools and com-

material selection for the target application.

and components.

24/7.”

ponents. This enabled Jarmo to measure

Evaluation of surface
deformation, wear intensities
and mechanisms

Since components in materials testing often

in which frictional heat is generated between the tool and a target metal. This

the full form measurement is achieved.( © SKB and Posiva Oy,
not allowed to copy without permission)”

z-ranges – as components can either have

causes the metal to soften and weld to-

a curved form, large height differences or

gether by mechanical intermixing. The probe

highly deformed surface – InfiniteFocus has

is intended to be non-consumable, so the

proven to be the right tool.

macro and detailed micro levels. (picture on left has surface area
of about 3 mm2, while the one on right covers 1 000 mm2 area)

contain fractured or deformed surfaces, steep
flanks or rough surface topographies are regularly encountered. Alicona offers a unique solu-

By using the so called MultiMeasurement
that has proven to be very time-saving.
“With MultiMeasurement we can set up an

as well as roundness. Radii can be meas-

automatic measurement routine for about

ured down to 2 μm in lateral resolution. The

a dozen of specimens to be measured one

measurements show if components are

after another or measure multiple locations

in accordance to the specified tolerances.

in high-resolution. This saves both working

Form deviations are evaluated by compari-

tion to document the entire surface even with

Easy quantification of material
deformation on large measurement areas
function, Niko and Jarmo found a feature

dimensions like length, diameter and radius,

Geometric verification of FSW
tools for sealing nuclear fuel
disposal canisters

often also require long measurement depth

and machine time for other tasks as for

The Laboratory of Materials Science at Tam-

these difficult to measure features. “Initially,

The Applied Materials Science research

son to CAD data.

pere University of Technology (TUT) in Tampere,

we were looking for a system that could meas-

group at the laboratory offers service for

“Previously we only had an interferometry

3D surface measurement of a steel specimen after five impacts by

example night times can be fully utilized”,

the high velocity particle impact test at -60°C temperature.

explains Niko. “Versatility and agility are

Finland, conducts high-level research on the

ure specimens with both large areas of several

companies in any type of material related

system, but it was not able to measure

structure, properties, processing and use of

square centimeters width and rough surfaces,

projects. “In collaboration with two Scan-

large areas efficiently, in fact it would

practically any type of material. With the optical

like large wear or fracture surfaces with steep

dinavian expert organizations for nuclear

have needed days to do that. With Alicona

3D measurement system InfiniteFocus G5 they

slopes. For us it was also important that the

waste management, SKB and Posiva Oy, we

we measure areas up to 200 x 200 mm at

analyze the morphology of surfaces, verify di-

measurement system would be relatively fast.

were able to verify the geometry of a FSW-

mensioning, and evaluate surface deformations,

A third requirement was the possibility to do

probe, which is used for sealing nuclear fuel
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important, as well as user friendliness, and
that’s what Alicona gives us.”
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“Alicona measurements lead to the next level
of technology readiness and production
suitability. Thus, we see the route to market!”
“Automated measurements allow us to significantly increase the
number of tests we can do in a single day, so we can explore
a lot more technologies in shorter time,” says Thomas McCleay,

Editor´s note:

Head of Research.

The pictures are from a video with AMRC,
which you can also find on our video channel!

Measurement without an operator

ness areal based instead of measuring only a

measurement in only one high-resolution op-

profile of the surface. “In the context of car-

tical measuring device. “You can do surface

bon fibre, the Ra value depends on the angle

roughness on a CMM, but it requires a real

How to explore more technologies in shorter time

at which you measure it. Because of that, we

specialist kit,” Wiles emphasizes.

To become more competitive by introducing advanced technologies and processes is the promise of the
well-known research center AMRC to industry. Metrology is key to keep this promise and to increase
production readiness of new techniques. This is why AMRC recently has acquired its fourth Alicona
measuring system.

Sa which we easily get with Alicona.” In terms

prefer to use the areal surface roughness value
of efficiency and ease of use, Hayes benefits
from measurement automation as well. “You

CMM Technical Lead Adam Wiles: “The Alicona system is ideally
suited to small features including small radii and diameters of

can set the system going, have it move to

a hole which are challenging if not impossible with a traditional

several positions and take surface roughness

CMM.”

AMRC is particularly active in the fields of

measurements of several different samples.

aerospace, automotive and transport, energy,

This is something I really like, and you cannot
do this with a tactile CMM”, he concludes.

food & drink, healthcare and infrastructure.

Benefits of optical measurements over a traditional CMM

readiness level targets independently of in-

The development of new manufacturing tech-

ting tools, coolants and overall machining

dustry partners will have the chance to gain ac-

niques and technologies has always been the

technologies. Combined with a robot, an Al-

cess to full test automation as well. The uptake

mission of AMRC, the University of Sheffield

icona optical measurement sensor is part of

of this way of developing is also an answer to

Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre

the cell, allowing us to automate all kinds of

a growing market pull, and the Alicona mea-

based in the UK. It “helps manufacturers of

measurements.” Thomas McCleay, Head of Re-

surement technology is the best that we have

any size to become more competitive by in-

search, is enthusiastic about the increased ef-

available. The partnership with Alicona is key

“The Alicona system is ideally suited to small

troducing advanced techniques, technologies

ficiency and higher output he gets by utilizing

to make sure we can achieve this type of auto-

features including small radii and diameters of

and processes”, AMRC states. To achieve this,

automated measurements in his test series.

mation and integration. Hence, with Alicona we

metrology is one of the key activities at AMRC.

“We fully automate a lot of the testing. Auto-

see the route to market,” McCleay says.

Skilled in many areas of metrology, the team

mated measurements allow us to significantly

continues when speaking of the advantages of

supports the research groups by qualifying

increase the number of tests we can do in a

optical measurement over tactile scanning. An

novel parts and processes to make sure that

single day, so we can explore a lot more tech-

they meet physical requirements and industry

nologies in shorter time.” The results obtained

standards. In the field of optical metrology,

from the initial test measurements feed into

Alicona´s high resolution form and roughness

more feature-based trials, which again lead

One of various specific aspects in the develop-

the back surface. This surface is impossible

measurement systems deliver the greatest

to the next level of technology readiness and

ment of new manufacturing techniques is tool

to measure with our CMM, however, it takes

Alicona is used for tool wear assessment and to learn how the

benefits than with any other system AMRC

thus to production suitability.

wear assessment. Oliver Hayes, Composite De-

only a few seconds to achieve a measurement

tool is wearing as it progresses through life.

experts are aware of. It is not without reason

Today, measurements in research activities at

velopment Engineer, uses Alicona to see how

with Alicona. We measure distances, node dis-

that the globally well-known research center

the AMRC are mainly carried out to explore a

the tool is wearing as it progresses through its

tances, string diameters, also surface rough-

recently has acquired its fourth Alicona mea-

broad range of options for tooling and all kinds

life. “In composite machining, we generally see

ness.” For Wiles, the combination of roughness

suring system.

of cutting materials. However, since the Ali-

that the type of wear experienced by the tool

and geometrical measurements is unique, es-

cona measurement systems can be utilized to

is mainly flank wear. Because of that we need

pecially as complex components regardless of

measure nearly any kind of solid components

Alicona as I don´t know any other system that

industry usually require both for meaningful

including miniaturized and complex geome-

allows us to measure the steep flanks of e.g.

quality assurance, the measurement of form

tries, this test cell is planned to become acces-

PCD tools,” he explains. In his daily work, Hayes

and roughness. While conventional tech-

sible to all industry partners. “The automated

also needs to measure surface roughness. For

niques are capable to do either one or the

test cell will be rolled out to industry, so our in-

him it is of vital importance to measure rough-

other, Alicona combines form and roughness

Route to market
“We are developing an automated machining
test cell to test new materials such as cut-
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Tool wear assessment in
composite machining

Understanding tool mechanisms to improve manufacturing processes

Metrology is relevant to achieve technology
dustry. This is the core competence of Ian
Cook, Technical Lead for Machinability. He
Oliver Hayes, Composite Development Engineer: “In composite

and his team are confronted with relatively

machining, we generally see that the type of wear experienced by

low technology readiness levels, and Alicona

the tool is mainly flank wear. Because of that we need Alicona as I

a hole which are challenging if not impossible

helps to gain detailed information about new

don´t know any other system that allows us to measure the steep

with a CMM”, CMM Technical Lead Adam Wiles

flanks of e.g. PCD tools.”

tool designs and corresponding types of tool
mechanisms that are typically seen with new
materials. A feedback loop between application teams and further targeted platform

additive manufactured component illustrates

groups supports the progress of technology

the benefits. “We have here an additive man-

readiness with the aim to improve the overall

ufactured knee joint with a lattice structure on

manufacturing progress. Cook agrees that
Alicona significantly contributes to the world
leading research activities of AMRC: “With Alicona, we maintain our high quality.”

Ian Cook, Technical Lead for Machinability, uses Alicona to gain
detailed information about new tool designs and corresponding
types of tool mechanisms that are typically seen with new materials.
“With Alicona, we maintain our high quality,” he says.
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“It was only with Alicona that we could
measure specific corrugated geometries of
our machine components.”

“Alicona enables us to gain
new knowledge on the
reproducibility of our
manufacturing processes.”

Matthias Obert,
Quality Management at Uhlmann

Optical measurements during serial
production in the pharmaceutical industry

we switched to the measuring technology
of Alicona, we could not measure these
corrugated geometries. The analysis of the

Simple handling and extensive
applicability

pyramid stump dimensions, such as the

The cut areas of the punched blister packages

angle, height and distance to each other,

are then evaluated. „About Alicona, we particu-

gives us indispensable information.” Once

larly appreciate the ease of use of the system

the sheet is sealed air-tight, each tablet is

and its extensive applicability. The color-coded

enclosed by two longitudinal sealing gut-

height representation comes in very helpful to

gain information on the slide characteristics of pills and cap-

ters and two transverse sealing gutters.

communicate surface properties easily and

sules.

The seal shape of the blisters is checked in

intelligibly to other interfaces in the company“,

the course of the packaging process. The

explains Obert.

Product safety is particularly important in the production of pharmaceutical packaging and is subject to stringent requirements. Uhlmann – experts in the field of pharmaceutical packaging – use
Alicona to verify the quality of machine components, thus gaining knowledge on the reproducibility
of manufacturing processes.

3D pill measurement. Uhlmann use optical measurements to

Pharmaceutical packaging must be optimally

InfiniteFocus to test the machine components

filled into the cups. In a next step, a cover

In order to ensure the quality of the production

and the packaging products they fabricate.

process of the blister machines, Uhlmann also

“Alicona allows us to gain new knowledge on

film is fed through the sealing station and

enable Uhlmann to check the homogeneity

entering and it must also follow all legal

require information on the slip properties of the

the reproducibility of our manufacturing pro-

placed on the base foil. The cover film

of the impression and lacks gutter width

guidelines on counterfeit protection and

Monitoring measurements in
the manufacturing process of
blister machines

shape measurement and color evaluation

sealed to prevent foreign substances from

and height.

tablets and capsules. To do this, one needs to

traceability. When it comes to the produc-

cesses. Besides this, the measurements also

is warmed up by means of hot plates to

Obert explains the process monitoring during

know the surface roughness of the medicine.

enable us to verify supplier specifications

enable it to mould to the base foil, thus

After sealing the carrier foil and cover film,

tion of pharmaceutical packaging, priority is

serial production, using the manufactured

it is possible to emboss specific safety

Tactile measuring methods are not suitable

given to the protection of the high-quality in-

for purchased parts, predict the functional

enclosing the product in the cup-shaped

blister machines as an example. “We use

for this application because the surface of the

behaviour of products and carry out cause

depression. In order to prevent sticking

features (e.g. batch number) permanently

gredients and formulations while maintaining

Alicona to carry out monitoring measure-

on the blister reel. The serial numbers are

measuring object can alter or get damaged in

complete functionality.

analyses on the functionality of products”,

to the hot plates and to ensure optimum

ments in the manufacturing process and to

direct contact with the medicine. Alicona helps

says Matthias Obert, member of Uhlmann’s

heat distribution on the hot plates, Uhl-

punched in using die stamps. Uhlmann use

Based in Germany, Uhlmann Pac-Systeme GmbH

verify the geometry and surface properties

InfiniteFocus to ensure the correct letter

determine surface characteristics of the tablets

& Co. KG is one of the world’s leading suppli-

Quality Management team.

mann implement the measuring system

of individual components.” Blister machines

to determine surface parameters (Sa,

height of the die stamp, measure the sur-

(e.g. Sa and Sz) without touching the surface.

ers of pharmaceutical packaging. Uhlmann’s

are used to produce blister packaging, bet-

face roughness and perform a visual in-

product portfolio includes machines for all

Sz) and material parameters (Sk, Spk).

ter known as “blister packs”. These packs

Obert:”Surfaces with similar Sa values

spection.

process steps: from blister machines and

contain the pre-sorted medicine and are hy-

bottling lines to cartoners and end-of-line

can have completely different structures.

gienically sealed using plastic or aluminium

packaging machines. This range is comple-

Often, one can only provide a sound state-

composite foils. Each separate drug unit has

mented by extensive services for the systems’

ment about the functional behaviour of

its own “cup”, from which the tablet or cap-

entire life cycle.

the surface after evaluating the material

sule can be popped out with your fingers.

ratio parameters.”

New knowledge on the
reproducibility of
manufacturing processes

Material parameters for the
evaluation of the functional
surface behaviour

When manufacturing special pharmaceu-

The process steps of a blister packaging

tical machines, the focus is to implement

gation. The distribution density of these

machine include, first and foremost, the

“pyramids” dictates how deep the tips

shaping of the cup-shaped depressions into

penetrate in the foil composite and thus

use Alicona for monitoring measurements during the manufac-

the base, which is made of aluminium foil.

provides a contact face adapted to the

3D measurement of the hot plate surface in true color. The hot plates warm up the cover film before sealing it onto the base foil. Alicona

turing process of blister machines.

The product, tablets or capsules, are then

surface pressing requirements. “Before

enables Uhlmann to determine extensive surface parameters (Sa, Sz) and material parameters (Sk, Spk).

professional quality assurance processes
at all stages of production. Uhlmann use
the high-resolution measurement system

120

Sealing rollers made of tool-grade steel
or high-quality aluminium are used for
bonding the film to the foil. The contact
surfaces of the rollers have inclined surfaces and tips, i.e. pyramid-shaped corru-

Uhlmann, specialists in the field of pharmaceutical packaging,
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3D measurement of a blister sealing area in true color.
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Selected customers who have
contributed to the magazine series
FOCUSvariation.

to find out how you use Alicona´s Focus-Variation technology!

Go to www.alicona.com to find all our user case stories.
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Do you have a measurement task?

Book your
demo in the
Alicona

Imprint FOCUSvariation
Publisher
Alicona Imaging GmbH, Dr. Richard Auner Straße 21a, 8074 Raaba bei Graz
Editor in chief
Astrid Krenn, Head of Marketing - with many more thinkers, idea contributors,
explainers, proofreaders, translation assistants etc.!
Layout
Maitz Grafik
maitz_grafik@aon

			

Contact us and let us know
your application and your preferred date:
metrology.alicona@bruker.com
We are happy to get back to you!

May we introduce
a team member?
Martina, our cover model this year, is a measurement expert, an applications engineer, an
improvisation talent, a bundle of energy and a
guarantee for a good mood. In years, I have
never heard her saying ”This is not possible!”
She has been part of Bruker Alicona since
2011 and it is impossible to imagine the Customer Care Team without her. Modeling was
a new experience for her. ”This is really exhausting!”
Thanks Martina for being the face of FOCUSvariation, edition 9.

And a personal note
I can’t pretend everything is normal. 2020 will irrevocably burn itself into my memory
as the Corona-year. Being in home office, I miss the physical interaction with my
colleagues, the humor, the ease with which I can follow a conversation even when
people are talking at the same time. However, I also observe how new energy is
generated, how new creativity is mobilized in unexpected areas and that a cohesion is
noticeable making a “now more than ever” spirit almost tangible. I hope that this too
will be engraved in my memory.
By the way, I have already laughed tears when chatting and I have been just as
annoyed in the virtual meeting as at the “real” meeting table. And, concerning the ontime completion of this edition, it was also one of those “now more than ever” things.
Thanks, everybody!
Now more than ever and see you next time,
Astrid
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µCMM

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Measure components with extremely
tight tolerances in high accuracy
µCMM is the most accurate purely optical micro-coordinate
measuring system in its class. Users combine advantages from
tactile coordinate measuring technology and optical surface
measuring technology and measure the dimension, position,
shape and roughness of components with only one sensor. The
optical CMM offers high geometric accuracy of several optical
3D measurements in relation to each other, enabling the measurement of small surface details on large components and
precisely determining the position of these individual measurements in relation to each other. The spectrum of measurable
surfaces includes all common industrial materials and composites such as plastics, PCD,
CFRP, ceramics, chrome, silicon. Materials
from matte to polished, reflective components can be measured. Simple operation is
implemented by single-button solutions, automation and ergonomic control elements such
as a specially designed controller. Air-bearing
axes with linear drive enable wear-free use
and highly accurate, fast measurements. This
makes µCMM ideal for permanent use in production, too.

Measurement principle

non-contact, optical, three-dimensional, based on Focus-Variation incl. Vertical Focus Probing technology

Number of measurement points

single measurement:
multi measurement:

Positioning volume (X x Y x Z)

310 mm x 310 mm x 310 mm = 29 791 000 mm³

Compressed air

maintainance-free with compressed air according to specification, 7 bar
consumption 80 NI/min.

Travel speed of axes

up to 100 mm/s

Coaxial illumination

LED coaxial illumination (color), high-power, electronically controllable

3D data

monochrome; 3D color data from Q3 2020

Objective changer

automatic pneumatic four-place objective changer

System monitoring

9 temperature sensors (accuracy ± 0.1 K), 3 vibration sensors, internal current and voltage monitoring, incl.
long-term logging, retrievable

ControlServerHP

4 Core, 32 GB DDR4, HDD 2 TB, Windows 10 IoT Enterprise 64bit, 2x 27“ Full HD LED Monitor

X: 1720, Y: 1720, X x Y: 2.95 million
up to 500 million

DIMENSIONS
Dimensions (W x D x H)

measurement instrument: 960 x 1109 x 1958 mm (up to 2288 mm); ControlServerHP: 200 x 490 x 440 mm

Mass

measurement instrument: 1250 kg (incl. steel stand); ControlServerHP: <20 kg

MEASUREMENT OBJECT
Max. weight

30 kg; more on request

Max. dimensions

width: 680 mm, height: 375 mm

Max. measurable slope angle

Focus-Variation: 87° / Vertical Focus Probing: >90°

ACCURACY
3D accuracy ISO 10360-8 (*)

EUni:Tr:ODS,MPE = (0.8 + L/600) µm (L in mm) (**)
EUniZ:St:ODS,MPE = (0.15 + L/50) µm (L in mm) (***)

Flatness deviation

1.3 mm x 1.3 mm with 10x objective (800A)

U = 0.1 µm

Profile roughness

Ra = 0.1 µm
Ra = 0.5 µm

U = 0.012 µm, σ = 0.001 µm
U = 0.02 µm, σ = 0.001 µm

Areal roughness

Sa = 0.1 µm
Sa = 0.5 µm

U = 0.01 µm, σ = 0.001 µm
U = 0.015 µm, σ = 0.001 µm

Wedge angle

β = 70° - 110°

U = 0.075° , σ = 0.01°

Edge radius

R = 5 µm - 20 µm
R > 20 µm

U = 1.5 µm, σ = 0.15 µm
U = 2 µm, σ = 0.3 µm

(*) Values based on ISO 10360-8 and VDI 2617. Valid for measuring room of quality class 2 according to VDI 2627, further accuracy values available for other environments.
(**) Axis accuracy based on ISO 10360-8. (***) Valid for single measurements, height step measurements.

OBJECTIVE SPECIFIC FEATURES
Objective

AdvancedReal3D RotationUnit G2

Real3D Rotation Unit G2

AdvancedInsertGrip

InsertGrip G2
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RotationGrip

RinglightHP

ToolGrip

3000A

1900A

1500A

1500B

800A

400A

150A

Working distance

mm

8.8

30

23.5

69.4

17.5

19

11

Lateral measurement range (X, Y)
(X x Y)

mm
mm²

5.26
27.64

3.29
10.8

2.63
6.91

2.63
6.91

1.32
1.71

0.66
0.43

0.26
0.06

Spezifikationen in blau
stehen für Alicona spezifische Werte.

Isometric view - µCMM

µCMM I Bruker alicona
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InfiniteFocus G5plus

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Verification of dimensional accuracy and

Measurement principle

non-contact, optical, three-dimensional, based on Focus-Variation incl. Vertical Focus Probing technology

Positioning volume (X x Y x Z)

200 mm x 200 mm x 100 mm = 4000000 mm3

Max. specimen weight

30 kg; more on request

OBJECTIVE SPECIFIC FEATURES

surface finish measurements in one system
InfiniteFocus is a highly accurate, fast and flexible optical 3D
measurement system. With only one sensor, users verify dimensional accuracy and measure surface roughness of their
components. Based on the technology of Focus-Variation
the range of measurable surfaces is almost unlimited.
By means of Vertical Focus Probing, which is an
extension of Focus-Variation vertical surfaces are
probed laterally as well. Components are traceably
measured in high accuracy, with a high vertical
resolution and in high repeatability. The robust
measurement principle of Focus-Variation in
combination with a vibration-isolating hardware
enables the form and roughness measurement
of also large and heavy components. All axes of
InfiniteFocus are equipped with highly accurate
encoders ensuring precise stage movement.
With an automation interface, InfiniteFocus is also
applied for fully automatic
measurements also
in production.

Objective magnification (*)

2.5x

4x

10x HX (**)

10x

20x HX(**)

20x

50x

100x

Numerical aperture

0.075

0.135

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.6

0.8

Working distance

mm

8.8

30

37

17.5

30

19.0

11

4.5

Lateral measurement range (X,Y)
(X x Y)

mm

5.63

3.97

1.62

1.62

0.7

0.81

0.32

0.16

mm2

31.7

15.76

2.62

2.62

0.49

0.66

0.10

0.03

Extended lateral measurement range (X x Y)(***)

mm

6195.26

2304

387.30

387.30

96.83

96.83

15.49

3.87

Measurement point distance

µm

3.52

2.16

0.88

0.88

0.44

0.44

0.18

0.09

Calculated lateral optical limiting resolution

µm

4.35

2.42

1.64

1.09

1.09

0.82

0.54

0.41
0.44

2

Finest lateral topographic resolution

µm

7.04

4.32

1.76

1.76

1.17

0.88

0.64

Measurement noise

nm

800

160

75

30

20

10

3

1

Vertical resolution

nm

2300

450

250

100

80

50

20

10

Vertical measurement range

mm

8

28.5

36

16.5

29

18

10

4

Vertical scanning speed

µm/s

3000

3000

1000 - 3000

1000 - 3000

500 - 3000

500 - 3000

200 - 2000

100 - 1000

Measurement speed

≤ 1.7 million measurement points/sec.

(*) Objectives with longer working distance available upon request. (**) Objective available in special objective configuration.
(***) Larger measurement areas possible with data reduction (primarily limited by positioning volume).

RESOLUTION AND APPLICATION SPECIFICATIONS
Objective magnification

2.5x

4x

10x HX

10x

20x HX

20x

50x

100x

2.3

0.45

0.25

0.1

0.08

0.05

0.02

0.01

mm

8

28.5

36

16.5

29

18

10

4

%

n.a.

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

Max. measurable area

mm2

40000

40000

40000

40000

24780

24780

3965

990

Max. measurable profile length

mm

Min. measurable roughness (Ra)

µm

7

1.35

0.75

0.3

0.24

0.15

0.06

0.03

Min. measurable roughness (Sa)

µm

3.5

0.675

0.375

0.15

0.12

0.075

0.03

0.015

Min. measurable radius

µm

20

12

5

5

3

3

2

1

Min. measurable height

µm

Max. measurable height
Height step accuracy (1 mm)

200

Min. measurable wedge angle

º

20

Max. measurable slope angle

º

Focus-Variation: 87 / Vertical Focus Probing: >90

ACCURACY

AdvancedReal3D RotationUnit G2

Real3D Rotation Unit G2

RotationGrip

Flatness deviation

1.6 mm x 1.6 mm with 10x objective

U = 0.1 µm

Max. deviation of a height
stepmeasurement (*)

height step 10000μm
height step 1000μm
height step 100μm
height step 10μm
height step 1μm

EUniZ: St: ODS, MPE = 0.8 µm, σ = 0.4 µm
EUniZ: St: ODS, MPE = 0.5 µm, σ = 0.1 µm
EUniZ: St: ODS, MPE = 0.4 µm, σ = 0.05 µm
EUniZ: St: ODS, MPE = 0.3 µm, σ = 0.025 µm
EUniZ: St: ODS, MPE = 0.15 µm, σ = 0.01 µm

Profile roughness

Ra = 0.1 µm
Ra = 0.5 µm

U = 0.025 µm, σ = 0.002 µm
U = 0.04 µm, σ = 0.002 µm

Area roughness

Sa = 0.1 µm
Sa = 0.5 µm

U = 0.02 µm, σ = 0.002 µm
U = 0.03 µm, σ = 0.002 µm

Distance measurement (*)

ImageField XY up to 1 mm
ImageField XY up to 10 mm
ImageField XY up to 20 mm
MultiMeasurement XY

EUniXY: Tr: ODS, MPE = 0.7 µm
EUniXY: Tr: ODS, MPE = 1.0 µm
EUniXY: Tr: ODS, MPE = 2.0 µm
EUniXY: Tr: ODS, MPE = 3.2+L/100 (**)

Wedge angle

β = 70 º - 110 º

U = 0.15 0 , σ = 0.02 0

Edge radius

R = 5 µm - 20 µm
R > 20 µm

U = 1.5 µm, σ = 0.15 µm
U = 2 µm, σ = 0.3 µm

RinglightHP

(*) EUni and EBi based on ISO 10360-8. (**) Measurement at reference temperature of 22°C +/- 0.5K and with reference weight of 15kg +/- 5kg.

AdvancedInsertGrip
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ToolGrip

Specifications in blue
mark Alicona specific
values.
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InfiniteFocusSL

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

As fast and intuitive as 3D surface

Positioning volume (X x Y x Z)

RL objectives: mot.: 50 mm x 50 mm x 155 mm (Z: 25 mm mot., 130 mm man.) = 387500 mm³
SXRL/AXRL objectives: mot.: 50 mm x 50 mm x 120 mm (Z: 25 mm mot., 95 mm man.) = 300000 mm³

Max. specimen weight

4 kg; more on request

measurement can be
OBJECTIVE SPECIFIC FEATURES

InfiniteFocusSL is a cost efficient optical 3D
measurement system for easy, fast and traceable measurement of form and finish on micro
structured surfaces. Users measure both form
and roughness of components with only one
system. In addition, color images with high
contrast and depth of focus are achieved. The
long working distance of up to 33mm in combination with its measurement field of 50mm
x 50mm allows a wide range of applications.
Measurements are achieved in seconds and
features, such as a coaxial laser for quick and
easy focusing, further increase usability. With an
automation interface, InfiniteFocusSL is also
applied for fully automatic measurement in
production.

Objective magnification (*)
Numerical aperture

10x

20x

50x

2xSX

5xAX

10xAX

20xAX

50xSX

0.3

0.4

0.6

0.055

0.14

0.28

0.42

0.55

Working distance

mm

17.5

16

10.1

34

34

33.5

20

13

Lateral measurement area (X,Y)
(X x Y)

mm
mm2

2
4

1
1

0.4
0.16

10
100

3.61
13.03

2
4

1
1

0.4
0.16

Ext. lat. measurement area (X,Y)
(X x Y)

mm
mm2

50
2500

Measurement point distance

µm

1

0.5

0.2

5

2

1

0.5

0.2

Calculated lateral optical limiting resolution

µm

1.09

0.82

0.54

5.93

2.33

1.17

0.78

0.59

Finest lateral topographic resolution

µm

2

1

0.64

10

4

2

1

0.64

Measurement noise

nm

40

20

10

1240

165

45

25

15

Vertical resolution

nm

100

50

20

3500

460

130

70

45

Vertical measurement range

mm

16

15

9

25

25

25

19

12

Measurement speed
Accessibility

≤ 1.7 million measurement points/sec.
°

31

29

19

40

51

51

39

26

10x

20x

50x

2xSX

5xAX

10xAX

20xAX

50SX

(*) Objectives with longer working distance available upon request

RESOLUTION AND APPLICATION SPECIFICATIONS
Objective magnification
Min. measurable height

nm

100

50

20

3500

460

130

70

45

Max. measurable height

mm

16

15

9

25

25

25

19

12

Height step accuracy (1 mm)

%

0.1

Max. measurable area

mm

Max. measurable profile length

mm

2500

2

50

Min. measurable roughness (Ra)

µm

0.3

0.15

0.08

n.a.

n.a.

0.45

0.25

0.15

Min. measurable roughness (Sa)

µm

0.15

0.075

0.05

n.a.

n.a

0.25

0.1

0.08

Min. measurable radius

µm

5

3

2

20

10

5

3

2

Min. measurable wedge angle

°

20

Max. measurable slope angle

°

87

ACCURACY

Real3D Rotation Unit G2

Flatness deviation

2 mm x 2 mm with 10x objective

U = 0.1 µm

Max. deviation of a
height step measurement

height step 1000 μm
height step 100 μm
height step 10 μm
height step 1 μm

EUni: St: ODS, MPE = 1 µm, σ = 0.1 µm
EUni: St: ODS, MPE = 0.4 µm, σ = 0.05 µm
EUni: St: ODS, MPE = 0.3 µm, σ = 0.025 µm
EUni: St: ODS, MPE = 0.15 µm, σ = 0.01 µm

Profile roughness

Ra = 0.5 µm

U = 0.04 µm, σ = 0.002 µm

Area roughness

Sa = 0.5 µm

U = 0.03 µm, σ = 0.002 µm

Distance measurement

XY up to 2 mm

EBi: Tr: ODS, MPE = 0.8 µm

Wedge angle

β = 70-110 º

U = 0.15 º, σ = 0.02 º

Edge radius

R = 5 µm - 20 µm
R > 20 µm

U = 1.5 µm, σ = 0.15 µm
U = 2 µm, σ = 0.3 µm

EUni: St: ODS, MPE & EBi: Tr: ODS, MPE conform to ISO 10360-8

AdvancedInsertGrip
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InsertGrip G2

ToolGrip

Specifications in blue
mark Alicona specific
values.
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Real3D
How to measure undercuts
In combination with Real3D, users measure surfaces from numerous perspectives. Components
are measured in 3D from various perspectives and
then automatically merged into a full 3D dataset.
High-precision and calibrated rotation and tilt axes
ensure automated, repeatable and traceable measurement of form and roughness on the whole measurement object. Users are able to visualize and
measure surface features such as diverse flank angles, thread pitch and undercuts.
Alicona offers several options for Real3D measurements. The Advanced Real3D Rotation Unit is
equipped with a motorized tilt axis and motorized
rotation axes, whereas the Real3D Rotation Unit is
based on motorized rotation axes and a manual tilt

axis. Both models are used for full form measurement
of typically round tools. The fully motorized version can
additionally be applied for the automatic measurement
of cutting dies, micro hole measurement and Reverse
Engineering. Further, users are able to measure trail
and main edges of their drill, cutting miller etc. in only
one measurement circle.
The compatibility of both units with a number of clamping systems allows for precise and rapid interaction
between processing and measurement. In addition,
various adapters enable 360° rotation and components
without rotational symmetry.

AdvancedReal3D RotationUnit G2

Real3D Rotation Unit G2

AdvancedReal3DRotationUnit

Real3DRotationUnit

General specifications

General specifications

Rotation axis

360° endless rotation; motorized

Rotation axis

360° endless rotation; motorized

Tilt axis

-15° to +90°; motorized

Tilt axis

- 15° to + 90°, locking every 5°; manual

Max torque rotation axis

0.5 Nm

Max. torque rotation axis

0.1 Nm

Max. torque tilt axis

2.5 Nm

Compatibility

Clamping systems: three-jaw lever scroll chuck; ER16 collet chuck

Clamping repeatability

2 µm (3R and EROWA)

Compatibility

Clamping systems*: three-jaw lever scroll chuck; 3R-SP26771 MacroHP; EROWA ITS Chuck 100P

* Other clamping systems available upon request

Measurement object
Max. weight

4kg

Clamping diameter

2 mm - 71 mm (three-jaw chuck); up to 100 mm (3R and EROWA)

Clear aperture

23.5 mm (three-jaw chuck)

Max. length

268 mm (three-jaw chuck), 155 mm (3R), 149 mm (EROWA)
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Measurement object
Max. weight

0.5 kg

Clamping diameter

0.5 mm - 40 mm (three-jaw chuck); 1 mm - 10 mm (collet chuck)

Clear aperture

12 mm (three-jaw chuck); 12.5 mm (collet chuck)

Max. length

150 mm (three-jaw chuck and collet chuck)

Depending on the geometry of the specimen the indicated parameters may be limited.

Real3D I Bruker alicona
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Alicona´s cobot range
Collaborative systems enable modern
production strategies
The Alicona cobot range is based on the combination of a collaborative 6-axis robot and the robust optical 3D measurement
sensor IF-SensorR25, delivering high resolution, traceable and
repeatable measurements. Collaborative systems are tailored to
the individual measurement task and application. Programming
and measuring as well as handling of pre-defined measurement
programs require no prior knowledge of metrology. Cobots run
in both manual and automatic mode and can be optimally inte-

grated into an existing production line. Users verify surface state
as well as dimensional accuracy of components by measuring
distances, angles, form deviations and position tolerances.
New Cobots that are proven in the field are the DiscCobot to
measure turbine discs, and the ToolCobot, which is applied to
measure tools also directly in the machine. The CompactCobot is
a universal solution applicable in all industries to measure micro
structured surfaces of large components.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

DiscCobot

Robot type

UR-10

Specimen radius

1300 mm

Dimensions

Safety

collaborative – stops at collision with an object;
certified by TÜV Nord and TÜV Süd

Mass

Axes

6 rotating joints

Repeatability

+/- 0.1 mm

Sensor

IF-SensorR25
- travel range in Z 26mm motorized
- LED ring light with 24 segments
- 126 mm x 153 mm x 202 mm (W x D x H)

Mass (incl. sensor)

approx. 30 kg

Operation

coarse positioning of the sensor through handles;
fine positioning through precise joystick movement

Display

integrated touchscreen to display the live view and 3D view of the measured dataset

Software compatibility

AutomationManager: Easy teach-in of measurement sequences by adding robot positions, SingleField and ImageField measurements.
CADCAM: Virtual planning of measurement sequence on CAD model incl. simulation of the measurement task.

CompactCobot
Dimensions (H x W x L)

0,95 x 0,79 x 1,35 m

Weight

400 kg

Max. sample weight

ca. 100 kg

Operation

Drawer with integrated 19,5´ touchscreen

Interface

Hole grid plate for mounting different sample holders and
samples

Additional Features

Integrated status lights
4 emergency stops on each corner
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COBOT

control console: 1 x 1 x 0.9 m; system: 1.0 x 1.45 x 0.95 m (excl. cobot)
approx. 1.5 t

Additional axes

rotation axis

Max. specimen weight

approx. 150 kg

Interface

flexible perforated plate for mounting of grips

Safety

laser scanner for additional monitoring of the operating range

Turbine Cobot
Dimensions

1.5 x 0.95 x 2.15 m

Mass

approx. 900 kg

Additional axes

rotation table
lifting axis with 400 mm travel range

Max. specimen weight

approx. 50 kg

Operation

sliding drawer with integrated touchscreen

Interface

Taper50 interface (other options possible) incl. perforated plate for mounting of grips

Mobility

height-adjustable casters for flexible use

Cobots I Bruker alicona
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InfiniteFocus X-Large
Alicona´s X-Large versions of InfiniteFocus are used for high resolution, optical 3D measurement of large and heavy components.
The systems differ in possible XY travel ranges and max. measurable weight of components. The available spectrum of InfiniteFocus
X-Large solutions includes travel ranges of (mm) 500 x 500 and 1000 x 1000 with a maximum weight of up to 200kg – more
on request. X-Large systems are used for automatic defect analysis of large measurement fields or dimensional measurement of
laser structured geometries on printing plates. With an automation interface, InfiniteFocus X-Large systems are also applied for fully
automatic measurement in production.

InfiniteFocus X-Large 1000
General specifications
Positioning volume (X x Y x Z)

1000 mm x 1000 mm x 100 mm = 100 million mm3

Coaxial illumination

white LED coaxial illumination, high-power, electronically controllable

Ring light illumination (optional)

white LED high-power ring light, 24 segments, wireless, snap-on system

Dimensions (W x D x H)

measurement instrument: 1680 mm x 785 mm x 1700 mm; ControlServerHP: 200 mm x 485 mm x 440 mm

Mass

measurement instrument: 3080 kg; ControlServerHP: 19 kg

Objectives

2.5x, 5x, 10x, 20x, 50x, 100x

Measurement object
Surface texture

surface topography Ra above 0.009 µm with λc 2 µm; depending on surface structure

Max. height

100 mm; more on request

Max. size

1000 mm x 1000 mm

Max. weight

200 kg

Preparation

none

InfiniteFocus X-Large 500
General specifications
Positioning volume (X x Y x Z)

500 mm x 500 mm x 100 mm = 25 million mm3

Coaxial illumination

white LED coaxial illumination, high-power, electronically controllable

Ring light illumination (optional)

white LED high-power ring light, 24 segments, wireless, snap-on system

Dimensions (W x D x H)

measurement instrument: 900 mm x 1100 mm x 800 mm; ControlServerHP: 200 mm x 485 mm x 440 mm

Mass

measurement instrument: 500 kg; ControlServerHP: 19 kg

Objectives

2.5x, 5x, 10x, 20x, 50x, 100x

Measurement object
Surface texture

surface topography Ra above 0.009 µm with λc 2 µm; depending on surface structure

Max. height

100 mm; more on request

Max. size

500 mm x 500 mm

Specifications in blue
mark Alicona specific
values.
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IF-SensorR25
Robust 3D measurement
in production
IF-SensorR25 is a solid optical 3D measurement instrument for automated form
and roughness measurement in production. The sensor is integrated into a
production line and delivers high resolution, repeatable and traceable results
when measuring surface characteristics
in the µm or sub-µm range. Therefore,
the IF-SensorR25 is a platform that enables the use of the same measurement
process both in-line and in ameasurement laboratory. Standardized interfaces
(e.g. QDAS) support an easy and quick
integration into production allowing comparable measurements. In combination
with a collaborative 6-axis robot, IF-SensorR25 is used as a collaborative system
– “Cobot” – for flexible quality assurance
and the measurement of microstructures
on large components.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Positioning volume (Z)

25 mm (mot.)

OBJECTIVE SPECIFIC FEATURES
Objective magnification (*)

10x

20x

50x

2xSX

5xAX

10xAX

20xAX

50xSX

Working distance

mm

17.5

16

10.1

34

34

33.5

20

13

Lateral measurement area (X,Y)
(X x Y)

mm
mm2

2
4

1
1

0.4
0.16

10
100

3.6
13.03

2
4

1
1

0.4
0.16

Measurement point distance

µm

1

0.5

0.2

5

2

1

0.5

0.2

Finest lateral topographic resolution

µm

2

1

0.64

10

4

2

1

0.64

Measurement noise

nm

40

20

10

1240

165

45

25

15

Vertical resolution

nm

100

50

20

3500

460

130

70

45

Vertical measurement range

mm

16

15

9

25

25

25

19

12

°

31

29

19

40

51

51

39

26

Measurement speed
Accessibility

≤ 1.7 million measurement points/sec.

(*) Objectives with longer working distance available upon request

RESOLUTION AND APPLICATION SPECIFICATIONS
Objective magnification

10x

20x

50x

2xSX

5xAX

10xAX

20xAX

50xSX

Min. measurable height

nm

100

50

20

3500

460

130

70

45

Max. measurable height

mm

16

15

9

25

25

25

19

12

Height step accuracy (1 mm)

%

0.1

Min. measurable roughness (Ra)

µm

0.3

0.15

0.08

n.a.

n.a.

0.45

0.25

0.15

Min. measurable roughness (Sa)

µm

0.15

0.075

0.05

n.a.

n.a.

0.25

0.1

0.08

Min. measurable radius

µm

5

3

2

20

10

5

3

2

Min. measurable wedge angle

º

20

Max. measurable slope angle

º

87

ACCURACY
Flatness deviation

2 mm x 2 mm with 10x objective

U = 0.1 µm

Max. deviation of a
height step measurement

height step 1000 μm
height step 100 μm
height step 10 μm
height step 1 μm

EUni: St: ODS, MPE = 1 µm, σ = 0.1 µm
EUni: St: ODS, MPE = 0.4 µm, σ = 0.05 µm
EUni: St: ODS, MPE = 0.3 µm, σ = 0.025 µm
EUni: St: ODS, MPE = 0.15 µm, σ = 0.01 µm

Profile roughness

Ra = 0.5 µm

U = 0.04 µm, σ = 0.002 µm

Area roughness

Sa = 0.5 µm

U = 0.03 µm, σ = 0.002 µm

Distance measurement

XY up to 2 mm

EBi: Tr: ODS, MPE = 0.8 µm

Wedge angle

β = 70 º - 110 º

U = 0.15 0 , σ = 0.02 0

Edge radius

R = 5 µm - 20 µm
R > 20 µm

U = 1.5 µm, σ = 0.15 µm
U = 2 µm, σ = 0.3 µm

EUni: St: ODS, MPE & EBi: Tr: ODS, MPE conform toISO 10360-8

Software
Interface

integrated scripting language; LabVIEW framework; .NET remoting interface;
Alicona Inspect Professional (enables GD&T measurement)

Specifications in blue
mark Alicona specific
values.
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PortableRL

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Positioning volume (X x Y x Z)

50 mm x 50 mm x 25 mm = 62500mm³

Mobile, high resolution measurement
IF-PortableRL is an optical 3D measurement system for quality
assurance of micro structured surfaces. Users verify measurement fields of up to (mm) 50x50x26. The system is applied
for both curved and flat components. A battery pack allows a
flexible use and mobile positioning, enabling the use of the sys-

tem wherever needed. A large vertical scanning range allows
the measurement of various geometry types and forms. Amongst
others, fields of use are platen inspection, asphalt measurement,
quality assurance of turbine or rotor blades, 3D measurement of
steel and body parts.

OBJECTIVE SPECIFIC FEATURES
Objective magnification (*)

10x

20x

50x

2xSX

5xAX

10xAX

20xAX

50xSX

Numerical aperture

0.3

0.4

0.6

0.055

0.14

0.28

0.42

0.55

Working distance

mm

17.5

16

10.1

34

34

33.5

20

13

Lateral measurement area (X,Y)
(X x Y)

mm
mm2

2
4

1
1

0.4
0.16

10
100

3.61
13.03

2
4

1
1

0.4
0.16

Measurement point distance

µm

1

0.5

0.2

5

2

1

0.5

0.2

Calculated lateral optical limiting resolution

µm

1.09

0.82

0.54

5.93

2.33

1.17

0.78

0.59

Finest lateral topographic resolution

µm

2

1

0.64

10

4

2

1

0.64

Measurement noise

nm

60

30

20

1240

165

60

30

25

Vertical resolution

nm

150

75

50

3500

460

170

90

70

Vertical measurement range

mm

16

15

9

25

25

25

19

12

51

51

39

26

5xAX

10xAX

20xAX

50SX

Measurement speed
Accessibility

≤ 1.7 million measurement points/sec.
°

31

29

19

40

20x

50x

2xSX

(*) Objectives with longer working distance available upon request

RESOLUTION AND APPLICATION SPECIFICATIONS
Objective magnification
Height step accuracy (1 mm)

10x
%

0.1

Min. measurable roughness (Ra)

µm

0.55

0.25

0.2

n.a.

n.a.

0.65

0.3

0.25

Min. measurable roughness (Sa)

µm

0.30

0.15

0.1

n.a.

n.a

0.35

0.15

0.13

Min. measurable radius

µm

5

3

2

20

10

5

3

2

Min. measurable wedge angle

°

20

Max. measurable slope angle

°

87

ACCURACY
Flatness deviation

2 mm x 2 mm with 10x objective

U = 0.1 µm

Max. deviation of a
height step measurement

height step 1000 μm
height step 100 μm
height step 10 μm
height step 1 μm

EUni: St: ODS, MPE = 1 µm, σ = 0.1 µm
EUni: St: ODS, MPE = 0.4 µm, σ = 0.05 µm
EUni: St: ODS, MPE = 0.3 µm, σ = 0.025 µm
EUni: St: ODS, MPE = 0.15 µm, σ = 0.01 µm

Profile roughness

Ra = 0.5 µm

U = 0.04 µm, σ = 0.002 µm

Area roughness

Sa = 0.5 µm

U = 0.03 µm, σ = 0.002 µm

Distance measurement

XY up to 2 mm

EBi: Tr: ODS, MPE = 0.8 µm

Wedge angle

β = 70-110 º

U = 0.15 º, σ = 0.02 º

Edge radius

R = 5 µm - 20 µm
R > 20 µm

U = 1.5 µm, σ = 0.15 µm
U = 2 µm, σ = 0.3 µm

EUni: St: ODS, MPE & EBi: Tr: ODS, MPE conform to ISO 10360-8

Specifications in blue
mark Alicona specific
values.

Mesurement on a Racetrack
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IF-Profiler
3D profiler to measure roughness and surface finish
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

IIF-Profiler is a handheld 3D roughness measurement system for high
resolution measurement of surface
finish. Users measure roughness of
flat and curved components with
only one system. Measurements
are performed both profile based
(ISO 4287) and areal based (ISO
25178). The lightweight IF-Profiler
consists of a 3D measurement sensor and a robust, at
the same time handy framework. The ergonomic design
combines ease of use and
required mechanical rigidity.
Traceable and repeatable
measurements are achieved
in a min. measurement time
of three seconds.

Positioning volume (Z)

25 mm (mot.)

Specimen radius

100 mm - ∞

OBJECTIVE SPECIFIC FEATURES
Objective magnification (*)
Numerical aperture

10x

20x

50x

0.3

0.4

0.6

Working distance

mm

17.5

16

10.1

Lateral measurement area (X,Y)
(X x Y)

mm
mm2

2
4

1
1

0.4
0.16

Measurement point distance

µm

1

0.5

0.2

Calculated lateral optical limiting resolution

µm

1.09

0.82

0.54

Finest lateral topographic resolution

µm

2

1

0.64

Measurement noise

nm

40

20

10

Vertical resolution

nm

100

50

20

Vertical measurement area

mm

16

15

9

°

31

29

19

10x

20x

50x

Accessibility

(*) Objectives with longer working distance available upon request

RESOLUTION AND APPLICATION SPECIFICATIONS
Objective magnification (*)
Min. measurable roughness (Ra)

µm

0.3

0.24

0.18

Min. measurable roughness (Sa)

µm

0.15

0.12

0.09

Max. measurable slope angle

º

87

Specifications in blue
mark Alicona specific
values.
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EdgeMaster
Automatic cutting edge measurement in production

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

The EdgeMaster is an optical 3D measurement device for automatic cutting edge measurement. Edges of inserts, drills, millers and
other round tools are measured regardless of
type, size, material, or surface finish. Users
measure radii >2µm as well as rake, wedge
and clearance angle of tools. Different types,
including both waterfall and trumpet, are precisely measured. Traceable and repeatable
results are delivered in high vertical resolution
even at vibrations, variations in temperature
and ambient light. In addition to chipping
measurement, the high vertical resolution also
enables traceable roughness measurement
on the rake face.

Positioning volume (X x Y x Z)

RL objectives: man.: 25 mm x 25 mm x 155 mm (Z: 25 mm mot., 130 mm man.) = 96875 mm3
SXRL/AXRL objectives: man.: 25 mm x 25 mm x 120 mm (Z: 25 mm mot., 95 mm man.) = 75000mm³

Max. specimen weight

4 kg; more on request

OBJECTIVE SPECIFIC FEATURES
Objective magnification (*)

10x

20x

50x

2xSX

5xAX

10xAX

20xAX

50xSX

Working distance

mm

17.5

16

10.1

34

34

33.5

20

13

Lateral measurement area (X,Y)
(X x Y)

mm
mm2

2
4

1
1

0.4
0.16

10
100

3.61
13.03

2
4

1
1

0.4
0.16

Measurement point distance

µm

1

0.5

0.2

5

2

1

0.5

0.2

Measurement noise

nm

40

20

10

1240

165

45

25

15

Vertical resolution

nm

100

50

20

3500

460

130

70

45

Vertical measurement range

mm

16

15

9

25

25

25

19

12

°

31

29

19

40

51

51

39

26

10x

20x

50x

2xSX

5xAX

10xAX

20xAX

50SX

5

3

2

20

10

5

3

2

Accessibility

(*) Objectives with longer working distance available upon request

RESOLUTION AND APPLICATION SPECIFICATIONS
Objective magnification
Min. measurable radius
Min. measurable wedge angle

µm
0

20

Min. measurable roughness (Ra)

µm

0.3

0.15

0.08

n.a.

n.a.

0.45

0.25

0.15

Min. measurable roughness (Sa)

µm

0.15

0.075

0.05

n.a.

n.a

0.25

0.1

0.08

Max. bevel length

µm

800

400

160

4000

2000

800

400

160

Max. measurable slope angle

0

87

ACCURACY
Profile roughness

Ra = 0.5 µm

U = 0.04 µm, σ = 0.002 µm

Area roughness

Sa = 0.5 µm

U = 0.03 µm, σ = 0.002 µm

Wedge angle

β = 70 0 - 110 0

U = 0.15 0 , σ = 0.02 0

Edge radius

R = 5 µm - 20 µm
R > 20 µm

U = 1.5 µm, σ = 0.15 µm
U = 2 µm, σ = 0.3 µm

Specifications in blue
mark Alicona specific
values.
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EdgeMasterX

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Multiple edges in only one
measurement run
The EdgeMasterX originates from the Alicona
product line for optical, automatic tool measurement in high resolution. It is a fully automated
cutting edge measurement system for quality assurance of drills, millers and other round tools
to be applied in production. Specifically, the
EdgeMasterX enables automated multi-edge
measurement. When utilized in combination with
a motorized rotation unit, users benefit from
the measurement of multiple tool edges, even
chamfered edges, in one single measurement
run. Deviations from a CAD file or reference
geometry are indicated through a traffic light
system. Measurements are initiated by a single
button solution allowing for measurements to be
performed without any further user interaction.

Positioning volume (X x Y x Z)

RL objectives: mot.: 50 mm x 50 mm x 155 mm (Z: 25 mm mot., 130 mm man.) = 387500 mm³
SXRL/AXRL-objectives: mot.: 50 mm x 50 mm x 120 mm (Z: 25 mm mot., 95 mm man.) = 300000 mm³

Max. specimen weight

4 kg; more on request

OBJECTIVE SPECIFIC FEATURES
Objective magnification (*)

10x

20x

50x

2xSX

5xAX

10xAX

20xAX

50xSX

Working distance

mm

17.5

16

10.1

34

34

33.5

20

13

Lateral measurement area (X,Y)
(X x Y)

mm
mm2

2
4

1
1

0.4
0.16

10
100

3.61
13.03

2
4

1
1

0.4
0.16

Measurement point distance

µm

1

0.5

0.2

5

2

1

0.5

0.2

Measurement noise

nm

40

20

10

1240

165

45

25

15

Vertical resolution

nm

100

50

20

3500

460

130

70

45

Vertical measurement range

mm

16

15

9

25

25

25

19

12

°

31

29

19

40

51

51

39

26

20x

50x

2xSX

5xAX

10xAX

20xAX

50SX

Accessibility

(*) Objectives with longer working distance available upon request

RESOLUTION AND APPLICATION SPECIFICATIONS
Objective magnification

10x

Min. measurable radius

µm

5

3

2

20

10

5

3

2

Min. measurable roughness (Ra)

µm

0.3

0.15

0.08

n.a.

n.a.

0.45

0.25

0.15

Min. measurable roughness (Sa)

µm

0.15

0.075

0.05

n.a.

n.a.

0.25

0.1

0.08

Max. bevel length

µm

800

400

160

4000

2000

800

400

160

Min. measurable wedge angle

°

20

Max. measurable slope angle

0

87

ACCURACY
Profile roughness

Ra = 0.5 µm

U = 0.04 µm, σ = 0.002 µm

Area roughness

Sa = 0.5 µm

U = 0.03 µm, σ = 0.002 µm

Wedge angle

β = 70 0 - 110 0

U = 0.15 0 , σ = 0.02 0

Edge radius

R = 5 µm - 20 µm
R > 20 µm

U = 1.5 µm, σ = 0.15 µm
U = 2 µm, σ = 0.3 µm

Specifications in blue
mark Alicona specific
values.
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EdgeMasterHOB
Optical cutting edge measurement of hob cutters
The EdgeMasterHOB is one of Alicona´s optical
tool measurement systems and a market-specific adaption of the optical cutting edge measurement system EdgeMaster. Like all Alicona
tool measurement systems, the EdgeMasterHOB
is used for automated quality assurance. The hob
measuring device is particularly applied in e.g.
regrinding centers. A working distance of 33mm
allows effortless measurement of cutting edges
even in areas that are hard to access. Users
measure, amongst other features, chipping and
edge defects, chamfer as well as edge roundness at the tooth flank, tooth root and tooth tip.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Positioning volume

Z: 25 mm (mot.), 92 mm (man.)
Lifting table: 120 mm (man.)
Rotation table: +/- 30° (man.)

Max. specimen weight

30 kg; more on request

OBJECTIVE SPECIFIC FEATURES
Objective magnification (*)

5xAX

10xAX

20xAX

Numerical aperture

0.14

0.28

0.42

Working distance

mm

34

33.5

20

Lateral measurement area (X,Y)
(X x Y)

mm
mm2

3.61
13.03

2
4

1
1

Measurement point distance

µm

2

1

0.5

Calculated lateral optical limiting resolution

µm

2.33

1.17

0.78

Finest lateral topographic resolution

µm

4

2

1

Measurement noise

nm

165

45

25

Vertical resolution

nm

460

130

70

Vertical measurement area

mm

25

25

19

°

51

51

39

5xAX

10xAX

20xAX

10

5

3

Accessibility

(*) Objectives with longer working distance available upon request

RESOLUTION AND APPLICATION SPECIFICATIONS
Objective magnification
Min. measurable radius

µm

Min. measurable wedge angle

°

20

Max. measurable slope angle

°

87

Max. bevel length

µm

2000

800

400

ACCURACY
Wedge angle

β = 70 0 - 110 0

U = 0.15 0 , σ = 0.02 0

Edge radius

R = 5 µm - 20 µm
R > 20 µm

U = 1.5 µm, σ = 0.15 µm
U = 2 µm, σ = 0.3 µm

Specifications in blue
mark Alicona specific
values.
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Proving traceability: Alicona Standards

CMM Calibration Tool

Form measurement
Calibration Tool
Circle Diameters

2000µm, 1000µm, 500µm, 250µm, 100µm, 50µm

Chess Pattern Pitch

120µm, 50µm, 24µm, 12µm, 5µm

Height Step

1000µm

Spheres

7x ø 1mm

Sphere Distances

0, 10, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400mm

Material

invar; spheres; cemented carbide

Coefficient of thermal
expansion

1µm/K/m

Calibration laboratory

DAkkS

CMM Calibration Tool –Checking longer

The calibrated sphere distances of the CMM Calibration Tool allow users to measure and verify larger

distances according to ISO 10360-8

distances according to ISO 10360-8.

Advanced CMM Calibration Tool
Calibration Tool – Verification of vertical and

The Alicona Calibration Tool was especially designed for the verification of vertical and lateral accuracy of all

lateral accuracy

Alicona 3D measuring instruments. Vertical accuracy is checked by means of height measurement (height
level 1000µm), lateral accuracy is checked throughout different chessboard. DakkS calibrated (optional).

Verification Tool
Cylinder Diameters

100µm, 250µm, 500µm, 1000µm

Angle

90°, 60°, 20°

Height Steps

500µm, 1000µm, 2000µm, 5000µm

Spheres

16x ø 1mm, 1x ø 2mm, 7x ø 0.4mm

Sphere Distances

from 0.02 to 57.47mm

Material

Sapphire glass; spheres; cemented carbide

Coefficient of thermal
expansion

8.5µm/K/m

Calibration laboratory

METAS

Advanced CMM Calibration Tool – Verification of

The Advanced CMM Calibration Tool is particularly designed for the verification of distance and form

distance and form measurement

measurements.

Roughness measurement
Areal Roughness Tool

Verification Tool – Verification of form
measurement

Areal Roughness
Standard

Sa=0.75µm, Sq=1µm

The Verification Tool was especially designed for the accuracy verification of form measurements of Alicona

Calibration laboratory

NPL

measuring instruments. It has various artifacts such as height steps, angles and cylinder sizes. Traceable

Calibration according to ISO 25178

to PTB standards.

Edge Calibration Tool
Radii

3µm, 8µm, 13µm, 25µm, 50µm, 75µm

Angles

70°, 90°, 110°

Edge Shape

radius, elliptical
elliptical K=1,5 (Sγ=22,5µm/Sα=15µm);
elliptical K=1,5 (Sγ=45µm/Sα=30µm)

Certification

Option 1: Two edges with METAS certificate as
well as factory certificate for all edges.
Option 2: All edges with METAS certificate.

Edge Calibration Tool –Verification of radius,

Standard with 10 different edges traceable to METAS. Due to its cutting tool-like surface, realistic traceability is

K-factor and angle

possible. In addition to the 8 edges with radii, the standard provides 2 asymmetrical edges with K-factor.
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Areal Roughness Tool – Verification of optical

Areal roughness standard for optical measurements traceable to NPL. With this tool, users verify the accuracy of

roughness measurement

optical roughness measurements.

Roughness Tool
RoughnessTool-100

Ra = 0.1µm

RoughnessTool-500

Ra = 0.5µm

RoughnessTool-3000

Ra = 3µm

Roughness standard for optical and tactile scanning. Its traceability offers comparisons with other measured
Roughness Tool – Verification of roughness

values, certified standards or target values. Users measure and check surface geometries and roughness

measurement

according to ISO 4287/88. DAkkS or NPL calibrated.
Focus-Variation by Alicona I Bruker alicona
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EdgeMasterX
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PortableRL

DiskCobot

µCMM

EdgeMasterX
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Form and roughness.
In one system.

Optical dimensional metrology and roughness measurement

By Alicona.
That´ s metrology!
For Sales, Service & Spares contact:

Michael Francis House • 3 Trimbush Way
Market Harborough • Leicestershire • LE16 7XY
Registered in England No. 5562754
VAT No. 780 4974 94
T +44 [0]1858 436940
E info@optimaxonline.com

F +44 [0]1858 436941
www.optimaxonline.com

InfiniteFocus is based on the technology of Focus-Variation. Users measure
dimensional accuracy and surface finish in the µm and sub-µm area. The
latest release of InfiniteFocus G5 plus provides increased accuracy and enables lateral probing of components. Vertical slopes are optically measurable.

IF-20102011-9

Technical data, images, descriptions without obligations. We reserve the right to modify content. ®alicona and
®InfiniteFocus are registered trademarks, ©copyright by alicona

